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Abstract 

This study argues that Chaucer's poetry belongs to a far-reaching conversation 

about the forms of consolation (philosophical, theological, and poetic) that are available 

to human persons. Chaucer's entry point to this conversation was Boethius's Consolation 

of Philosophy, a sixth-century dialogue that tried to show how the Stoic ideals of 

autonomy and self-possession are not simply normative for human beings but remain 

within the grasp of every individual. Drawing on biblical commentary, consolation 

literature, and political theory, this study contends that Chaucer's interrogation of the 

moral and intellectual ideals of the Consolation took the form of philosophical 

disconsolations: scenes of profound poetic rupture in which a character, sometimes even 

Chaucer himself, turns to philosophy for solace and yet fails to be consoled. Indeed, 

philosophy itself becomes a source of despair. In staging these disconsolations, I contend 

that Chaucer asks his readers to consider the moral dimensions of the aspirations internal 

to ancient philosophy and the assumptions about the self that must be true if its insights 

are to console and instruct. For Chaucer, the self must be seen as a gift that flowers 

through reciprocity (both human and divine) and not as an object to be disciplined and 

regulated. 

Chapter one focuses on the Consolation of Philosophy. I argue that recent 

attempts to characterize Chaucer's relationship to this text as skeptical fail to engage the 

Consolation on its own terms. The allegory of Lady Philosophy's revelation to a 

disconsolate Boethius enables philosophy to become both an agent and an object of 

inquiry. I argue that Boethius's initial skepticism about the pretentions of philosophy is in 
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part what Philosophy's therapies are meant to respond to. The pressures that Chaucer's 

poetry exerts on the ideals of autonomy and self-possession sharpen one of the major 

absences of the Consolation: viz., the unanswered question of whether Philosophy's 

therapies have actually consoled Boethius. Chapter two considers one of the 

Consolation's fascinating and paradoxical afterlives: Robert Holcot's Postilla super 

librum sapientiae (1340-43). I argue that Holcot's Stoic conception of wisdom, a 

conception he explicitly links with Boethius's Consolation, relies on a model of agency 

that is strikingly similar to the powers of self-knowledge that Philosophy argues Boethius 

to posses. Chapter three examines Chaucer's fullest exploration of the Boethian model of 

selfhood and his ultimate rejection of it in Troilus and Criseyde. The poem, which 

Chaucer called his "tragedy," belonged to a genre of classical writing he knew of only 

from Philosophy's brief mention of it in the Consolation. Chaucer appropriates the genre 

to explore and recover mourning as a meaningful act. In Chapter four, I turn to Dante and 

the House of Fame to consider Chaucer's self-reflections about his ambitions as a poet 

and the demands of truth-telling.  
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Introduction 

This wiked custom is so longe yronne, 
Til that of Athenes kyng Egeus 

Mot senden his owene sone, Theseus, 
Sith that the lot is fallen hym upon, 

To ben devoured, for grace is there non.  
Chaucer, Legend of Good Women, 1944-47 

 

 At the conclusion of the first of The Canterbury Tales, The Knight's Tale, a 

character named Theseus offers a speech in defense of the "Firste Moevere" of the 

cosmos (2987). According to Theseus, this Prime Mover, "Juppiter" (3035), established a 

fair chain of love that governs the nature and movement of every material element of the 

universe: fire, air, water, and earth. The cause of Jupiter's creation of this chain was this 

god's "wis purveiaunce" [foresight] (3011). His chain is an interlocking series of cosmic 

bonds, bonds that establish order and regularity from the eternal, perfect, incorruptible 

heavens all the way down to the corruptible, sublunary realm of contingency. The chain 

is the law of all living things, and it allows every corner of nature's realm to participate in 

and reflect the rationality of the "Moevere" himself (3003-5). Indeed, the growth, 

perfection, and decay of contingent beings expresses the intrinsic rationality and 

goodness of the Mover and his chain: "loo the ook, that hath so long a norisshynge/ From 

tyme that it first bigynneth to sprynge,/ And hath so long a life...Yet at the laste wasted is 

the tree" (3017-8, 3020). Like the oak, human beings must die, too, but it is a mistake to 

see death as an aberration from the Mover's law. By means of his chain of love the 

"prince and cause of alle thyng" converts all "unto his propre welle," and finite human 
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beings are no exception (3036-7). To complain against death and misfortune, however 

untimely and painful they may be, constitutes a failure to appropriate the divine 

rationality that pervades all things. The failure to let the "purveiaunce" of the Prime 

Mover permeate every aspect of one's existence is a human failure, a failure to live a fully 

human life.  

 Theseus offers this speech to his "parlement" in commemoration of the death of 

Arcite, a Theban knight who had died several years before the speech's delivery (2967). 

The circumstances surrounding Palamon's death comprise the substance of the poem's 

narrative: Theseus had captured Arcite and his cousin, Palamon, in one of the duke's 

military expeditions to Thebes. While imprisoned, both knights catch sight of a maiden, 

Emilye, an Amazonian who is another of Theseus's foreign subjects. Unbeknownst to 

Emelye, the pair of knights fall in love with her and instantly feud over to whom she 

belongs "by right." When the duke finds the two knights fighting, he arranges an 

extraordinarily lavish battle contest to settle the legitimacy of the knights' rival claims. 

Arcite wins, but when he removes his helmet to let the Athenian crowds gaze upon his 

face his horse stumbles and tosses him to the ground head-first. Arcite sustains terminal 

wounds and dies several days later.   

 In his speech Theseus insists that Arcite's death is the effect of an omnipotent but 

obscure providence. Arcite's death is an "aventure," an accidental and unfortunate effect 

of causes no human being could have anticipated or foreseen. Arcite is not at fault, nor is 

any Athenian. But just because the providential motivation of this death remains obscure 

does not mean that it fails to have one. The consolation of Theseus's wisdom, then, lies 
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not only in Jupiter's ultimate control of the universe but in his ability to trust and 

reflectively participate in this control even when he fails to grasp Jupiter's reasons.  

 In a brilliant essay on this tale, Elizabeth Salter drew attention to the extreme 

disjunction between the perfect, omniscient governance of Theseus's prime mover and 

Chaucer's depiction of the agency of the Athenian gods, among whom Theseus's Jupiter, 

"the kynge,/ That is prince and cause of alle thing" (3035-6), is numbered. The problem 

with Theseus's speech is that Chaucer had informed his readers—behind Theseus's back, 

you might say—that the jealous, vindictive squabbling of Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and 

Saturn was responsible for Palamon's sudden death. Before the battle contest the two 

knights and Emelye had prayed individually for different outcomes. Arcite prayed to 

Mars for victory in battle; Palamon prayed to Venus for Emelye; Emelye wished to 

remain chaste and prayed to Diana. Only Emelye's prayer is denied: Arcite wins the 

battle, Palamon loses, and with Arcite's "accidental" death—Saturn sends some "furie 

infernal" that spooks Arcite's horse (2684-5)—Venus rewards Palamon's devotion. "Our 

difficulty," Salter writes, "does not lie in reconciling the death of Arcite with a divinely 

ordained plan, but in reconciling the noble account of this plan with the ugly 

manifestation of divine motives and activities which Chaucer has allowed his poem to 

give."1 If we are to insist on a "firste moevere" of the worlds of Athens and Thebes, then 

this mover must be nothing like the gods that are depicted and worshipped by the culture 

of Athens. The characters of the Knight's Tale are little more than pawns of the divinities 

                                                      
1 "The Knight's Tale," in Chaucer: The Knight's Tale and The Clerk's Tale (London: Edward Arnold, 
1962), 31. 
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they worship. Theseus is no exception to this rule: his edict that Palamon and Emelye's 

marriage is a "necessitee" of the realm (3042) plays right into the hands of the gods' plan. 

With the death of Arcite Palamon still does not yet have Emelye. Theseus, in praising his 

prime mover and making the marriage a law, ends up fulfilling the wishes of his demonic 

gods.  

 Theseus's speech in defense of the "Firste Moevere" exposes the pretentions of a 

society that is blind to its complicity with forces that it cannot control or understand, 

forces that it dimly enshrines in the "brilliant externals" of richly decorated temples and 

funerary rites (Salter, 17). What is fascinating about this exposure is that the only part of 

the speech that Chaucer's poem explicitly contradicts is the identification of the Prime 

Mover of the cosmos with Jupiter. Chaucer's revelation of the character of these gods 

widens the distance between the "fair chain" of the Prime Mover and the experience of 

human tragedy, but it does not deny the connection outright. If there is a prime mover, 

and if he does govern the world with perfection, then he and his providence cannot be 

identified with any god or goddess of Athens or Thebes. And if he cannot be so 

identified, then it becomes unclear what forms of life can sustain the wisdom that 

Theseus's speech give voice to. Which begs the question: what forms of human virtue can 

endure both tragic "aventure" and the inscrutability of divine providence? Can we 

imagine a life that can bear the weight of Theseus's words? 

 In the world of the Knight's Tale it seems that the answer to these questions is that 

there are none. As I noted, Theseus's speech comes several years after Arcite's death and 

the extraordinarily lavish funeral the duke had bestowed upon the foreign knight. 
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Chaucer's account of the intervening time is worth bearing in mind. The mourning of the 

Athenians, both public and private, had come to an end long before Theseus's remarks.2 

This cessation of grief is caused by the narcotic haze of temporal distance (2967-8) and 

the "oon general assent" (2969) of the Athenian people. The parlement gathers some 

years later under an entirely different pretext, "upon certein pointz and caas" (2971), 

other than to hear a commemoration of Arcite. It is only because one of the parlement's 

"pointz" is to discuss the terms of Thebes' "obeisaunce" to Athens (2974) that Theseus is 

reminded of the death of Arcite and the possibility of marriage between Palamon and 

Emelye (2975-6). Placed in the context of the poem's narrative, then, Theseus's prime 

mover speech looks like it is motivated by political expediency, not existential need. The 

marriage of Palamon and Emelye is the politically pragmatic fiat of an emperor who is 

made to look quite a lot like the Jupiter he thinks rules the universe.3  

 This tension between the poetic narrative and the philosophical arguments voiced 

by characters within it is consistent with the other examples of Athenian "wisdom" in the 

poem. The narrative does not explicitly contradict the philosophical arguments that are 

made but rather foregrounds virtue's impossibility, the difficulty of living with 

                                                      
2 Chaucer tells us that "by processe and by lengthe of certeyn yeres/Al stynted is the moornynge and the 
teres/ Of Grekes" (2967-69). In addition to the essay by Salter I am indebted to David Aers's reading of 
Theseus's speech in Chaucer, Langland, and the Creative Imagination (London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1980), 174-95. 
 
3 Theseus's intention in delivering his prime mover speech—the cosmological and theological justification 
of a specific political proposal—is very close to the fatalistic sermon Thomas Bradwardine preached at the 
victory of Edward III at the Battle of Crécy in 1346. Bradwardine argued that because the English defeated 
the French against all odds that it was a sign of God's favor of Edward's claim to the French crown. The 
Latin version of the sermon, originally delivered in English, has been edited by Heiko Oberman and J. A. 
Weisheipl: "The Sermo Epicinus Ascribed to Thomas Bradwardine (1346)," in Archives d'Histoire 
Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen Âge 25 (1958), 295-329. 
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philosophy's conclusions. When Palamon and Arcite are imprisoned, each voices 

opinions that are congruent with Theseus's prime mover speech. But their opinions are 

dramatically insufficient forms of consolation. Arcite insists on the pointlessness of 

complaining against the "purveiaunce of God" (1252). Divine wisdom is so far above the 

wisdom of human creatures that "we faren as the that dronken is as a mous" (1261). Each 

of us desires true and lasting "felicitee," but we are like a drunk man who knows that he 

has a home but cannot find the way (1262-67). In our actions we are strangers to 

ourselves: cognizant of an ultimate horizon to our actions, dimly aware of a final good, 

yet tragically incapable of bringing that final good to bear on the way we live. Palamon 

agrees:  

O crueel goddes that governe  
This world with byndyng of youre word eterne,... 
What is mankynde moore unto you holde 
Than is the sheep that rouketh [cowers] in the fold? (1303-4, 1307-8) 

To Palamon, the knowledge of the eternality of the "word" of the gods should hardly be a 

source of comfort. When properly realized, it makes human agency out to be blind. 

Arcite makes God's perfect "purveiaunce" utterly distant from human agency, but 

Palamon denounces the very "word eterne" that binds the cosmos together. The same 

"bond" that is for Theseus an occasion for putting off all grief and "pleynte" can also 

serve as the source of exquisite pain. And so the monologues of these knights do not 

console but reinforce and deepen the despair of their speakers. Neither knight is able to 

bear the weight of their own words.  
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 As the epigraph of this dissertation implies, the world of pagan antiquity is a 

world without grace. Divine interventions into the affairs of Athenians do not transform 

the scope and mediation of human virtue but seem to destroy virtue's possibility. The 

form of Chaucer's language in this passage—Egeus, king of Athens, "senden his owene 

sone," Theseus, to be devoured by the Minotaur—parodies God's self-gift to humanity in 

the person of Jesus Christ, the eternal Word made flesh (John 1:1-14; 3:16-7). For 

Palamon, the "word eterne" of the gods is not love but a curse. If the gods that Athens 

worships are no more than demons, then the "fair chain" of God's providence is 

fundamentally extrinsic to the political and religious institutions that constitute Athenian 

society. The prime mover's chain may hold sway throughout the cosmos, but the chain's 

transcendence means that the attempts of human beings to pin down the ultimate meaning 

or significance of their actions—or simply determine, Arcite says, what the best course of 

action may be in a situation—exposes you to the humiliation of Fortune. On the other 

hand, to imagine a human life based on divine knowledge seems to entail imagining a life 

outside of historical mediation, a life immune to, on the one hand, the processes of 

violence and empire at the heart of Athenian culture, and, on the other, the apparent 

disorder of the cosmos. Such a life would almost have to be inhuman to be real: it would 

entail the intellectual withdrawal of self from the institutions and social forms of life from 

which it emerged and which give it shape and definition. Its vision would be at least 

consistent with the inscrutability of divine providence, and its virtue would consist in 

complete mastery of will and passion. 
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 The world of Chaucer's Athens is not the world of fourteenth-century England. 

Chaucer's pagan antiquities—Athens, Thebes, and Troy among them—are worlds of his 

poetic making, and they serve as thematic, cultural, and conceptual backdrops to the 

narratives of a large portion of his major poetry. Yet it would be a fatal mistake not to see 

these worlds as impinging upon Chaucer's own in crucial ways. Chaucer did not assume 

the position of a putatively detached observer of a distant but laudable pagan past; for 

one, his representations of pagan antiquity were in part the legacy of classical and 

continental poetic traditions to which he understood himself to be an unlikely but serious 

heir.4 In the process of interpreting and re-interpreting these traditions, Chaucer equipped 

many of the characters of his poems with a brilliant array of philosophical resources that, 

in many instances, his base poems did not have nor necessarily ask for. His basis for 

these resources was a text that he translated into Middle English, a text that was itself a 

crucial backdrop to scholastic theology and vernacular poetry alike: Boethius's 

Consolation of Philosophy. The forms of argumentation to which Theseus, Arcite, and 

Palamon each give voice all derive from Chaucer's own translation of this text.  

 One of the insights this dissertation bears out is that the ideal of agency and 

intellectual vision to which Theseus gives voice—a self in command of its reasons and 

desires in virtue of its ability to participate in the divine mind—doesn't simply disappear 

in late medieval culture but endures in the major theological and literary traditions of 

Chaucer's time. To get a handle on how the conceptual resources of the Consolation can 

                                                      
4 On Chaucer's relationship to both of these traditions see below, chapter 4.  
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act as barriers to self-knowledge (either in the form of Theseus's calculating pretensions 

to autonomy or Palamon's and Arcite's despair at the futility of human agency) is to go a 

long way towards clarifying Chaucer's relationship to the ancient philosophical traditions 

to which he was obviously attracted but which his poetry troubles in profound and 

searching ways.  

 

 "Chaucer and the Disconsolations of Philosophy" argues that Chaucer's poetry 

contains a powerful and sustained exploration of the limits of human agency. These limits 

are concerned with what Aquinas called the "supernatural end" of human happiness, the 

happiness that consists in the participation of the human being in the life of God.5 

According to the model of human agency that is explored in Boethius's Consolation of 

Philosophy, it is not only within the rational and volitional powers of the human person to 

achieve this supernatural end but the prerogative of every person. It is a prerogative in 

virtue of mankind's nature. We are creatures endowed with reason, thereby enabled to 

reflect and reflectively participate in the divine ratio that suffuses creation. Chaucer 

explores the limits of this model of agency by means of what I call scenes of 

philosophical disconsolation: episodes in his poetry in which characters, even Chaucer 

himself, turn to the conceptual resources of the Consolation of Philosophy and yet fail to 

be instructed and consoled. Indeed, philosophy itself becomes a source of their despair. 

                                                      
5 I-II q. 62, a. 1, resp. Here I use the five-volume translation of the Fathers of the English Dominican 
Province (New York: Benziger, 1948).  
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My argument is that no human form of life is capable of sustaining the intellectual vision 

that Boethius propounds without the mediation of grace. 

I want to say more about the conception of human agency that is on offer in 

Boethius's text. The Consolation of Philosophy was written in 523 AD by Anicius 

Manlius Severinus Boethius, a Roman senator, a philosopher who may have trained in 

the schools of Athens, and a Christian theologian. Boethius was prosecuted, exiled, and 

executed on the charges of treason by the Ostrogothic Emperor of the Roman Empire, 

Theodoric the Great. The Consolation takes place as Boethius awaits his execution. He 

tells his readers that as he waited he wrote poems, little "elegies" (elegi), in 

commemoration of the happiness of which he had been unjustly and cruelly deprived. As 

he composed these silent reflections an imperious and awe-inspiring woman appeared to 

him: her eyes glowed, her garments appeared imperishable, and her head seemed to touch 

the heavens. This is not the Church, Jesus Christ, or any Christian saint but Lady 

Philosophy. She immediately rebukes Boethius for the pleasure he derives in writing his 

elegies and banishes the Muses, who have hitherto comforted Boethius, from his bedside.  

 What follows from Philosophy's revelation is a series of dialogues between 

Philosophy and her erstwhile pupil, dialogues that are punctuated by the substitution of 

Boethius's elegies with Philosophy's own exquisite poetry. This poetry reflects and 

extends her arguments in defense of the integrity of the good and the role it plays in 

God's providential administration of the universe. Boethius, she contends, has forgotten 

who he is: a human being whose possession of reason enables him to contemplate the 

transcendent good. In virtue of his possession of reason he is capable of assimilating his 
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life to the patterns to divine wisdom. The path to this contemplation lies in realizing the 

instability of the goods of Fortune. Honor, wealth, political power, family, fame, and 

pleasure (2 pr. 5-8; 3 pr. 2-7) are not Boethius's by right but are "comune," as Chaucer's 

translation puts it, not the natural possession of any human creature. None of these is 

guaranteed to last (as Boethius knows all too well) and therefore neither one nor all can 

truly serve as source of human happiness. Adverse fortune of the kind Boethius has 

received is actually to be preferred to good fortune; it reveals the failure of these goods to 

serve as the foundation of human happiness. What, then, is the foundation of human 

happiness?  

Philosophy argues that all human action tends toward some good. The actions of 

human beings vary to the extent that they act under different apprehensions of what 

consists or participates in the good. But happiness, if it is to be more than a passing 

feeling or the simple possession of a good that can be easily lost, has to be self-sufficient. 

It can be lacking in no thing, for if it includes a transient good then happiness would be 

imperfect and wouldn't be happiness at all. The good must also not be without power to 

effect its determinations and ontological excellence (3 pr. 9). The only good that matches 

these criteria is God, the one being who is eternally and ontologically self-sufficient (3 pr. 

10). Human happiness, if it is to be a happiness we cannot lose, consists in our ability to 

participate in the intellectual life of God. We do this through the contemplation of the 

good, as well as the assimilation of the whole human person, passions and all, to the 

pattern of the divine mind (3 pr. 10-12). The goods of Fortune are thus no more than 

fragments or pieces of the good. To use a metaphor of Philosophy's, material goods are 
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little keyholes through which we dimly perceive the goodness which transcends all 

material instantiation. The wicked who have persecuted Boethius have received their 

reward, earthly success, which is to say they have received their punishment: for in 

idolizing the things of the world that have deprived and exiled themselves from their true 

"homeland" of contemplation of the divine mind.  

The philosophy of Lady Philosophy is a blend of Stoic and Aristotelian ethics and 

Neoplatonic metaphysics and cosmology. Yet one of the key assumptions of Philosophy's 

therapy is never really spelled out in the text. Philosophy takes it to be obvious that 

Boethius's desires and passions are a function of intellectual apprehension. We long for 

the things we perceive to be good, grieve for the goods we have lost, and enjoy the goods 

we have. The assumption of Philosophy's early therapies in Book I is that, because 

Boethius is crying and full of grief, his intellect must have erred or been deceived in 

some way. Hers is a moral psychology that assumes the passions to follow the intellect's 

reasons without remainder: it is through contemplation of the divine mind that Boethius's 

whole person is to be consoled. For Philosophy, if Boethius continues to grieve or weep it 

must mean his vision is imperfect. In keeping with the Stoic doctrine, she specifically 

impugns Boethius's anger (ira), lust (libido), grief (maeror), and hope (spes) (4 pr. 2, 6-

8). These passions are symptoms of a mind that has gone astray. Philosophy assumes the 

obverse to be true, too: if Boethius has the proper understanding of the good and divine 

providence, he would be free from the malign influence of the passions. The path to 

freedom from grief is through the intellectual comprehension of the good, that is, God. Or 

rather, freedom from grief just is contemplation of the divine ideas, even as the specific 
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connections between human history and providence will always remain obscure in this 

life. 

One way of highlighting the importance of this underlying moral psychology is to 

point out that Boethius never tells us whether or not he has been consoled. After an 

extraordinarily complex articulation of God's foreknowledge of future contingents 

(foreknowledge which, she claims, does not short-circuit the pursuit of the good, Book 

5), Philosophy tells Boethius that he can now be confident that his prayers are not in vain 

and submit to the fate of his execution, doing so in the knowledge that in his death he will 

never have lost his true autonomy. He has been healed of the sickness of grief and 

intellectual error. But this declaration is not Boethius's. It is Philosophy's. We never know 

if her therapies have had their intended effect. It is at least conceivable that Boethius 

agrees with everything she has argued so far—his constant affirmation of her conclusions 

makes it seem this way—and yet remains unconsoled. For what Philosophy's therapies 

fail to account for is the nature of the will and the weight of habit (consuetudo)—both the 

weight of affection for putatively earthly goods like Boethius's family and friends, as well 

as the author's fondness for honor and renown. The swelling of the passions for these 

goods supposedly subsides in the healing balm of intellectual vision. This is a psychology 

that takes neither human embodiment nor historical extension very seriously. And so we 

are back to the very problem that the Knight's Tale raised so acutely: what kind of a 

human life can sustain the vision of the good? 

In the City of God, written nearly one hundred years before the Consolation, 

Augustine had described the moral psychology underlying Philosophy's therapy as the 
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common legacy of Stoic, Aristotelian, and Neoplatonic thought. This legacy had 

bequeathed to Greece and Rome scores of proud philosophers who supposed themselves 

in complete control of their desires and passions. They purported to possess autonomy in 

virtue of their ability to transcend earthly concerns through practices of ascesis and the 

contemplation of the divine mind, practices that supposedly made them immune to grief 

and sorrow over the loss of the things of this world. These philosophers, Augustine 

writes, "are so arrogant and pretentious in their irreligion that the swelling of their pride 

increases in exact proportion as their feeling of pain decreases" (XIV.9; 566). For 

Augustine, the desire to transcend suffering and sorrow constitutes a fundamental failure 

to acknowledge the sort of creatures that we are and the world in which we live. As 

James Wetzel has noted, Augustine simplifies these traditions by attributing to them all a 

single moral psychology in which virtue follows vision without remainder. But if it is 

couched in terms of the weight of habit and the distention of human consciousness in 

time, Augustine's point is devastating.6 The complete appropriation of the wisdom of the 

good would entail the obliteration of a person's past, a breaking asunder of the habits of 

the will and affection for goods that are only little keyholes to the transcendent good. One 

cannot bring unity and intelligibility to a human life without comprehending that life in 

its entirety, that is, comprehending it from the perspective of God's eternity. Not even a 

life infused with grace is capable of such comprehension.  

                                                      
6 "Augustine discovered that his philosophical inheritance, whether Stoic or Platonic, came up short when 
turned to it to explicate the psychology of moral struggle. Pagan philosophers seemed to have little 
appreciation for the difficulties creatures of habit and passion would have in appropriating philosophical 
wisdom," Augustine and the Limits of Virtue (Cambridge, 1992), 15. Also important on this issue is Peter 
Burnell's brilliant book on Augustine's theological anthropology, The Augustinian Person (Washington, 
D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2005). 
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The distance of Augustine's moral psychology from that of his philosophical 

counterparts is best measured by his re-inscription of the passions into the life of the 

Church. This re-inscription is rooted in his exegesis of Christ's Passion in the gospel 

narratives (see, for instance, Christ's providential assumption of the passions in City of 

God, XIV.9, and below, chapter 3). In a sermon on John 13:21 ("When Jesus had said 

these things, he was troubled in spirit; and he testified, and said: Amen, amen, I say to 

you, one of you shall betray me"), Augustine wrote that we should not interpret Christ's 

being "troubled in spirit" to mean that the God of the universe, perfect and impassible, 

felt some pang of fear about the future.7 "Let us have no fear for him," Augustine writes, 

"as if He were capable of failing: He is not perishing, but in search of us who are."8 

Christ's trouble in spirit is real in virtue of the hypostatic union, that is, Christ is troubled 

in the sense that his human spirit is troubled. Yet he assumed this trouble not for himself 

but on our behalf. Augustine continues: "He is thus seeking, that in His trouble we may 

behold ourselves, and so, when trouble reaches us, may not fall into despair and perish. 

By His trouble, who could not be troubled save with His own consent, He comforts such 

as are troubled unwillingly."9 Passions are rightly ordered when reasons are rightly 

ordered to the Word-made-flesh, when the self is comprehended not in its intelligibility 

but in its giftedness. 

                                                      

7 Tractatus in Joanis Evangelium, in Patrilogia Latina, ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris, 1902), vol. 35; tract. lx, 
1797-99. 
 
8 "non ei timeamus quasi deficiat; non perit, sed nos quaerit," lx.3, 1798. 
 
9 "nos, inquam, nos omnino sic quaerit nos ipsos in illius perturbatione videamus, ut quando turbamur, non 
desperatione pereamus. Quando turbatur qui non turbaretur nisi volens, eum consolatur qui turbatur et 
nolens," ibid.  
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"Chaucer and the Disconsolations of Philosophy" argues that Chaucer's 

engagement with Boethius pushed his reflections on agency and autonomy closer to the 

theological anthropology of Augustine than the anthropology of a Stoic, Neoplatonist, 

Aristotelian, or a skeptic. As my brief reading of the Knight's Tale has suggested, 

Chaucer carries out these reflections at the level of literary form and genre. In what 

follows I will focus on Chaucer's poetry before the Canterbury Tales; specifically, 

Chaucer's formal experimentations in tragedy and the dream vision.  

The literary-critical traditions with which I engage in this dissertation have 

obscured the terms of Chaucer's engagements with Boethius and the nature of these 

formal experimentations. On the one hand, traditions of literary criticism dominated by 

source-critical methods have made Chaucer out to be a card-carrying Boethian 

philosopher. Studies in this vein (most notably those by B. L. Jefferson, John Steadman, 

Alistair Minnis, and Piero Boitani) have amply demonstrated the depth and seriousness of 

Chaucer's engagement with Boethius and classical philosophical traditions over the 

course of his poetic career.10 But these studies fail to come to terms with the enormous 

existential pressures to which his poems subject Boethian insights and ideals. On the 

other hand, deconstructive and psychoanalytic approaches to the topic have drawn 

attention to these pressures, but the engagement of this critical tradition with the 

                                                      
10 B. L. Jefferson, Chaucer and the Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius (Princeton, 1917); John 
Steadman, Disembodied Laughter: Troilus and the Apotheosis Tradition (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and 
London: The University of California Press, 1972; Alistair Minnis, Chaucer and Pagan Antiquity 
(Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1982); and Piero Boitani, Chaucer and the Imaginary World of Fame 
(Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1984). 
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Consolation and its afterlives in medieval theology is superficial in the extreme. In their 

attempt to shield Chaucer's poetry from the yawning "categories" of medieval theology 

and philosophy, these approaches paradoxically reify notions of "the literary" and "the 

philosophical" and thereby consign the latter to the desire for "normative nostalgia" 

(Mark Miller), universal rationality (Sheila Delany) and/or cognitive systems (Nicolette 

Zeeman).11 Conversely, the "literary" is the site of affect, multiplicity, contingency and 

différance. The literary is categorically opposed to the philosophical, and the body of 

Chaucer's poetry stands in ironic, undercutting opposition to any philosophical attempts 

to categorize or systematize human experience. "New Formalist" attempts to account for 

Chaucer's relationship to Boethius only re-entrench divisions between aesthetics and 

argument (so Eleanor Johnson has argued that Chaucer's Troilus consists in a metapoetic 

argument with Boethius about the ability of poetry to instruct).12 

Chapter One, "The Consolation of Philosophy: Narrative, Autonomy, and Self-

Knowledge," engages with the second tradition of criticism I have outlined, the tradition 

that argues that Chaucer's attitude towards Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy was 

fundamentally skeptical. I share with this tradition the intuition that Chaucer's 

relationship to Boethius is not one of slavish admiration and appropriation. As my brief 

reading of the Knight's Tale has suggested, Chaucer did in fact subject Boethian ideas or 

                                                      
11 Miller, Philosophical Chaucer (Cambridge, 2004), 144; Delany, Chaucer's House of Fame: The Poetics 
of Skeptical Fideism (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1972; reprinted by the University of 
Florida Press, 1994); and Zeeman, "Philosophy in Parts: Jean de Meun, Chaucer, and Lydgate," in 
Uncertain Knowledge: Scepticism, Relativisim, and Doubt in the Middle Ages, Disputatio 14 (Turnhout, 
Belgium: Brepols, 2014), 213-238. 
 
12 Practicing Literary Theory in the Middle Ages: Ethics and Mixed Form in Chaucer, Gower, Usk, and 
Hoccleve (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), chapters 2 and 3. 
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themes to the pressures of narrative and literary form. But the key question at issue here 

is the ethical direction to which these pressures tend. Critics that see Chaucer as a skeptic 

attribute to the poet a kind of intellectual weariness and disillusionment with the 

Consolation's ideas, a weariness that these critics are quite (and quite suspiciously) 

willing to share. For example, in his book, Philosophical Chaucer, Mark Miller 

intentionally excludes any of Chaucer's poetry that has explicitly philosophical passages. 

This weariness manifests itself in the opposition between narrative and argument, fiction 

and philosophy, an opposition that Chaucer exploits in the triumphant cause of literary 

fiction. Ironically, these approaches depend on a reification of the literature and the 

philosophy that fails to consider the undeniably literary form of the Consolation itself. 

The allegory at the heart of Boethius's text enables philosophy to become both an agent 

and an object of inquiry. I argue that Boethius's initial skepticism about the pretentions of 

philosophy is in part what Philosophy's therapies are meant to respond to. The pressures 

that Chaucer's poetry put on Philosophy's ideals of autonomy and self-possession sharpen 

one of the major absences of the Consolation: viz., the unanswered question of whether 

Philosophy's therapies have actually consoled Boethius. What emerges from my analysis 

is a conception of philosophy that takes multiple discourses (myth, exemplum, poetry, 

tragedy) as techniques or tools for the cultivation of rehabilitation of the self's autonomy, 

the goal of philosophical discourse and practice. However, the key question that 

Boethius's text raises but does not answer is whether virtue and the habits of the will 

follow the dictates of reason as seamlessly as Philosophy suggests.  
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In Chapter Two, "Robert Holcot, O. P., and the Invention of a Stoic Christianity," 

I step away from Chaucer to consider one of the Consolation's fascinating and 

paradoxical afterlives in a text that Chaucer almost certainly encountered in one form or 

another: Robert Holcot's Postilla super librum sapientiae (1340-43). My aim here is to 

illustrate the far-reaching influence of Philosophy's moral psychology, a psychology 

based on the failure or refusal to acknowledge the force of habit and the distention of 

human consciousness across time. Holcot's biblical commentary, perhaps the most 

popular single-book commentary of the later Middle Ages, is at first glance an unlikely 

place to look for late medieval attitudes towards classical philosophy. The text is a long, 

sprawling series of academic lectures on a single book of the Bible, the Wisdom of 

Solomon. What is more, Holcot's reputation in medieval intellectual history is that of a 

semi-Pelagian (ex puris naturalibus, on the "basis of natural powers," individuals can 

merit salvation without grace) and a skeptic and a "fideist" about the ability of human 

beings to prove the existence of any incorporeal thing. However, in the very first 

commentary lecture, Holcot claims that at the heart of Wisdom—a text that the Church 

receives as Holy Scripture—lies an essentially pagan and Stoic understanding of 

philosophy, an understanding that he explicitly links to Boethius's Consolation of 

Philosophy. The wisdom that is this book's subject is the summa of all wisdom and virtue, 

"virtue combined with knowledge," as Holcot puts it. "Wisdom" is thus not simply a 

virtue or a body of knowledge but a way of life (what he calls an ars vitae, an "art of 

living," following Seneca's phrasing of the term). By tracing Holcot's understanding of 

this conception of philosophy through the Postilla and his Sentences commentary, I argue 
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that this theologian sees the traditions of classical, ancient philosophy as ways of life that 

bore witness to the integrity of the natural law as a set of moral and intellectual precepts. 

Philosophy's relationship to the natural law is thus identical to theology's relationship to 

the new law: just as the philosopher labored to convert the Gentiles to an apprehension of 

God as the transcendent good and the Creator of the world, so theologians work to 

instruct the Church in the precepts of the new. The concept that unifies philosophy and 

theology is Holcot's understanding of intention, the will's submission to realities it cannot 

see or apprehend, an understanding that ironically re-inscribes Philosophy's ethical and 

epistemic ideal of self-possession in the heart of Christian theology. Despite Holcot's 

pessimism about natural reason, his theology paradoxically assumes a supreme 

confidence in the self's ability to comprehend and direct its desires. Finally, I argue that 

the ex puris naturalibus doctrine so memorably described by Heiko Oberman is best seen 

as a corollary of Holcot's sense of the integrity of the natural law as a set of coherent 

moral and intellectual precepts about creation.  

Chapter Three, "The Disconsolations of Philosophy: Tragedy and the Passions in 

Troilus and Criseyde," returns to Chaucer's engagement with Boethius. Here I focus on 

what is the first post-classical experiment in the genre of tragedy, Troilus and Criseyde. 

As Henry Kelly has documented, Chaucer derived what he knew of the genre not from 

Aristotle's Poetics but from the Consolation's extremely brief discussion of "tragedy" as a 

genre of literature that teaches one to distrust the goods of Fortune. I argue that Chaucer 

appropriates this brief definition to explore the ethics of mourning; namely, he uses 

tragedy to push back on the anthropology that underlies Philosophy's suggestion that 
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autonomy is both the goal of philosophical activity and the thesis which motivates her 

therapeutic deployment of multiple genres. I focus on the failure of Pandarus to console 

Troilus on the loss of his lover, Criseyde. Pandarus uses what is perhaps the most pivotal 

argument in the Consolation—that the sources of human happiness must lie outside any 

of the goods of Fortune—to argue that Troilus should turn his attention elsewhere. 

Troilus responds by suggesting that his self is no longer his own possession; indeed, if 

Pandarus's argument were true, then Troilus would have to be some other creature 

besides a human being in order to follow them. Troilus's rejection of Boethius echoes 

Augustine's critique of Stoicism in the City of God, and so I bring Augustine's theology 

of the passions to bear on this poem in order to specify its resistance to Boethian ideals of 

autonomy and self-possession. 

Chapter 4, "The Afterlife of Words: Dante and Chaucer on Philosophy, 

Magnanimity, and Fame," examines one of Chaucer's earlier works, a dream vision 

entitled The House of Fame. Even though Chaucer left it unfinished, the House of Fame 

is in some ways Chaucer's most ambitious and philosophical poem. The poem emerged 

out of the poet's so-called "Italian" period, a time of intense reading and reflection on the 

major continental traditions of poetry (de Meun, Petrarch, Boccaccio, and especially 

Dante). Drawing on (and in some ways complicating) the dream vision's pedigree in 

classical philosophy and poetry, The House of Fame is a dramatic exploration of 

Chaucer's own investment and ambitions as a poet. While this poem is typically read as 

an ars poetica for a more earthbound, anti-Dantean poetic practice, I argue that Chaucer 

shares with the Dante of the Divine Comedy a pessimism about the transparency of the 
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self's desires, a pessimism that problematizes the stoic self-possession at the heart of this 

poetic practice. Magnanimity and the desire for what Aristotle calls its "natural good," 

fame or renown, comes out to be little more than a thinly veiled self-love, a denial of 

grace and the giftedness of creation. I argue that Chaucer's repeated deflections of 

philosophical and poetic ambition to fame and truth, deflections that occur in virtue of the 

poet's intimate knowledge of the Consolation, constitute instead an indictment of the 

poet's sense of self-possession, an indictment that structures the poem in the form of 

Chaucer's uncertainty about what his dream of Fame's fickleness ultimately says about 

him.    

One of the insights I hope this dissertation bears out is that the reification of 

literature and philosophy to autonomous spheres of discourse obscures the fundamental 

importance of form to the articulation of both. As I will argue, the autobiographical form 

of the Consolation is essential to our interpretation of its arguments. So too is the form of 

biblical commentary and lecture essential to our understanding of Holcot's 

argumentation. Ignoring the form of philosophical utterance inevitably distorts 

philosophy's meanings as well as the claims it makes of us. Similarly, if we segregate 

Chaucer's poetry to the realm of affect and multiplicity, we rig the game before it begins. 

We fail to see the important philosophical work poetry is capable of accomplishing. My 

understanding of the operation of literary form in this dissertation is thus much closer to 

Niklas Forsberg's understanding of how Iris Murdoch's novels "communicate" her 

philosophy, which he describes as a species of indirect communication. His remarks on 

this mode of communication are worth quoting in full, so I will end with them:  
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"Indirect communication" is not a theory of language according to which our 
language is divided into two categories (e.g. one being literal statements about 
facts, the other metaphorical 'hints' about more difficult matters such as religion 
and ethics); and indirect communication is not something we employ since there 
are things we cannot say because they are out of reach for ordinary (or 
philosophical) language...indirect communication is not called for because the 
world is split into two halves (or 'spheres')—one empirical and factual and the 
other ethical and mystical. Rather, a text communicates indirectly (in the relevant 
sense) when it shows something decisive about its reader and demands something 
of her. A text that communicates indirectly is at bottom a mirror—a presentation 
of something familiar that may jolt us (or fail to do so) out of a particular form of 
illusion. But it provides us with no particular form of positive information that is 
unavailable by means of other forms of representation.13 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
13 Language Lost and Found: On Iris Murdoch and the Limits of Philosophical Discourse (New York and 
London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 6-7. 
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Chapter 1 

The Consolation of Philosophy: Narrative, Autonomy, Self-Knowledge 

 

Can Socrates' discourse be separated from the life and death of Socrates? 

Pierre Hadot, What is Ancient Philosophy?  

 

The autobiographical dimension of philosophy is internal to the claim that 
philosophy speaks for the human, after all; that is its necessary arrogance. The 
philosophical dimension of autobiography is that the human is representative, say 
imitative, that each life is exemplary of all, a parable of each; that is humanity’s 
commonness, which is internal to its endless denials of commonness.  
 

Stanley Cavell, A Pitch of Philosophy 

 

 In a recent volume of essays devoted to skepticism in the later Middle Ages, 

Nicolette Zeeman has argued for Chaucer's inclusion in a tradition of pre-modern poets 

whose works have skeptical implications.1 The poetry of this tradition is skeptical, 

Zeeman claims, because it relies on a common literary "manoeuvre," employed most 

memorably by Jean de Meun, in which a "subordinate element" of a philosophical or 

theological system is valorized to the exclusion of the theoretical frame that gives that 

element an intelligible role in the system (213). Exaggerating the minor element 

                                                      
1 "Philosophy in Parts: Jean de Meun, Chaucer, and Lydgate," in Uncertain Knowledge: Scepticism, 
Relativism, and Doubt in the Middle Ages (Disputatio 14), edited by Dallas G. Denery II, Kantik Ghosh, 
and Nicolette Zeeman (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014), 229-30. 
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questions that element’s intelligibility and, by implication, begs us to interrogate the 

validity of the conceptual scheme in which that element has been placed. Hence it is a 

poet’s reticence to supply an alternative conceptual frame that generates skepticism: 

because the minor element seems farcical or monstrous, the overarching system is tacitly 

shown to be insufficient or self-contradictory. This literary move is, Zeeman claims, a 

"gesture of philosophical deferral, a version of différance" (214).2 

 In Chaucer's handling, this maneuver consists in the "philosophically relativizing 

gesture of placing philosophical positions in the mouths of his protagonists" (226). 

Perhaps the most intriguing and productive passage for this claim is the final two-

hundred lines of the fifth book of Troilus and Criseyde. Troilus's secret lover, Criseyde, 

has been exchanged for a Trojan prisoner of war in a deal brokered by the Greeks (IV. 

139-47). After realizing that her father, Calkas, will never letter her return to the Trojan 

city, Criseyde finally gives in to the cajoling attentions of Diomedes, a Greek warrior. 

When Troilus discovers her infidelity he curses the gods and rushes headlong into battle 

where he kills "thousandes" of Greeks until, one day, he is slain by Achilles (V.1806). 

Chaucer reports that at the moment of his death his soul was instantly translated to the 

eighth sphere where, gazing down from above on those friends and family who mourned 

his death, Troilus ridiculed them all: 

And in hymself he lough right at the wo 

                                                      
2 Zeeman's gesture to deconstruction is important for the larger theoretical concerns of her essay, for 
reasons I explore below. This basic disciplinary opposition at the heart of literary and philosophical texts 
sets up a range of binaries along which Zeeman's argument tracks: analytics and narrative, systematic and 
local, necessary and contingent, universal and particular (e.g. pp. 213-4; 216-7; 219-25; 233-4). It also 
underlies an analogy the editors of the volume make between the medieval literary text and strands of 
"critical theory, and even more recently, animal studies" (7).  
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Of hem that wepten for his deth so faste, 
And dampned al oure werk that foloweth so 
The blynde lust, the which that may nat laste, 
And sholden al oure herte on hevene caste; 
And forth he wente, shortly for to telle, 
Ther as Mercurye sorted hym to dwelle. (V.1821-7) 

Zeeman points out that Troilus's repudiation of all earthly passions follows a logic similar 

to the Consolation of Philosophy: earthly love is transitory, unstable, and ultimately a 

partial good; true happiness must lie outside the world. Troilus's laughter is an echo of 

the allegorical figure of Philosophy in Boethius’s Consolation, who argues that earthly 

forms of the good—power, love, family, wealth, health, and beauty—are ultimately finite 

goods and therefore fail to count as the source of human happiness. They fail because the 

happiness these goods bring is not inviolable (II. pr. 5-pr.8). Any of them can be lost with 

a sudden shift in Fortune, as Boethius, who lies imprisoned and awaits his execution, 

knows all too well. True happiness, if it exists, must lie outside the earthly realm. 

Philosophy will eventually identify that happiness with God himself (III. pr. 12).  

 The problem with Troilus’s judgment is that it is "a notoriously inadequate 

response" to the care and detail with which Chaucer had depicted the erotic intimacy of 

the two lovers.3 Chaucer gestures to this problem in the stanza that immediately follows 

Troilus’s apotheosis, an apotheosis that is clearly supposed to be a kind of post-mortem 

consolation; he writes: "Swich fyn hath, lo, this Troilus for love!" (V.1828).4 Evidently 

Troilus’s divinization is unequal to the erotic communion he shared with Criseyde. In 

                                                      
3 "Philosophy in Parts," 229. 
 
4 For an illuminating discussion of this tension between Troilus's "fyn" and the Boethian judgment, see 
Winthrop Wetherbee, Chaucer Among the Poets, ch. 5 ("Dante and the Troilus"). 
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Zeeman's terms, Troilus's judgment jars with "Chaucer’s passionate, comic, and critical 

narration of the love affair itself in the body of the poem—and his celebration of the 

many pleasures that both lovers see to derive from it" (229. In an episode of their 

lovemaking Chaucer interrupts his narrative to tell us that these two are sharing one of 

the highest forms of happiness possible for human creatures: "This is no litel thyng of for 

to seye;/ This passeth every wit for to devyse;/ For ech of hem gan otheres lust obeye" 

(III.1688-90). This narratorial confession is alien to Troilus's final condemnation, as well 

as from the rejection of it that Chaucer, too, seems to share.5 "By the oblique means of 

situational complexity and affective pressure," Zeeman writes, "Chaucer throws his 

Boethian frame into question" (230). Troilus and Criseyde's affective lives sit 

uncomfortably—perhaps impossibly—next to the unencumbered rational judgment that 

his life with Criseyde was worthless.  

 Zeeman argues that this narrative strategy leads to skepticism about the normative 

status of Boethius's arguments. Borrowing a line from Mary Carruthers, she writes: 

Troilus’ disembodied laughter is finally too cold, too dispassionate, too pagan and 
Stoic to be wholly true.’ When Troilus ‘lough right at the wo/ Of hem that wepten 
for his deth so faste’, Chaucer offers a shallow version of the Boethian 
epistemology that denies any value to a felt engagement with the contingent 
world; Chaucer’s decision to locate the scene at the middle of the poem’s 
cumulating negative codas suggests that he regards it as altogether 
problematic....it is Chaucer’s decision to engage with systematic philosophy not in 
analytical but in narrative terms that has the effect of disengaging from its 
claims.6 (230) 

                                                      
5 In a series of narratorial valedictions that bring the poem to its end, Chaucer, like Troilus himself, 
repudiates the forms of chivalric love that his poem has so painstakingly and lovingly explored over the 
course of four books and over 7,000 lines of poetry. See also Chaucer's Retractation, appended at the end of 
the Canterbury Tales in nearly all the manuscripts that include the Parson's Tale (X.1081-1092); for 
discussion, see Riverside, 965. 
6 Ibid., 230. Mary Carruthers, "On Affliction and Reading, Weeping and Argument: Chaucer's Lachrymose 
Troilus in Context," Representations 93 (2006), 1-21 (13-4); quoted in Zeeman.  
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But skepticism doesn't simply derive from the manner in which Chaucer indirectly places 

"an epistemological claim in question"; even more shocking is Chaucer's concomitant 

inability or unwillingness to supply an alternative judgment or frame that would make 

sense of such questioning. "The disturbing power of this technique," Zeeman continues, 

"depends on its inexplicitness and its inculcation of a pervasive feeling of shock or 

discomfort; its sceptical implications, however, derive from the refusal to rearticulate this 

shock and discomfort in terms of any formally recognizable knowledge system" (226). In 

Troilus's case, Chaucer refuses to re-interpret the earthly pleasure and joy he shared with 

Criseyde as anything more than the effect of a blind and ultimately futile lust: "Troilus's 

lack of empathy and his rigidly Boethian repudiation of the world condemn him and the 

'philosophical' position he occupies" (230). The pretensions of philosophy are thus 

dissolved in the solvent of narrative. Boethius's philosophical "system" is shown to be too 

abstract, too insensitive to the multiplicities of life and the consolation one can find in 

erotic mutuality. 

 The skeptical rendering of Chaucer’s relationship to Boethius is hardly new, nor 

does Zeeman suggest that it is. Since E.T. Donaldson’s exposition of the ambivalences of 

the conclusion of the "narrator" of Troilus and Criseyde, it has been something of a 

critical commonplace to assume an ironic, skeptical detachment on Chaucer’s behalf 

towards intellectual authority in general and Boethius in particular.7 Such a view suggests 

                                                      

 
7 Donaldson famously assumes a split between the poet and the narrator which Chaucer exploits in the 
numerous reports of the difficulty of his poem’s subject matter. These episodes punctuate the narrative, 
often at key junctures in the poem (especially his characterization of Criseyde). He notes that while the 
modesty convention is typically used “to prepare a pleasant surprise” (“The Ending of Troilus,” in 
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that at one point or another—perhaps even during his translation of the Consolation—

Chaucer grew suspect of Boethius's philosophical pieties about Providence and our 

access to it and subjected them to critique in his mature poetry.8 The move attributes a 

kind of weariness and disillusionment to Chaucer himself. The object of this intellectual 

disenchantment is a particular style of philosophizing, conveyed by Chaucer's hesitance 

to embrace the conclusions that Boethius's text recommends. Various institutional and 

cultural factors have been posited to explain Chaucer’s disillusionment: skeptical 

                                                      

Speaking of Chaucer (London: University of London/Athlone Press, 1970), 85) or to make an interpretation 
of the poem a more taxing and interesting enterprise for the reader, in Chaucer’s case the trope falls apart: 
Chaucer’s narrator (not Chaucer himself) ends up suffering a “nervous breakdown” (91) in the fifth book as 
he seeks to distance himself from the characters he has so lovingly described. Such a “breakdown” is the 
means by which Chaucer accomplishes “his most complex poetic effect” (90); the problems the poem 
produces far exceed the “moralitee” the narrator offers to new lovers at the poem’s end. Donaldson 
concludes: “Chaucer has achieved a meaning only great poetry can achieve. The world he knows and the 
heaven he believes in grow ever farther and farther apart as the woeful contrast between them is 
developed…[men must make] the best of, enjoying and loving a world from which they must remain 
detached and which they must ultimately hate….For this paradox there is no logical solution (100). 
Although Donaldson does not explicitly conclude this, one implication of this account of Chaucer’s poetry 
is that it registers a loss of faith in Providence as well as one’s ability to tell a truthful story about history: 
“For now matter how hard we look, we cannot hope to see why Providence behaves as it does; all we can 
do is our best, making a virtue of necessity, enjoying what is good, and remaining cheerful” (89). Compare 
with Elizabeth Salter’s brilliant response to Donaldson’s essay, “Troilus and Criseyde: Poet and Narrator,” 
in English and International: Studies in the Literature, Art, and Patronage of Medieval England, edited by 
Derek Pearsall and Nicolette Zeeman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 231-8. See also n. 
10 below. Curiously, our ignorance of Providence’s work in one’s personal history is not something that 
Philosophy ever excludes.  
 
8 This reading of Chaucer's engagement with the Consolation emerged against a Boethianizing generation 
of scholars who assumed Chaucer's borrowings from the text to be a more-or-less straightforward 
endorsement of them, as Zeeman argues. For the classic Boethianizing account, see B.L. Jefferson, 
Chaucer and the Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1917); see 
also Alfred David, The Strumpet Muse: Arts and Morals in Chaucer's Poetry (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1976); and D. W. Roberston, A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962). For more recent, non-skeptical accounts of Chaucer's 
relationship to Boethius, see Alistair Minnis, Chaucer and Pagan Antiquity (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 
1982), see esp. 10-1 and 102; and Winthrop Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets: An Essay on Troilus and 
Criseyde (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1984), ch. 5. But one must also take into consideration 
Wetherbee's wonderful essay on the tensions within Philosophy's conception of "natura": "Latin Structure 
and Vernacular Space: Gower, Chaucer, and the Boethian Tradition" in Chaucer and Gower: Difference, 
Mutuality, Exchange, edited by R.F. Yeager (English Literary Studies Monograph Series No. 51) (Victoria, 
B.C.: University of Victoria Press, 1991), 7-35. 
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fideism,9 fourteenth-century “nominalism” in theology,10 an “aporetic dialectics” between 

universality and historical particularity at the heart of all philosophical reflection,11 the 

Black Death and the Peasant’s Revolt,12 to name a few. And yet in each of these readings 

Chaucer’s detachment from reflection is registered both by the ironic, narrative 

undercutting of Boethian “sentence” and by his refusal to explore alternative 

philosophical options, options that (presumably) would shore up our confidence in 

providence, the futility of love and contingent phenomena, and the possibility of human 

goodness.13  

                                                      
9 Chaucer’s House of Fame: The Poetics of Skeptical Fideism (Gainesville, Fl: University of Florida Press 
[1972], 1994); Richard Utz, “Philosophy,” in Chaucer: An Oxford Guide, ed. Steve Ellis (Oxford 
University Press: 2005), 158-73.  
 
10 The relevant texts here are: Russell A. Peck, "Chaucer and the Nominalist Questions," Speculum, Vol. 
53, No. 4 (Oct. 1978), 745-760; Sheila Delany, Chaucer’s House of Fame: The Poetics of Skeptical 
Fideism; “Undoing Substantial Connection,” in Medieval Literary Politics: Shapes of Ideology 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990), 19-41; and Kathryn Lynch, Chaucer’s Philosophical 
Visions (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2000), introduction, ch. 1 and ch. 2.  
 
11 Mark Miller, Philosophical Chaucer: Love, Sex, and Agency in the Canterbury Tales, Cambridge Studies 
in Medieval Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), introduction and 111-51.  
 
12 Utz, "Philosophy," 169. 
 
13 This refusal is inevitably taken to signify disappointment with philosophy, disappointment with its 
putative promises of autonomy and deliverance from the clutches of Fortune. The attribution of 
disappointment to Chaucer motivates Sheila Delany’s contention that “the structure of the [Troilus]” 
“displays the fideistic resolution—or, more accurately, the fideistic evasion of contradiction” (Chaucer's 
House of Fame, 26). Fideism, according to Delany, is a way of avoiding the difficulty of reason, of 
philosophy, by blithely and uncritically embracing religious belief. She intimates, with little textual 
support, that such an intellectual option was a viable alternative in Chaucer’s England.  And Chaucer drew 
from this tradition of reflection to cope with the skepticism Troilus seems to apply: “although no rational 
choice is made among the earthly alternatives presented in the poem,” she argues, “the problem of choice is 
transcended in this conclusion, to which any rational argument must be irrelevant” (27). In an article on 
“Philosophy” in the Oxford Guide to Chaucer, Utz writes in a similar vein that Chaucer “...may have 
thought the distinction between conditional and simple necessity a particularly funny example of the high-
flown philosophical discussions regarding free will when applied to a real-life situation” (162).13 This 
ironizing (a highly dubious example) is an instance of Chaucer’s characteristic “suspension of judgment” 
on questions of philosophy (170). For Mark Miller, on the other hand, what makes Chaucer’s “mature 
poetry” properly “philosophical” is its “engagement with the often repressed dialectical structures 
imbedded not only in abstract reflection but also in every expressive act, even the most routinized, 
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 Zeeman's argument shares with this strand of criticism a sense of Chaucer's 

detachment and disappointment with the claims of philosophy. What is striking about her 

argument, though, is her explicit naming of what these traditions assume to be the case 

about medieval literature and medieval philosophy: that the sources of Chaucer's 

skepticism lies in a latent opposition between medieval philosophy and the literary text. 

According to her medieval philosophy is a "systematic" and "hierarchical" (213, 214) 

discipline with "epistemological" motivations (214). Philosophy's enterprise is roughly 

the same as what we find in the modern analytic tradition, in its fixation on logical 

perspicuity, normativity, and systematic integrity, even if once upon a time philosophy 

was more theologically capacious than our own. I offer one sample of Zeeman’s sense of 

continuity between philosophies, medieval and modern: "Dominik Perler says that 

thinkers were prepared to consider 'different types of knowledge with different types of 

evidence and certitude' and that, in this respect, medieval scholasticism has much in 

common with twentieth- and twenty-first century epistemology" (217). It is a systematic 

(that is to say system-building) discipline whose goal is to secure epistemological 

certainty about God, the human good, and the ultimate inviolability of the soul in the face 

of Fortune. Literary discourse at its core relies on narrative, fiction, and the contingency 

                                                      

seemingly unreflective ones” (Philosophical Chaucer, 2). The impulse to philosophical abstraction is 
described by Miller as a species of “normative nostalgia,” a longing for autonomy and freedom from 
contingent, ordinary, everyday life. Hence the upshot of Chaucer’s skepticism is the way it makes this 
nostalgia a phenomenon worthy of investigation and critique: “the philosophical richness of the Canterbury 
Tales lies in its way of using forms of literary representation, including narrative, genre, character, and 
tropological language, to investigate the dialectical structure of thought and desire” (2). Here Chaucer’s 
ironic detachment or weariness with naïve forms of philosophical reflection is the precondition of his 
investigation of “the impulse to extended reflection” (123), itself a more properly “philosophical" 
enterprise. Chaucer in this way prefigures and anticipates psychoanalytic strands of critical theory. 
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of experience, features that are anathema to philosophical system-building and resist 

abstract categorization. Hence Zeeman and the other editors explain that when a literary 

text was developed in "counterpoint to the 'authoritative' writings of the church and 

schools" (7) it need only deploy characteristically literary gestures ("narrative, ecphrasis, 

metaphor, irony, humour, rhetorical colouration, and conjointure, etc." (7)) to undermine 

and problematize those dominant, authoritative discourses. In a separate essay in the 

same volume the historian of fourteenth-century theology, Hester Gelber, agrees with the 

basic contours of this assessment, suggesting that “the very structure of literary creation 

has the potential to mirror the uncertainties of late medieval culture."14 By means of 

characteristically literary techniques medieval literature reveals the gaps and cracks and 

striations in the edifice of philosophy—not just the traces of philosophy's origin in the 

contingent, mutable, and everyday, but its tragic fatedness to them. In so doing so it 

privileges its own local, provisional, anti-systematic forms of knowing that are internal to 

its own composition—internal to narrative's dependence on contingency, particularity, 

and historicity. 

 The attribution of ironic detachment and skepticism to Chaucer is a seductive 

move to make. For one, if it could be shown that Chaucer was a skeptic about the 

                                                      
14 "Laughter and Deception: Holcot and Chaucer Remain Cheerful," in Uncertain Knowledge, 290. It is 
surprising that Gelber's essay makes no mention of or reference to Donaldson's famous essay on the ending 
of Troilus (see above, n. 3) which comes to precisely the same skeptical conclusion about Chaucer based on 
the complex interplay between the narrator and the ever-elusive "author"; as Donaldson writes, "For now 
matter how hard we look, we cannot hope to see why Providence behaves as it does; all we can do is our 
best, making a virtue of necessity, enjoying what is good, and remaining cheerful” ("The Ending of 
Troilus," 89). Compare this with Gelber: "Both Chaucer and Holcot in their own ways depict a world in 
which farce and deception are possible and even common. Nevertheless, Holcot remains good humoured, 
and one might even argue that recognition of the humour of our situation is evidence for Chaucer of the 
very discernment necessary for us to carry on," ("Laughter," 301).  
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epistemological pretensions of medieval philosophy in general and Boethius in particular, 

it would explain the impression shared by many of his modern readers that Chaucer's 

borrowings from the Consolation always seem to be under interrogation by the literary 

and affective pressures that his poems generate. But there are nonetheless good reasons to 

find this claim problematic, not the least of which is the fact that Chaucer translated the 

Consolation with great care and subtlety, returning to the translation again and again in 

his later poetry even as he renders the voicing of its “sentence” problematic.15   

 But there is another, more problematic reason to view Zeeman’s reading of 

Chaucer with suspicion. In the Consolation skepticism about the pretensions of 

philosophy is itself anticipated from within the text. This skepticism is voiced quite early 

on by Boethius, as he listens to Philosophy's first (and unsuccessful) attempts to pry him 

from his grief. She initially suggests that Boethius’s despair is misplaced—he shouldn’t 

have been all that surprised at his fate, given the outcome that met Socrates, Seneca, and 

Anaxagoras (I.3, 31-34)—and yet Boethius still weeps. She asks him why. Boethius’s 

reply is remarkable. Here is Chaucer's translation of it: 

Ne moeveth it nat the to seen the face or the manere of this place? Is this the 
librarye which that thou haddest chosen for a ryght certein sege to the in myn 
hous, there as thow disputedest ofte with me of the sciences of thynges touchynge 
dyvinyte and mankynde? Was thanne myn habit swiche as it is now?...Certes thou 
confermedest by the mouth of Plato this sentence, that is to seyn that comune 
thynges or comunalites weren blisful yif that hadden studied al fully to wysdom 
governeden thilke thynges; or elles yif it so befille that the governours of 

                                                      
15 For an account of the resources that Chaucer used in his translation, see A.J. Minnis, "Chaucer's 
Commentator: Nicholas Trevet and the Boece," as well as A.J. Minnis and Tim William Machan, "The 
Boece as Late-Medieval Translation," both of which may be found in Chaucer's Boece and the Medieval 
Tradition of Boethius, edited by A.J. Minnis (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1993), 83-166 and 167-88. Also 
helpful is the introduction to Sources of the Boece, edited by Tim William Machan, with the assistance of 
A. J. Minnis (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2005).  
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comunalites studieden to geten wysdom....And therfore I, folwynge thilke 
auctorite, desired to putten forth in execucion and in acte of comune 
administracioun thilk thynges that I hadde lernyd of the among my secre restyng-
whiles" (I.pr.4, 12-43). 16 
 

At this moment in the text Boethius can scarcely contain his fury and confusion. But we 

should note that his fury is directed towards no one else Philosophy. Is Boethius's jail cell 

the library in which Boethius contemplated the ways of philosophy? Philosophy once 

taught him in the comfort and silence of his own home; she counseled him to take up 

what Chaucer calls the “comune studye of alle goodnesse,” both the goods of nature 

(metaphysics, natural philosophy) and the goods of human creatures (ethics and 

politics).17 Hence Boethius’s embittered demand that philosophy look at what ruin such 

teachings have brought him to, at the forces of suffering that have derailed the aims and 

ends of what his philosophical life was supposed to accomplish. When it would have 

counted the most, philosophy has disappointed him. Boethius’s anger is not merely the 

spontaneous, knee-jerk response of a patient in pain at being roughly handled by a 

physician. For this demand—that philosophy look at what she has done, or failed to do—

shows us that his embrace of "vers of sorwful matere" (I.pr.1, 2), of verse forms of tearful 

self-pitying, signify an abandonment of his vocation as a philosopher. Boethius's 

                                                      
16 In my discussions of the Consolation I will adhere for the most part to Chaucer's translation of it, 
adverting to places in his text where he amplifies his commentary or alters his sources. When I cite the 
Middle English, I will cite the Latin line numbers in the footnotes. I have used the Riverside edition 
because it is more readily accessible than Tim William Machan's helpful critical edition (Chaucer's Boece: 
A Critical Edition Based on Cambridge University Library, MS Ii.3.21, ff.9r-180r (Heidelberg: 
Universitätsverlag Winter, 2008).  
 
17  I. pr. 4, 47-8. 
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interrogations of Philosophy are symptomatic of this abandonment. Philosophy will later 

describe this abandonment as Boethius's self-exile (I.pr. 5, 1-20).  

 It is not much of an exaggeration to say that Boethius's skepticism, a skepticism 

motivated by the incorrigible violence of the world and philosophy’s helplessness in the 

face of it, is what Philosophy's arguments in Book I and II are designed to undo. Among 

the psychic wounds that Boethius needs to be cured of is the sense that philosophy has 

failed to deliver on her promises—that her promises of autonomy, of happiness, her 

lessons of patience, endurance all for the sake of the “common good” are empty, worn, 

hollow. The particular inflection of Boethius’s disappointment suggests that philosophy 

has failed to come to terms with the depth of his suffering—failed to realize as 

possibilities the horrific situation that has befallen him. It is not unrelated to the 

skepticism that Zeeman and others have attributed to Chaucer. In the face of the violence 

and deception of the world, philosophy is powerless to do or say anything. What 

Philosophy promises him is a return to the self he thinks he has lost, a return that will 

require a re-negotiation and re-definition of what the self is and what it is capable of 

becoming. As we will see, part of this return will be a re-discovery of philosophy's 

possibilities; namely, an account of Boethius's life that makes sense of the end—torture 

and death—to which he has come. What this passage suggests is that skeptical 

detachment from philosophy, occasioned in this case by the suffering of a life, is 

precisely what Philosophy is supposed to respond to. Boethius's self-abandonment is the 

condition for Philosophy's rupture into his life; disappointment with her, the occasion of 

her return.  
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 I will return to Philosophy's ambitions for her pupil, but I want to first consider 

the consequences of this claim. What difference does Boethius's skepticism about 

philosophy's claims upon his life make for our reading of the kind of passages in 

Chaucer's poetry that Zeeman has drawn attention to? At the very least, we must say that 

it is not necessarily the case that Chaucer’s putting pressure on an argument or a 

distinctively Boethian echo entails a skeptical detachment from that argument or 

“philosophy” as a whole. It may just be a manifestation of the seriousness with which he 

takes the tradition of reflection that Boethius had come to represent, as well as registering 

uncertainty about how to go on in the face of unanticipated pressures or difficulties. But 

Zeeman's reading of Chaucer, insofar as it depends on a strictly systematic-discursive 

view of medieval philosophy, specifically precludes this option. Her solution is to say 

that philosophy forever stumbles on the diversity and contingency of the phenomena it 

seeks to categorize.18 Hence the approval of a more "local" systematics, a philosophy of 

and about difference that does not suppress it but reveals the irreducible multiplicity of 

language and world. Medieval philosophy’s presumption to universality, which is to say 

its presumption to speak for another, is fundamentally coercive and intolerant of the 

world's irreducible contingency, difficulty, and diversity. What is more, it is categorically 

opposed to the way that literary texts think: "if the oblique, partial, querying, or 

knowingly compromised manoeuvre is a crucial characterizing feature of the literary 

                                                      
18 A conclusion she shares with Mark Miller; see Philosophical Chaucer, 111-51.  
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text," Zeeman and other editors write, "this means that in its very form it blazons its 

alternative discursive and philosophical approaches to the question of what can and 

cannot be known and articulated" (7). Hence a literary text's refusal to tow the ideological 

line of dominant institutional discourses is a calculated technique of deferral and ironic 

undercutting. So it is precisely a committedness to specific, tradition-laden forms of 

philosophical reflection that is unavailable to Chaucer the poet, because the modes of 

thought appropriate to the literary text on the one hand and philosophy on the other are 

incommensurable and finally antagonistic. The embeddedness of philosophical 

arguments in literary texts—the arguments' new affective, political, and moral contexts—

subverts the universalist, normative trajectory from which those arguments are culled. 

Troilus’s scorn for sublunary existence becomes a parody of the theological consolation 

that Boethius’s work offers its readers in its final sections. Troilus's Boethian words, in 

the very act of speaking them, throw the Boethian frame into question, a frame that was 

supposed to stabilize such contingency under the immutability of divine knowledge.  

 One reason I have spent so much time with Zeeman's essay is that I think it 

speaks to a real worry that other skeptical readings of Chaucer tend to elide: it is cheap 

and easy to re-purpose the “sentence” of the Consolation (or any philosophical text, for 

that matter) for the ends one finds most suitable. Its arguments seem open to a multitude 

of self-serving and potentially violent ends (though one could ask: what kind of 

arguments could possibly be immune to this potential for manipulation?), even though in 

the Consolation those arguments are launched in opposition to abusive forms of power. 

Nevertheless, Zeeman's essay begs the question of whether we can actually attend to the 
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arguments of the Consolation to the exclusion of the web of narratives which sustains 

those arguments and out of which they emerge. It is true that in the Troilus philosophy 

fails to console any of its living characters. But what about Boethius? Does his narrative 

grate against the normativity of Philosophy's arguments? As I have suggested, at the 

outset of the work it appeared that Boethius himself thought that his life did. But this 

antagonism between his own story and Philosophy’s promises is precisely what 

Philosophy tries to resolve in the subsequent books. What kind of a life does the practice 

of philosophy give rise to? 

 

 One way of approaching my question is to say that the Consolation isn't a 

systematic work in philosophy in any ordinary sense of the phrase.19 Philosophy is both 

an agent and object of inquiry in it. Such a point feels almost too obvious to mention, but 

it is important to grasp what Boethius’s allegory enables: Boethius implicates philosophy 

itself, its arguments, its pretensions and presumptions, its limitations, and its telos in 

Boethius's confession of his own failure to make sense of his life and the world. Such 

limitations obviously include Philosophy's almost total reliance on Neoplatonic and Stoic 

(i.e. non-Christian) traditions. But they also extend to the representation of Boethius's 

prior philosophical life, which is brought before Philosophy's gaze and subjected to 

                                                      
19 On the difficult question of the genre of the Consolation, see Henry Chadwick, Boethius: The 
Consolations of Music, Logic, Theology, and Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 227-8; 
John Marenbon, Boethius, Great Medieval Thinkers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 145-53, 159-
63; and Danuta Shanzer, “Interpreting the Consolation” in The Cambridge Companion to Boethius 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 228-54 (which also contains a useful survey of recent 
interpretations). 
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critique. Boethius's confession and the narrative of loss and return which it implies is not 

an empty fiction or philosophical excess, but is in fact the point of philosophy. If we 

follow this logic out, then Chaucer’s sensitivity to the ways in which narrative can put 

pressure on philosophical “sentence,” a sensitivity that Zeeman ably demonstrates 

actually suggests that we cannot treat the Consolation, perhaps cannot even treat what 

"medieval philosophy” is or was, as if the narratives which inspire, govern, and made 

(and still make) them morally, ecclesially, politically intelligible are inessential to 

understanding their most basic claims about God and the world.20 Philosophy's form—

both in terms of the formal and textual structures that organize its arguments, as well as 

                                                      
20 Recent work on the nature and scope of Aquinas’s theological project complicates Zeeman’s simplistic 
picture of "medieval philosophy” (by which she also means medieval theology) as a proto-modern 
“epistemological system.” For instance, Denys Turner has recently argued that the Summa ought to be read 
as "friars’ theology, the one scrip that mendicant preachers must carry with them; it is a poor man’s 
theology, the poor Christ as theology. Friars must carry that theology with them, as poor people do, in their 
heads, in their skills, in their training—books are too heavy to be carried very far on the back,” Thomas 
Aquinas: A Portrait (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 32. Thus Thomas “disengages the practice 
of theology from its enclosure within the secluded and specifically prayerful practices of the cloister, 
liberating it for a multitasking practice in the street” (33). For Turner, Aquinas is indeed a systematic 
thinker (i.e. he is devoted not to system-building but the internal and lateral consistency of his arguments) 
but one who remains a “pluralist” (27) on the question of the final vocabulary of theology—who, in the last 
analysis and in obvious contradiction with Descartes, believed that “the thinking self systematically eludes 
the self that thinks” (39). Hence essential to grasping the form of Thomas’s theology is its embeddedness 
“in the liturgical, pastoral, and homiletic service of the Church” (23). Frederick Bauerschmidt concurs: 
“What then is Thomas’s intellectual project? It is, consistently and without deviation, holy teaching [sacra 
doctrina] as a way of life” (Thomas Aquinas: Faith, Reason, and Following Christ. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2013; 80), although he immediately steps back and rejects the language of project (“for 
the project is not purely intellectual, but is woven into the fabric of a way of life….It might be truer to 
Thomas to say that he had an intellectual ministry, the ministerial role of the teacher of divine wisdom” 
(ibid. 81)). On the question of what “philosophy” for Thomas is see Bauerschmidt, 73-81. Both Turner and 
Bauerschmidt share as historical background the extraordinarily provocative essays of Leonard Boyle. See 
the collection of them in Facing History: A Different Thomas Aquinas (Louvain-La-Neuve : Federation 
Internationale des Instituts d'Etudes Médiévales, 2000), esp. “The Quodlibets of St. Thomas and Pastoral 
Care,” 13-35, which argues that quodlibetal debates in manuscript became an important pastoral-
theological resource for friars, and “The Setting of the Summa Theologiae of St. Thomas,” 65-91, which 
argues that the speculative project of the Summa must be seen in light of Aquinas’s revision of the pastoral 
traditions of the fraternal summae. On the error of characterizing medieval theology (and Thomas’s in 
particular) as “philosophy,” see Mark D. Jordan, Rewritten Theology: Aquinas After His Readers (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 2006), 63-4, 177.  
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the social and institutional forms of life out of which it emerges and to which it 

responds—is essential to the interpretation of the meaning and significance of its 

arguments. Stripping "medieval philosophy" of its institutional, ecclesial, and political 

contexts—the forms of life which sustain it and give it focus and purpose, its world of 

reference—re-deploys the modern antinomy (antipathy?) between system and narrative 

that the medieval literary text is supposed to interrogate. For it is precisely the alleged 

excess of conceptual articulation, its stain of the everyday, which is supposed to elude the 

claims of philosophy and chain philosophy’s fate to rhetoric and literature. But in the 

Consolation’s case separating system and narrative, philosophy and the literary text, 

would totally ignore the unique synthesis of confession, conversion, and philosophical 

reflection that the work so painstakingly portrays, a synthesis, I would like to argue, that 

allows the arguments in it to serve the ends of consoling Boethius. Sidelining the 

narratives out of which reflection emerges is to rig the game before it even begins.  

 What I am suggesting, and what I will argue in the rest of this chapter, is that an 

amnesia has taken hold among Chaucer scholars about what medieval philosophy is or 

was. Their readings of Boethius have suffered as a result. The question this chapter asks 

is about the place philosophical reflection has (and has had) in the flourishing of 

individuals and communities, and how it is transformed in the Christian Middle Ages. 

Above all the Consolation interrogates the way that philosophy may or may not help 

someone live, how it may or may not serve a suffering life. The question at the heart of 

this text is whether philosophy can return us to ourselves—whether it can console us—

rather than merely being an escape from life. My claim is that philosophy’s presumption 
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to universality, to speaking for others, is less a byproduct of the drive for bigger and 

better systems than it is a function of this fundamentally existential end. Hence one will 

find its claims for how life is (or should) be with us convincing only to the extent that one 

shares its conception of what a human life is and what is good for it. Bringing the 

existential function into focus helps us see that philosophy’s failures to return us to 

ourselves are just as interesting and instructive, failures to which I return in Chapter 3 on 

the Troilus.  

 The goal of this chapter is a kind of conceptual ground-clearing: getting a handle 

on what Boethius thinks a philosophical life is or is capable of being will enable us to 

take stock of the place of philosophical consolation in the context of a life and death. We 

will then be in a position to ask what forms of life are missing from Boethius’s account 

and what difference this absence makes for the place of reflective thought in the context 

of leading a distinctly human life.  

 

 In the final prose section of Book I, after Philosophy has banished the Muses from 

Boethius's bedside and listened to Boethius's complaints, she directs a series of questions 

to Boethius. The final and most determinative of them is this: "Remembrestow that thow 

art a man?" Boethius's response suggests that the question comes off as a little 

impertinent. "Whi shoulde I nat remembren that?" Of course Boethius knows what he is, 

knows that he is a creature who thinks, reasons, feels, and is unavoidably subject to decay 

and death. In his response he declares himself to be "a resonable mortal beste" (or as 

Boethius's phrasing puts it, " scio...rationale animal atque mortale" (36-7)). As far as 
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definitions of what a human creature is go, "rationale animal atque mortale” has a 

distinguished pedigree. It is the definition of the human in Porphyry's Isagogue, the 

latter's Commentary on Aristotle's Categories, perhaps the most famous late classical 

treatise on Aristotle's logic. From a logical point of view, the definition is important 

because it specifies both the genus and differentia that constitute what it means to be a 

human being. It is both lucid and exhaustive: Boethius is a rational being, possessing a 

rational form that distinguishes men and angels from all other creatures in the world; an 

animal (conscious substance, a synthesis of matter and intelligent form and, therefore, not 

an angel); and mortal (subject to change, growth, decay, and death). The definition picks 

out precisely those characteristics that distinguish human creatures from other rocks, 

trees, cows, angelic intelligences, and so forth. And it was one that Boethius himself 

adopted in his commentaries on Porphyry and Aristotle. Boethius commented on the 

Isagogue twice in his life.21  

 What better reply could Boethius give? Yet as soon as Boethius gives his answer 

and doubles down on it, it is clear that something has gone wrong. Philosophy summarily 

declares that she has discovered the "cause of thi maladye" (72): "thow hast left for to 

knowen thyselve what thou art" (70). Chaucer's Middle English translation retains what 

                                                      
21 For the relevant passages in Porphyry and Boethius in translation, esp. concerning the question of 
universals, see Paul Vincent Spade, ed., Five Texts on the Problem of Universals: Porphyry, Boethius, 
Abelard, Duns Scotus, and Ockham (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 1994). For the best discussion of these texts 
and their influence on fourteenth-century thought, see Marilyn McCord Adams, William Ockham, Vol. 1 
(Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1987) 3-142. Joachim Gruber catalogues instances of 
this definition in the Boethian corpus, as well as in Neoplatonic and Aristotelian sources; I have found his 
commentary on the Consolation to be indispensable to this chapter (Joachim Gruber, Kommentar zu 
Boethius De Consolatione Philosophiae (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1978), 155-6).  
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most modern ones leave out: Boethius has "left," or given up, knowing what he is (quid 

ipse sis, nosse desisti).22 Boethius has ceased to know himself.  

 Although Philosophy is swift to turn to curing Boethius from his philosophical 

malaise, the little diagnostic retort she offers here is profound. It suggests that knowing 

yourself—getting the right angle on what precisely you are—is something to be achieved, 

not perceived through the observation of the natural world or by picking out the 

differentia of one's natural kind. Self-knowledge is a process, one that is conducted in and 

through reflection over the course of one's life. It is not simply a metaphysical fact that 

one discovers. Self-knowledge must be continually under negotiation and renegotiation. 

Philosophy’s question, we could say, is imploring him to see his humanity in an 

altogether different light: "For-why, for thou art confunded with foryetynge [the 

forgetting] of thiself, forthi sorwestow [complain] that thow art exiled [and despoyled] of 

thy propre goodes; and for thow ne woost [do not know] what is the eende of thynges...." 

(I pr. 6; 73-7).23 She insists on a broadening of Boethius's conceptual horizons, a 

                                                      
22Chaucer is here preferring to follow Jean de Meun's translation of the Consolation: "'Or sai je,' dist elle,' 
'autre cause et neis tres grant de ta maladie. Tu as laissié a cognoistre qui tu es.'" See Jean de Meun, 
"Boethius' De Consolatione by Jean de Meun," edited by V.L. Dedeck-Héry, Mediaeval Studies 14 (1): 
1952, 165-275; for the specific reference, see p. 185, ll. 37-8, as well as Sources of the Boece, 51, l. 46, 
whose edition of de Meun’s translation is borrowed from Dedeck-Héry’s publication. For an overview of 
Chaucer’s sources, see Sources, 1-11; for more detailed analysis of Chaucer’s sources see Chaucer's Boece 
and the Medieval Tradition of Boethius (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1993), ch. 1 and 2. It should be noted 
that the concept of self-knowledge as extension or process is lost on Nicholas Trevet, the Dominican 
commentator that Chaucer elsewhere depends on for glosses or clarification of difficulties in Boethius’s 
text. I am grateful that A.J. Minnis has made E.D. Silk's transcription of Trevet's commentary available 
online; it can be found at the following website: <http://minnis.commons.yale.edu/> 
 
2342-6 (Latin text). 
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reflective vision of the teleology that undergirds every rational act—even the very act of 

picking out the genus and differentia of one's own kind.  

 At the outset of the work, then, Boethius's problem is shown not to be a 

speculative or logical one capable of being resolved through a demonstrative argument or 

proof. Philosophy doesn’t demand a more rigorous or comprehensive definition or 

another deductive argument that Boethius has failed to see. Nor does Boethius need a 

bigger or better philosophical system. Joachim Gruber, in his commentary on this 

passage, notes that at this point Boethius is not even in a position to understand her 

question, much less answer it correctly.24 He is aspect-blind: he cannot see the 

teleological significance of his possession of reason. Something besides pure argument, 

something altogether more dramatic, is necessary. Boethius needs, as Philosophy will go 

on to demonstrate over the course of five books, a transformation of vision that allows 

him to see the ends towards which he is and always has been ordered—what teleological 

significance his possession of reason has, but also what difference it makes that he is a 

rational, mortal creature who has pursued what Chaucer calls the "studye" of the "comune 

profyt" of the Roman people and the "commune good" of nature.25 He has lost his sense 

not only of what he is but of what sense the shape of his life has taken.  In the remainder 

of the text Philosophy will argue that because Boethius is in some sense a rational 

creature he can reflectively participate in divine reason by grasping, little by little, the 

                                                      
24 Kommentar, 155-7. 
 
25 "...tu mihi et qui te sapientium mentibus inseruit deus conscii nullum me ad magistratum nisi commune 
bonorum omnium studium detulisse" (I.pr.4; 28-31). Gruber glosses the bonum commune of all things as the 
logicos spermatikos of the Stoics, the seeds of the Logos scattered throughout the cosmos; see Gruber, 
Kommentar, 113-33.  
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order of the universe and its embeddedness in God’s unchanging will. Such reflective 

participation is supposed to be consoling because it will give him (or so Philosophy 

thinks) the confidence to pray to God (V.pr.6; 172-6): he can wait in hope of his 

deliverance from Fortune in death, trusting that there is order in the world of mutability 

even if he cannot always make it out. The source of this confidence is the self's ability to 

appropriate the good for its own. 

 At this moment in the text, though, Philosophy is not making a claim about the 

limitations of logic or natural philosophy—as if, as disciplines, they fail to pack any 

existential punch. Nor does she suggest that his prior philosophical endeavors were a 

sham. Earlier on in his complaint Boethius acknowledged that his disciplinary mastery 

did not come without some kind of moral and ethical transformation (as we saw earlier: 

“Was myn face swyche as now whan I soghte with the the secretis of nature, whan thow 

enformedest my maneris and the resoun of al my lif to the ordre of hevene?” (I.pr. 4; 14-

7)). Philosophy never contests this. At some level facility in these disciplines assumes 

adequate training in the relevant intellectual and moral virtues. But Philosophy evidently 

thinks that the transformation Boethius claims to have undergone—the pattern of the stars 

informing all his “maneris” and the very “resoun” of his life—wasn’t enough to make a 

difference now that he has lost everything. Boethius has left off, given up, knowing who 

he is, the moment before his death—precisely when it would have mattered the most. 

Philosophy had tried to remind her pupil of what kind of end wise men meet: 

The whiche men [Socrates, Anaxogore, Zeno, Senecciens, Canyos and Soranas] 
nothyng elles ne broght hem to the deeth but oonly for thei weren enformyd of 
myne maneris, and semyde moost unlyk to the studies [efforts] of wykkid folk. 
And forthi thou oughtest noght to wondren thoughe that I, in the byttere see of 
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this lif, be fordryven with tempestes blowynge aboute, in the whiche this is my 
moste purpoos, that is to seyn to displesen to wikkide men. (I. pr. 3; 59-67) 
 

Although I showed how Philosophy’s gesture to the most famous of the pagan 

philosophers failed to console Boethius, what she says here is illuminating. She indicates 

that what distinguished Socrates, Zeno, and others like Boethius from the "comune 

herde" is their faithfulness to Philosophy's ways. Her "ways" entail a rejection of the 

desires and designs of the multitude, whose pursuits are subject to Fortune's vagaries, and 

a categorical opposition to the "studies of wykkid folk." This rejection, Philosophy 

insists, consigns the true philosopher to almost certain persecution and death. Such a 

death is a confirmation or a seal on the philosopher's life, a sign that one has truly loved 

wisdom above all else: "Have I noght stryven with ful gret strif in old tyme, byfor the age 

of my Plato, ayens the foolhardynesse of folye? And eek, the same Plato lyvynge, his 

mayster Socrates desserved victorie of unryghtful deth in my presence," 23-29. The 

philosopher's death is the death of a martyr: it is a victory for a life lived in truthful 

witness to the transcendence of divine wisdom.  

 Philosophy's reply here shows another side to Boethius's lapse. It is not just that 

Boethius has forgotten something about himself, forgotten that he is ordained by nature to 

contemplate God. Having forgotten this fact about himself means that he has forgotten it 

about all men, about what sorts of ends each person is subject to in virtue of being 

human. Hence the unjust political fortune to which he has been led—exile, torture, 

death—makes no sense. The philosophical life will have a definite political shape marked 

by devotion to the flourishing of the common good (I. pr. 4, 167-74). Philosophy, then, is 

not just privately conducted in one's study. It is a life lived within a network of 
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responsibility and mutuality with others. It does not stipulate a wholesale, ascetic 

rejection of the "multitude." It requires specific forms of political engagement that are 

supposed to protect the multitude from the violence of the wicked. Hence Boethius 

claims Plato as a witness to his devotion to Rome (I. pr. 4, 18-25). This devotion to the 

state paradoxically puts him and his family at odds with it, even though Boethius has 

labored, has "studied," on her behalf (See Philosophy's remarks at I. pr. 5, 25-28, where 

she claims that Boethius did not say enough about all the wonderful things he has done 

for Rome). 

 There is of course nothing wrong about analyzing the contours of Philosophy's 

arguments. Much of what Philosophy argues (especially in Books IV-V) is determinative 

for later medieval discussions of providence, free will, and divine foreknowledge of 

future contingents, and to understand those later discussions we have to set aside the 

narrative that initiates and guides subsequent argumentation.26 But if we take 

Philosophy's arguments and the normativity they aver to be all that might have been of 

philosophical interest to a reader like Chaucer or Dante (or any of Boethius's later 

readers, for that matter), ignoring the moral formation that Boethius undergoes and which 

was probably meant to be exemplary for readers, we risk missing out on one of this 

                                                      
26 For an primer to the relevant conceptual issues in fourteenth century debates, see the introduction to 
William of Ockham, Predestination, God’s Foreknowledge, and Future Contingents, translated and edited 
by Marilyn McCord Adams and Norman Kretzmann (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 1983), 1-33. Also useful is 
Hester Goodenough Gelber, “Providence”, in The Cambridge History of Medieval Philosophy, Volume II, 
edited by Robert Pasnau (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 761-72. For Gelber’s detailed 
analysis of debates about contingency at Oxford (esp. in the wake of Ockham’s critiques of Aquinas and 
Scotus), see It Could Have Been Otherwise: Contingency and Necessity in Dominican Theology at Oxford, 
1300-1350 (Leiden: Brill, 2004).  
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work's keenest insights; that philosophy isn't simply about the getting the right 

arguments. Argument is crucially important. How else could Philosophy accomplish the 

transformation in Boethius's vision she promises at the end of Book I? As she herself has 

suggested, the goal of philosophy is to know oneself and God, a goal that consists in the 

participation of a whole life in the reason of the divine mind. 

 One way to put the distinction Boethius is dramatizing in this first book is to say 

that the Consolation resists the temptation to conflate philosophy and philosophical 

discourse. Pierre Hadot has argued that this distinction has far-reaching implications with 

respect to the diverse traditions of philosophy in ancient Greece and Rome, traditions that 

Boethius was himself trained in.27 In a series of essays on the ancient Platonic, Stoic, and 

Epicurean philosophical exercises, Pierre Hadot has put the distinction thusly: in ancient 

philosophy, "philosophy was a way of life. This is not only to say that it was a specific 

type of moral conduct; we can easily see the role played [...] by the contemplation of 

nature. Rather, it means that philosophy was a mode of existing-in-the-world, which had 

to be practiced at each instant, and the goal of which was to transform the whole of the 

individual’s life.”28 Philosophy was "a method of spiritual progress which demanded a 

                                                      
27 See Chadwick, The Consolations, ch. 1; Marenbon, Boethius, ch. 1 and 2; John Moorhead, “Boethius’ 
Life and the World of Late Antique Philosophy,” in The Cambridge Companion to Boethius (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 13-33. Also helpful is Antonio Donato, Boethius' Consolation of 
Philosophy as a Product of Late Antiquity (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013), 7-44; 57-100. 
 
28 Pierre Hadot, "Philosophy as a Way of Life," in Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from 
Socrates to Foucault, Edited by Arnold I. Davidson and translated by Michael Chase (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1995), 265. For an interesting and provocative modern analogue, see Stanley Cavell's remarks on 
philosophy as a "way of life" and the tradition of moral perfectionism as "an outlook or dimension of 
thought" in Cities of Words: Pedagogical Letters on a Register of the Moral Life (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2004), 1-18. 
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radical conversion and transformation of the individual’s way of being” (265), albeit a 

method that is inherently dialogical and combative with oneself. Philosophy entailed 

characteristic forms of discourse like logic, metaphysics, ethics, and natural philosophy, 

but philosophy itself could not be identified with those forms. Dialectical argumentation 

played an essential role in philosophy, but it was ultimately subordinated to the pursuit of 

lived wisdom, a praxis that consisted in a particular way of way of being in the world: in 

the case of the Stoics, for example, indifference to Fortune, contemplation of one's place 

in the cosmos, the impassivity of reason to the emotions, and a commitment to making 

others good.29 Argument was subordinated to these pursuits. Hadot's reading of the Stoics 

here is particularly instructive: 

For the Stoics, the parts of philosophy—physics, ethics, and logic—were not, in 
fact, parts of philosophy itself, but rather parts of philosophical discourse. By this 
they mean that when it comes to teaching philosophy, it is necessary to set forth a 
theory of logic, a theory of physics, and a theory of ethics. The exigencies of 
discourse, both logical and pedagogical, require that these distinctions be made. 
But philosophy itself—that is, the philosophical way of life—is no longer a theory 
divided into parts, but a unitary act, which consists in living logic, physics, and 
ethics. In this case, we no longer study logical theory—that is, the theory of 
speaking and thinking well—we simply think and speak well. We no longer 
engage in theory about the physical world, but we contemplate the cosmos. We no 
longer theorize about moral action, but we act in a correct and just way.30 
 

In ancient philosophy physics and logic were, as Hadot terms them, "spiritual 

exercises."31 The value of these exercises lay in transforming the self, not simply in the 

truthful and meticulous exposition of the universe's causes. This is not to say that such 

                                                      
29 See Hadot, "Spiritual Exercises," in Philosophy, 77-125.  
 
30 "Philosophy as a Way of Life," 266. 
 
31 "Spiritual Exercises," 77-9.  
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study had no place in philosophy (quite the opposite, in fact), but that the point of 

philosophy, properly understood, was to discipline the self and divest it of its attachments 

to worldly things. The oral and written disciplines of physics and logic served this 

purpose. Hadot speaks of a "profound unity" here among Stoics, Epicureans, and 

Platonists; for all of the philosophical schools, the goal of spiritual exercises was "self-

realization and improvement."32 Thus, exercises focused on purifying the soul of the 

passions. The exercise of physics, for example, gave "joy and serenity to the soul, and 

liberating it from day-to-day worries." "Nature," Hadot writes, quoting Aristotle, "'which 

fashioned creatures, gives amazing pleasure in their study to all who can trace links of 

causation, and are naturally philosophers." Lucretius, too, spoke of the "divine delight" in 

the contemplation of nature. Finally, "for the Stoic Epictetus, the meaning of our 

existence resides in this contemplation: we have been placed on earth in order to 

contemplate divine creation, and we must not die before we have witnessed its marvels 

and lived in harmony with nature.”33 In each case, physics, by calling attention to "the 

earth, the sea, the sky, the heavens, and all their inhabitants" fixes the attention of its 

practitioner on the universe outside him and purges his soul of its attachments to worldly 

things, which are subject change and decay. Physics in this way stimulates the good 

affects of joy, wonder, and peace, which shore up the stability of the intellect against fear, 

anxiety, and doubt. 

                                                      
32 ibid., 102. 
 
33 ibid., 97, 103.  
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 The specific choice of a philosophical life determined the content and form of 

discourse or "spiritual exercises" one engaged in. "The choice of a way of life...stands at 

the beginning, in a complex interrelation with critical reaction to other existential 

attitudes, with global vision of a certain way of living and of seeing the world, and with 

voluntary decision itself. Thus, to some extent, this option determines the specific 

doctrine and the way this doctrine is taught."34 The point is that this conception 

presupposes certain theoretical claims that are at least in part worked out, justified, and 

modified in the course of philosophical discourse: that reason, desire, and affect, are 

inextricably connected; that by contemplating the good we can transform the contours of 

human life to match the pattern of the good; that the world is ordered in rationally 

observable ways that the mind can engage and reflectively participate in through 

contemplation; and that others, my community, help me remain accountable to the ideal I 

want my life to instantiate.35 Hence "this existential option...implies a certain vision of 

the world, and the task of philosophical discourse will therefore be to reveal and 

rationally justify this existential option, as well as this representation of the world. 

Theoretical philosophical discourse is thus born from this initial existential option, and it 

leads back to it, insofar as—by means of its logical and persuasive force, and the action it 

tries to exert upon the interlocutor—it incites both masters and disciples to live in 

                                                      
34 Hadot, What Is Ancient Philosophy? (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 3. 
 
35 "The philosophical school thus corresponds, above all, to the choice of a certain way of life and 
existential option which demands from the individual a total change of lifestyle, a conversion of one's entire 
being, and ultimately a certain desire to be and to live in a certain way," (ibid., 3). 
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genuine conformity with their initial choice. In other words, it is, in a way, the 

application of a certain ideal of life." (3) 

 The notion of philosophy as a return, of philosophy leading you back to life, is 

one that Philosophy explicitly names as her own task. As we have seen, the dialogue 

culminates in an appeal to Boethius to continue to pursue virtue, shun vice, and pray in 

hope of deliverance. But as early as I pr. 5 she describes her work as one of returning 

Boethius to his true home:  

But certes, al be thow fer fro thy cuntre, thou n'art nat put out of it, but thow hast 
fayled of thi weye and gon amys. And yif thou has levere for to wene that thow be 
put out of thy cuntre, thanne hastow put out thyselve rather than ony other wyght 
hath....For yif thow remembre of what cuntre thow art born, it nys nat governed 
by emperoures, ne by governement of multitude, as weren the cuntrees of hem of 
Atthenes; but o lord and o kyng, and that is God. (6-9)36 
 

Boethius, in complaining against providence, has strayed from his homeland. Boethius's 

"home" is in God. For Boethius's Philosophy, this return requires bringing one's life—

one's entanglements with others and with the world, one's habits of speech and thinking 

and doing—into harmony with divine reason insofar as such harmony is possible for a 

human creature. And there are presuppositions in this movement about the relationship 

between self and the world on the one hand, and the nature of reason on the other. I am 

not an isolated 'I', a will, a lack or desire or question mark; but my will is informed by 

reason, and reason can therefore bring my will and habits and choices, my entire 

disposition, my entire way of being, into harmony with the goodness I see in the world or 

that is entailed in the conception of "God."   

                                                      
36 6-8 (Latin text). 
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 Philosophy, then, concerns the transformation of the entire person, not just reason 

or the will or the passions. Philosophical conversion involves a twofold turn, a metanoia 

and epistrophe, a turning forward to a new self by means of a re-turning to sapientia, the 

divine wisdom that pervades all of creation. Philosophy states as much in 3 m. 11: 

whoever desires to walk in the ways of truth must turn back in on himself (in se revolvat) 

to the "lyght of his ynwarde sighte" by which he knows and understands (3). Only by 

means of this inward turn can he then turn to a new way of being, dispelling the cloud of 

error (what Chaucer in a gloss calls "the derknesse of his mysknowynge") that choked his 

understanding.37 Philosophy's allusion to Plato's doctrine of anamnesis (quod si platonis 

musa personat verum), of the soul's recollection of its past self through reflection on its 

powers of understanding, is meant to draw this two-fold turning out: the soul, in 

contemplation of the Forms, recollects its past existence before being enfleshed. 

 I will return to the question of what Boethius is being converted to, but for a 

moment I wish to call attention to what Stanley Cavell has described as the “pitch” or 

“voice” of philosophy. By the Consolation’s "pitch" I mean the way in which Boethius's 

arrogation of voice, of speaking for himself in the first person, establishes the conceptual 

                                                      
37 The full gloss, the longest of any of Chaucer's, runs as follows: "whoso wol seke the depe ground of soth 
in his thought, and wil nat ben disseyvid by false proposiciouns that goon amys fro the trouthe, lat hy wel 
examine and role withynne hymself the natureand the propretes of the thing; and let hym yet eftsones 
examinen and rollen his thoughtes by good deliberacioun or that he deme, and lat hym techyn his soule that 
it hath, by naturel principles kyndeliche yhud withynne itself, al the trouthe the whiche he ymagineth to ben 
in thinges withoute. And thanne al the derknesse of his mysknowynge shall [schewen] more evydently to 
the sighte of his undirstondynge than the sonne ne semeth to the sighte withoute-forth" (13-27). I am not 
sure that the origin of this gloss is all from Trevet (470-477), who is more concerned with explaining away 
Boethius's evident endorsement of the Platonic doctrine of the recollection of souls (e.g. Phaedo, 72-76), 
which he takes to be an integumentum for the way the interior sense of the intellect produces knowledge 
(scientia) from sense impression and from reason. Kate O. Petersen takes it to derive in part from a 
commentary on the Consolation by Pseudo-Boethius ("Chaucer and Trivet," PMLA 18 (1903), 173-93; for 
discussion of the gloss, see 182-3).  
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horizon for the dialectical path Philosophy leads him on. I have suggested how 

Boethius’s arrogation of the first-personal has an exemplary function; it shows the 

subjection of the self to interrogation that is necessary for the kind of progress that 

Philosophy promises. It implicitly invites the reader to share in such a subjection. But 

what I’m describing here is how the conceptual parameters of Philosophy’s discourse are 

a function of the kind of creature that Philosophy says he is: a rational, mortal creature, to 

be sure, but one capable of participation in the good. Its philosophical and theological 

explorations of goodness, God, providence and free will in Books III-V are intimately 

bound up in the kind of person Boethius wishes to become—the kind of person that 

Philosophy insists that he should become (I pr. 6, 45-62): autonomous, free from the 

influence of grief and anger, and able to face suffering without complaint. Hence in its 

unfolding the Consolation never fully ceases to be autobiographical, even in its most 

technical, philosophical moments. We catch a glimpse of this when Boethius takes the 

lead in Book V, asking Philosophy how any participatory exchange is possible between 

God and humans if providence is in fact inviolable. But the first-personal pitch of the text 

is internal to the even the most explicit, normative philosophical claims it elicits out over 

the course of argument and dialectical exchange. The most universal claims about nature 

and natural perfection are meant to be seen as philosophical insights made from within 

oneself. As we saw, Philosophy insists that such a view be taken in Book III m. 11, where 

she claims that whoever wishes to approach the truth must turn back into himself. This 

rhetorical admonition is wedged between the argument that every created being naturally 

seeks its own perfection, its own good (III. pr. 11), and another argument about the 
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identification of God with that good, an argument which concludes the whole of Book III 

(pr. 12). It brings the reader back to the realization that, despite appearances, Philosophy's 

discourse is an extension of Boethius's interrogation of himself—that Philosophy is 

discussing Boethius's own perfection when speaking of the good of all things. The 

emergence of "pitch" here in III m. 11 reminds us that the first-personal is the horizon for 

Philosophy's explorations. 

 Hence it is not merely a literary or fictional flourish that the Consolation begins 

with sorrow and despair—Boethius's sorrow and despair (("In the mene while that I, 

stille, recordede these thynges and merkid my weply compleynte"). His disappointments 

with the world (not necessarily with himself at this early moment of the text) mark the 

occasion of Philosophy's rupture into his life, of Philosophy's revelation to him. The first-

personal "pitch" is essential to the work's form. This is not to deprive Philosophy’s or 

Boethius’s statements of their truth value, to reduce them to “subjectivist folly” or the 

fantasies of an intensely fetishistic "double death-wish," as Mark Miller has suggested, 

but to mark out the kind of reader who would find such an argument convincing—who 

share the same sense of the kind of life human creatures are capable of or called to, a 

conception of happiness consisting in life lived (habitare) with God.  

 What I am suggesting is that the Consolation's truth claims cannot be grappled 

with apart from the life, Boethius's life, in which they emerge. Boethius's suffering is in a 

way the proving ground of her approach. They require Boethius to subject his life to 

unflinching and painful scrutiny.  
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 Dante clearly realized this in his discovery of Boethius in the Convivio, which he 

re-narrates as Philosophy’s revelation to him. Confessing his despair at Beatrice’s death, 

Dante turned to the Consolation for comfort. "And just as it often happens that a man 

goes looking for silver and apart from his intention finds gold...perhaps not without 

divine ordinance, so I who sought to console myself found not only a remedy for my 

tears but also the words of authors, sciences, and books" (II.12.5-6; Lansing, 67).38 

Words of consolation, perhaps, but even more so a world of discourse that devotes itself 

to a new love, the love of wisdom, to "the lady of these authors, sciences, and books" 

(ibid.). Her words promise a new life beyond Dante's fixation on Beatrice's death, a life 

lived in devotion to something beyond the flux of contingencies. In the canzone that 

opens Book II this new love proclaims to his soul that it has not died with Beatrice—that 

in fact "the reason that you seem to be slain is the bewilderment into which you have 

fallen so abjectly" (II.10.3; Lansing 63). The words of Boethius (and Cicero), far from 

constituting the donna gentile herself, provoke and stimulate a new love, a new life of the 

soul: "Boethius and Tully, who with the sweetness of their discourse guided me, as has 

been said above, along the path of love—that is, into the pursuit of this most gentle lady 

Philosophy, by the rays of their star, which is their writing about her..." (II.15.1; Lansing 

                                                      
38 "E sí come essere suole che l'uomo va cercando argento e fuori de la 'ntenzione truova oro, lo quale 
occulta cagione presenta, non forse sanza divino imperio; io, che cercava di consolarme, trovai non 
solamente a le mie lagrime rimedio, ma vocabuli d'autori e di scienze e di libri: li quali considerando, 
giudicava bene che la filosofia, che era donna di questi autori, di queste scienze e di questi libri, fosse 
somma cosa. E imaginava lei fatta come una donna gentile..." 
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77).39 Their words point to the possibility of a life immune to the blows of fortune, the 

mutability of the world, and the possession of the self that is grounded above all in the 

contemplation of the divine mind. And like them, Dante identifies contemplation as the 

"ultimate perfection" (ultima perfezione) and hence the "ultimate happiness" (ultima 

felicitade) of the soul (I.1.1; Lansing 3). 

 What Dante’s example shows us is that for the truth claims of Philosophy to mean 

anything they must be put in the service of bringing forth a new self, a death of the old 

and the birth of the new. They must be negotiated and renegotiated with respect to one’s 

own life. One way to think about this is to ask why we get the form of the Convivio, an 

autobiographical "testimony" to the powers of philosophy, and not just a translation of 

the Consolation (when we turn to the Troilus we will be forced to ask why we get a 

translation, not a vero testimonio along the lines of the Convivio or Thomas Usk’s 

Testament of Love). What I have been calling the philosophical first-personal is essential 

for showing how this works: as Dante himself points out, discussing oneself (ragionare 

di sè) is the way to teach others philosophy: "...By discussing oneself very great benefit 

comes to another by way of instruction; and this reason moved Augustine to discuss 

himself in his Confessions, because by the progress of his life, which proceeded from bad 

to good, good to better, and better to best, he gave us an example and instruction which 

could not be provided by any other testimony so true as this" (I.2.14; Lansing 8).40 First-

                                                      
39 "...Boezio e Tullio, li quali con la dolcezza di loro sermone inviarono me, come è detto di sopra, ne lo 
amore, cioè ne lo studio, di questa donna gentilissima Filosofia, con li raggi de la stella loro, la quale è la 
scrittura di quella..." 
 
40 "...per ragionare di sè, grandissima utilitade ne segue altrui per via di dottrina; e questa ragione mosse 
Agustino ne le sue Confessioni a parlare di sè, chè per lo processo de la sua vita, lo quale fu di [non] buono 
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personal narrative, that is, is essential to the "food" Dante offers his readers in his 

spiritual banquet. It shows others that wisdom has to be desired, pursued and, finally, 

lived.  

 The claims of philosophy are to operate in the space between the break between 

the self that failed to live authentically—failed to live up to what one actually is, not what 

one took oneself to be—and the self that, with Philosophy's assistance, Boethius strives to 

become. Dialogically, this break or divide within the self is reflected in the break that 

Philosophy posits between ordinary, everyday forms of good that people pursue—fame, 

honor, wealth, power—and the self-sufficient good that Philosophy identifies as God, the 

goodness or perfection to which all creatures by their nature tend. But this dialogic split is 

not a gesture of avoidance as it is a reminder of the necessity (and yet difficulty) of 

negotiating one’s past, one’s entanglement with the world, as well as one’s failure to get 

beyond them. As Jonathan Lear has so persuasively written, the difficulty of this split and 

its place in the moral formation of our lives is part of what it means to be a human being; 

it makes the perfectability of our moral lives possible.41 The infinite character of norms 

makes the philosophical conversion of Boethius possible. 

                                                      

in buono, e di buono in migliore, e di migliore in ottimo, ne diede essemplo e dottrina, la quale per sì vero 
testimonio ricevere non si potea." See the parallel language of good to better in Purgatorio X.37-9, 
discussed by John Freccero in “The Prologue Scene” in Dante: The Poetics of Conversion (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1986), 3. 
 
41 On the infinite character of the norms that our lives both instantiate and which nevertheless fail to be 
exhaustively captured by them, see A Case for Irony (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), 
ch. 1 (esp. 11-6). Lear argues that the experience of irony occurs when we no longer know how to carry on 
our “practical identities”: “when the [ironic] question reaches its target, it shows our standard activities of 
reflection to be ways of avoiding what (we now realize) the ideal calls us to….This is the strangeness of 
irony: we seem to be called to an ideal that transcends our ordinary understanding, but to which we now 
experience ourselves as already committed” (15). Irony is a human excellence, a virtue essential to 
becoming human, Lear argues, because in the practice of irony “I would have the capacity both to live out 
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 I have argued that Philosophy aims to return Boethius to life. If this is so, what 

kind of a life is it? And what sort of wisdom is his life meant to embody? I want to pursue 

this question in relation to a mysterious passage at the end of Book III.  

 The passage in question occurs in III. pr. 12, a section that forms the 

Consolation's conceptual pivot-point. It separates the later dialogue on chance, free will, 

foreknowledge, and human freedom from the earlier arguments about the nature of the 

good. The passage depicts a confession from Boethius, yet it remains unclear what kind 

of a confession it is.42 Philosophy begins by picking up the thread of her argument to say 

that the true good or true felicity, in order to be complete, had to be entirely self-

sufficient, lacking in no good. The only self-sufficient being is God: every other creature, 

in virtue of not being self-caused but dependent on other created causes for its life and 

perpetuation, is subject to some form of imperfection. Hence felicity for human creatures, 

given their capacity to reflect on themselves and on truth, consists in the love of the only 

perfect good: God. This God, which all creatures by nature pursue (if unknowingly) 

because they seek their own natural perfections (III. pr. 11), governs all things. Because 

God is totally self-sufficient, Philosophy proclaims: "'Thanne is thilke [God] the sovereyn 

                                                      

my practical identity...which includes calling it into question in standard forms of reflective criticism—and 
to call all of that questioning into question; not via another reflective question, but rather via an ironic 
disruption of the whole process” (31).  
 
42 On the language of “conversion” in relation to the Consolation, see Chadwick, 227-228.  
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good,' quod sche, 'that alle thinges governeth strongly and ordeyneth hem softly ['est 

igitur summum,' inquit, 'bonum quod regit cuncta fortiter suaviterque disponit'].43  

 Philosophy's words derive from a passage of Scripture, Wisdom of Solomon 8:1, 

"she [Wisdom] reacheth therefore from end to end mightily, and ordereth all things 

sweetly" [attingit ergo a fine usque ad finem fortiter, et disponit omnia suaviter].  They 

are the only explicit citation of Scripture in the Consolation.44 They also belong to one of 

the oldest hymns of the early church, one of the so-called Advent antiphons. The hymn is 

worth quoting it in full because Philosophy's language is actually closer to that of the 

hymn than to the Scripture on which it is based:  

O Sapientia, quae ex ore Altissimi prodisti  
attingens a fine usque ad finem, 
fortiter suaviterque disponens omnia  
veni ad docendum nos viam prudentiae.45  

                                                      
43 III. pr. 12, 116-8; 64-65 of the Latin text. 
 
44 See Courcelle, La Consolation, troisième partie, ch. 1 ("Les doctrines de Boèce et leurs sources"), and 
Shanzer, 241-2, 243-5. 
 
45 "O Wisdom, which proceeds from the mouth of the Most High,/ Reaching from end to end,/ Governing 
all things with strength and sweetness,/ Come and teach us the way of prudence," Breviarum Romanum, 
Pars Hiemalis (Paris: 1912), 209 et ff. (quoted in Gruber, 311-2). Some scholars date the hymn by 
Boethius’s reference to it (J. Allen Cabaniss, "A Note on the Date of the Great Advent Antiphons," 
Speculum 22:3 (1947), 440-2; others argue that the earliest, most definitive citation of it is in the 9th century 
by Amalarius of Metz (see Chadwick, The Consolations, 237). But as Chadwick points out the hymn is 
ancient nonetheless and draws from a long exegetical tradition of taking sapientia as the divine logos (The 
Consolations, 236-9). For the most recent discussion, see Thomas J. Knoblach, "The 'O' Antiphons," in 
Ephemerides liturgicae CVI (1992), 177-204. The date of the hymn matters even less for a conjecture 
about what medieval readers would have made of Philosophy's reference to it. Cp. Willy Theiler's opinion 
(cited in Gruber, p. 311) that "vielleicht wurde die Vorlage der Sapientia oder gar die Sapientia selber auch 
von einem alexandrinischen Philosophen geschätzt" (in Antike und christliche Rückkehr zu Gott, in Mullus, 
Festschrift Theodor Klauser (Munster, 1964) p. 360-1). Courcelle also voices skepticism, as I hinted above 
(La Consolation, 340).  Readings that are skeptical of the Christian overtones of Philosophy’s language 
here seem a bit forced, especially given the umistakeably Christian (and Augustinian) language of delight, 
shame, and repentance that follows in Boethius's confession.  
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Up until this point Boethius has scrupulously identified Philosophy with the pagan 

Roman and Greek philosophical traditions.46 Nowhere has he given any indication that 

she has a relationship to Christian theological traditions. Even the affirmation of 

providence Philosophy gives voice to is perfectly in line with the teachings of Proclus 

and other Neoplatonists, as Henry Chadwick and others have pointed out.47 Yet for a 

moment, however brief, her teaching harmonizes with Scripture and the liturgy. For a 

reader familiar with the place of this Antiphon in the liturgical cycle leading up to 

Advent, the effect of finding these words in pagan Philosophy’s mouth would have been 

astonishing. It is as if the arguments of Philosophy have all tended towards this 

acknowledgment of divine providence in the form of a citation from Scripture.  

 Astonishment, at any rate, best describes Boethius’s reaction. He confesses 

delight not so much in Philosophy's arguments but in her very words: '"I delite me," quod 

I, "nat oonly in the eendes or in the somme of the resouns that thou has concluded and 

proved, but thilke woordes that that thou usest deliten me moche more. So that, at the 

laste, foolis that sometyme reenden grete thinges oughten ben asschamid of hemself," 

(III. pr. 12, 119-25). Not so much Philosophy's arguments, not so much the conclusions 

to which they tend, but her words [haec ipsa quibus uteris verba], the words of Scripture, 

delight him. Scripture, not argument, triggers a confession of pride. Boethius confesses to 

a willful complaint against God: "that is to seyn, that we foolis that reprehenden wikkidly 

                                                      
46 See Courcelle, La Consolation, 333-43; Shanzer, 240-45; and Marenbon, Boethius, 159-63. 
 
47 See e.g. Chadwick’s quotation from Proclus’s commentary on the Parmenides in Consolations, 236. 
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the thinges that touchen Godis governaunce, we aughten ben asschamid of ourself" (my 

emphasis).  

 But Philosophy's echo of Scripture is short-lived. If we can interpret Boethius's 

confession of delight in the words of Scripture as being a call to Philosophy for more, she 

does not comply. She agrees that Boethius's complaint was misplaced, but she shores up 

Boethius's confession with a myth from Ovid's Metamorphoses about the Giants laying 

siege to heaven. Boethius once shared in their folly.   

 

 I want to close this chapter with Augustine's reflections on his failed Neoplatonic 

ascent in Book VII of the Confessiones. The ascent takes place before the famous 

"conversion" scene in the garden and before his baptism. In the books of the 

Neoplatonists, Augustine writes, he read of the Word of God that was there in the 

beginning with God (ix,13) and through which all things were made. “But that ‘the Word 

was made flesh and dwelt among us’ (John 1:13-4), I did not read there” (ix (14)).48 The 

problem, as he will come to articulate it, is that while the neoplatonists are right about the 

immaterial, eternal Word by which all things were made—which (in a lovely turn of 

phrase) “governs the world down to the leaves that tremble on the trees”49—proceeding 

from God, the One, they cannot comprehend that the Word was made flesh and dwelt 

                                                      
48 Chadwick’s translation, 121. Deal with O'Donnell, too. 
 
49 Vi (8), 117 Chadwick. 
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among us. It is pride—pride at refusing the assistance of grace—that prevents them from 

recognizing Christ as God, God humbling himself by taking up the flesh of a man.  

 Augustine asks God why he brought him to the words of the Neoplatonists first 

and not those of Scripture. “Your intention,” Augustine writes, “was that the manner in 

which I was affected by them should be imprinted in my memory, so that when later I 

had been made docile by your books and my wounds were healed by your gentle fingers, 

I would learn to discern and distinguish the difference between presumption 

[praesumptionem] and confession [confessionem], between those who see what the goal 

is but not how to get there and those who see the way which leads to the home of bliss, 

not merely as an end to be perceived [cernendam] but as a realm to live in 

[habitandam].”50 The former presume in “perceiving” [cernere] the end, the goal of 

human life, and speak of possessing it without actually knowing how to get to it. They 

stumble in being satisfied with their vision of the end, but cannot, perhaps do not wish to, 

find the way. Thus the Platonists, “like actors, wear the high boots of a supposedly more 

sublime teaching [and] do not hear him who says ‘Learn of me, that I am meek and 

humble in heart, and you shall find rest for your souls’ (Matt. 11:29). Even if they know 

‘God, they do not glorify him as God or give thanks, but are lost in their own thoughts 

and their foolish heart is obscured: professing themselves wise, they have become fools’ 

                                                      
50 “In quos [i.e. libros platonicos] me propterea, priusquam scripturas tuas considerarem, credo voluisti 
incurrere, ut imprimeretur memoriae meae quomodo ex eis affetus essem et, cum postea in libris tuis 
mansuefactus essem et curantibus digitis tuis contrectarentur vulnera mea, discernerem atque distinguerem 
quid interesset inter praesumptionem et confessionem, inter videntes quo eundum sit nec videntes qua, et 
viam ducentem ad beatificam patriam non tantum cernendam sed et habitandam” VII. 27; Chadwick, 130. 
See John Freccero’s marvelous discussion of this passage in relation to Dante in “The Prologue Scene,”in 
Dante and the Poetics of Conversion, 5 et ff. 
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(Rom. 1:21-3).”51 Incapacity to recognize God as Christ, both God and man, prevents 

them from attaining the “goal” (quo eundum sit) of happiness. The root of this incapacity 

is pride. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
51 Ix (14), 122 in Chadwick. 
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Chapter 2 

Robert Holcot, O.P., and the Invention of a Stoic Christianity 

"But without faith it is impossible to please God. For he that cometh to God must 
believe that he is: and is a rewarder to them that seek him." Hebrews 11:6 

 

"Faith is the foundation of the whole spiritual building of the Christian."  
Robert Holcot, Commentary on the Wisdom of Solomon1 

 

 I begin this chapter with an image Holcot uses to begin his commentary on the 

Wisdom of Solomon. Reading Esther 15:5-7, Holcot says that Theology is a queen, the 

domina of all science.2 Like Esther, two handmaids accompany her: in Theology's wake 

follows the handmaiden of canon and civil law, who keeps Theology's train from falling 

to the floor. In front of her walks Philosophy, upon whom Theology has placed her hands 

in a gesture of dependence: "and upon one of them she leaned, as if for delicateness and 

overmuch tenderness she were not able to bear up her own body," (15:6). Yet Holcot 

interprets Esther's "delicateness" as a gesture only. Theology does not actually put any 

weight on Philosophy's shoulders but places her hands there in a symbol of power and 

pre-eminence. Theology proceeds in Philosophy's wake as if with a kind of "new 

                                                      
1 Lectiones in librum sapientiae (Basel, 1586), lectio 155, p. 516. In this chapter I will continue to use 
Basel edition, abbreviated hereafter as Sap. lect. References will include the lecture ("lectio") number 
followed by the page number. All translation are my own. 
 
2 "And glittering in royal robes, after she had called upon God the ruler and Saviour of all, she took two 
maids with her. And upon one of them she leaned, as if for delicateness and overmuch tenderness she were 
not able to bear up her own body. And the other maid followed her lady, bearing up her train flowing on the 
ground." In translations from the Vulgate I follow Siegfried Wenzel's practice in Preaching in the Age of 
Chaucer (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2008) of using the Douay Rheims 
translation but modernizing pronoun and verb forms.  
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instrument" [novum instrumentum]. Yet she need not do so. Theology's stride is confident 

and secure, established not on the powers of human reason but on God's self-revelation in 

Holy Scripture. 

 The image of theology as a powerful queen is perhaps familiar as a token image 

of a bygone medieval intellectual past, an era in which theology's methods and interests 

dominated the production of knowledge in the university and suffused every aspect of 

learning. Yet Bernard McGinn has pointed out that while medieval theologians were 

often fond of calling other disciplines the "ancillae" of theology, the image of theology as 

"regina" or "domina" was extremely rare.3  For McGinn this absence is telling. In a 

recent "prolegomenon" to a history of Christian theology, McGinn writes that "the history 

of theologia in Christianity reveals a complex, shifting, unstable trajectory," one in which 

theology, as both a practice and institution of the medieval Church, "was never quite as 

imperial, as powerful, and as settled as we might be inclined to think."4 Surveying the 

span of Christian theology in the West from Justin Martyr to the eve of the Reformation, 

                                                      
3 "Regina Quondam..." Speculum 83 (2008), 817-39. McGinn notes the rarity of Alan of Lille's metaphor of 
theology as a "regina" in the Summa "Quoniam homines"; On Alan of Lille's concept of theologia as a 
"queen" of all sciences, see Marie-Therese d'Alverny, "Alain de Lille et la theologie," in L'homme devant 
Dieu: Melanges offerts au Pere Henri de Lubac, 3 vols. (Paris, 1963-64), 2:111-28; and Giulio d'Onofrio, 
"Alano di Lilla e la teologia," in Alain de Lille: Le docteur universel, ed. Jean-Luc Solere, Anca Vasilu, 
and Alain Galonnier, Rencontres de Philosophic Medievale 12 (Turnhout, 2005), pp. 289-337; both are 
cited by McGinn at 818, n. 3. See also James Simpson, Sciences and the Self in Medieval Poetry 
(Cambridge, 1995), ch. 1 and 3. On the history of the medieval classification of the sciences and the 
hegemony of the Aristotelian model from Boethius to the later Middle Ages, see James A. Weishepl, O.P., 
"Classification of the Sciences in Medieval Thought, "Mediaeval Studies (1965), 54-90, and, more 
generally, "The Nature, Scope, and Classification of the Sciences," in Science in the Middle Ages, ed. 
David C. Linberg (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 461-82. On the thirteenth-century re-
introduction of the threefold scheme of philosophia (natural philosophy, moral philosophy, and 
metaphysics), see Gordon Leff, "The Trivium and the 'Three Philosophies,'" in A History of the University 
in Europe ed. Hilde de Ridder-Symoens (Cambridge, 2003), 307-336.  
 
4 "Regina Quondam...," 819. 
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McGinn argues that theology's place among the ancient philosophical disciplines (both 

the trivium and quadrivium as well as later innovations, like the "threefold" scheme of 

natural philosophy, moral philosophy, and metaphysics) was one of theology's perennial 

and constitutive problems.5 What exactly was the relationship supposed to be between a 

distinctively theological genre like the exegesis of Scripture to mathematics or natural 

philosophy? Conversely, how were classical forms of earthly wisdom founded on natural 

reason supposed to map onto the "Wisdom" that is the second person of the Trinity, the 

Wisdom that is, as Hugh of St. Victor put it," the sole primordial Reason of things?"6  

 In the fourteenth century scholastic responses to these two questions were 

inflected by the recovery and incorporation of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics into the 

curriculum of logic at Paris and Oxford. This text posed questions about the proper 

methods of disciplines and the nature of the intellectual dispositions that its practitioners 

acquired. The Posterior Analytics set forth criteria for how the conclusions of a given 

discipline could count as "scientia" (William of Moerbeke's translation of epistêmê), 

knowledge that is supposed to be necessary, true, and certain, and thus distinct from the 

ebb and flow of opinion and knowledge claims based on authority.7 Aristotle claimed that 

the process of demonstration [apodeixis], of making " epistêmê," begins from premises 

that are themselves necessary, self-evident, and true, and progresses from these to prove 

                                                      
5 "ibid., 830. 
 
6 Didascalicon, ed. Charles Henry Buttimer, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Latin 10 (Washington, 
D.C., 1939) 2.1-2, pp. 24-5; cited by McGinn at 834 and at n. 88. 
 
7 See Weisheipl's preface to the Fabian Larcher edition of Aquinas's commentary on the Posterior Analytics 
(Albany, NY: Magi Books, 1970). 
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propositions that are less obviously known and more obscure. We have "knowledge" of 

something, Aristotle claims, when we know "the cause why the thing is, that it is the 

cause of this, and that this cannot be otherwise."8 Scientia is thus knowledge of (1) only 

what is necessarily the case and (2) the causes of what is necessary. The premises that 

lead to these conclusions must thus be known in themselves (per se nota, as his medieval 

commentators would say) or derived from premises that are known in themselves. Not 

any deduction counts as science, then: only those whose premises are self evident or 

follow from these premises count as "science." And only insofar as an object of study 

was subject to universal or necessary causal relations, science [epistêmê] of it could 

theoretically be had. 9  

 One of the purposes of Aristotle's "scientific" criteria was to organize and unify 

different branches of study according to a single (if diversely applied) set of norms for 

deductions within a given subject. But Aristotle did not intend his criteria to be normative 

for every discipline. For instance at the outset of the Nicomachean Ethics he suggests that 

scientific norms are not the best to use in this discipline since its object of study, human 

action, is subject to variation, convention, and contingency.10 For the scholastic 

                                                      
8 Posterior Analytics I.2. All references and quotations from Aristotle will be to the translation in the two-
volume Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation, edited by Jonathan Barnes 
(Princeton, 1984). 
 
9 "We think we understand a thing without qualification, and not in the sophistic, accidental way, whenever 
we think we know the cause in virtue of which something is—that it is the cause of that very thing—and 
also know that this cannot be otherwise. Clearly, knowledge is something of this sort. After all, both those 
with knowledge and those without it suppose that this is so—although only those with knowledge are 
actually in this condition. Hence, whatever is known without qualification cannot be otherwise." Posterior 
Analytics, 71b9–16. 
 
10 Nichomachean Ethics I.3, 1095b 13-27. 
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theologians who took Aristotle's text seriously, though, the problem was that theology 

seemed disqualified from the start. Creation is the free gift of God, made out of nothing 

(ex nihilo), and not the eternal, necessary actualization of a detached Prime Mover. 

Moreover, what would serve as the "first principles" of theology? The articles of the 

faith, which God has revealed to the Church through Scripture and apostolic tradition, are 

obviously not self-evident nor do they derive from premises that are self-evident. 

Doctrines like the Incarnation and Trinity are not provable through any other discipline 

either, so it is hard to see how theology, a discipline rooted in the study of Scripture and 

the institutional life of the Church, could be fruitfully compared to metaphysics and 

natural philosophy. The problem that the Posterior Analytics posed to theologians was 

thus very different from the problem Aristotle describes at the beginning of the 

Nicomachean Ethics. The subject of theology, God, is eternal and unchanging, and yet 

Christians believe that this God entered his own creation and became a human being.  

 In an early passage of the Summa Theologiae Aquinas tried to solve this problem 

by arguing that theology had the character of a "subaltern" science,11 meaning that its first 

principles are not self-evident but are known by means of a different discipline. Just as a 

musician who in the act of composition assumes mathematic rules that are not themselves 

demonstrated by music, so the theologian treats the articles of faith like principles that are 

not immediately known to the intellect. The mathematician sees the rules and principles 

                                                      
11 The term "subaltern" derives from the tradition of commentary on Aquinas's position by subsequent 
Dominicans; see "Peter of Candia's Hundred-Year 'History' of the Theologian's Role," Medieval Philosophy 
and Theology 1 (1991) 156-90 and "Deductive and Declarative Theology in the Early Fourteenth Century," 
in Was Ist Philosophie im Mittelalter? (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1998), 648-55.  
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which the musician assumes clearly and evidently while the musician does not; likewise, 

the vision that the blessed have of God is immediate.12 They do not need to reason 

through propositions to deduce anything about God or his creation. They know these 

truths as simply as we know the principle of non-contradiction. Thus, like the musician 

who need not have an up-close and intimate understanding of all the math he uses in 

music, so Aquinas claims that the theologian need not share in the vision of the blessed in 

order to have a scientific theology. "Whatever is based on [theology's] principles is as 

well proved in the eyes of the faithful as a conclusion drawn from self-evident principles 

is in the eyes of all."13 The conclusions that follow from the articles of faith have a 

"scientific" status neither because they are constitutive of reason (per se nota) or deduced 

from first principles but because they follow logically from the articles of faith.  

 By the end of the first quarter of the fourteenth-century scholastic responses to the 

question "utrum theologia sit scientia" ["whether theology is a science"] had turned 

overwhelmingly negative.14 Stephen Brown points out that in the 1380's Peter of Candia 

(who would become Pope Alexander V in 1409; as a student he spent time at the 

Franciscan studia generalia at Norwich and Oxford and left Oxford around the same time 

that Wyclif did) wrote a long introduction to his Sentences commentary that contained a 

                                                      
12 ST I q. 1, a. 4 resp.; here and elsewhere I quote from the five-volume translation by the Fathers of the 
English Dominican Province (New York: Benziger, 1948).    
 
13 IIa.IIae, q.1, a. 5 ad 2.  
 
14 This response to Aquinas is documented in two articles by Stephen Brown: "The Theologian's Role" and 
"Declarative and Deductive Theology"; see n. 10. "The Theologian's Role" contains the edited text of 
Candia's history. 
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survey of what previous scholastic theologians had written on the question of "whether 

theology is a science."  The introduction looked back on the shape of theology for the 

previous hundred years and saw it mostly as a rejection of, and constructive response to, 

Aquinas's position. For Peter and the host of theologians he discusses—Scotus, Ockham, 

Godfrey of Fontaines, Peter Aureoli, Gregory of Rimini—the problem is that the 

certitude of faith can never amount to the certitude of evidence. Part of this reaction was 

due to Scotus's critique of Henry of Ghent and the high premium Scotus placed on 

"evident cognition," his "epistemic ideal" and "criterion" for truth.15 For Scotus, a 

cognition is evident when the terms of a proposition the intellect understands are known 

in themselves (per se nota) or when the intellect's object is the existence of an individual 

thing or state of affairs that a person is perceiving. An evident cognition is thus the 

intellect's cognition that a thing exists when it exists. This is an "epistemic ideal," but it 

also describes the ordinary reliability or certainty a person has whenever they cognize a 

particular thing or state of affairs present to the senses. Because of the premium this ideal 

places on existence of the object to the intellect and senses, Aquinas's claim for the 

"scientific" status of theology's conclusions seemed incoherent.  

 In the immediate aftermath of Thomas's writing these theologians adopted 

Scotus's criteria as normative. But they varied in the way they responded the kind of 

intellectual or cognitive habit the theologian develops in relationship to the conclusions 

he draws from the articles of faith. Ockham argued that the theologian cultivated a more 

                                                      
15 Eileen Serene, "Demonstrative Science," in Norman Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny, and Jan Pinborg, eds., 
The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy (Cambridge, 1982) 508. 
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certain or convinced faith than the ordinary believer; Aureoli, a clarified faith; and 

Gregory of Rimini, a "believing habit."16  For all of them, faith can never approximate the 

vision the blessed have of the Godhead (what Ockham calls the "evident cognition" of the 

blessed).17 The Christian clings to the truths of the faith—both the premises that are 

assumed as well as the arguments made in favor of a conclusion—because both are 

ultimately revealed by God. Even if the norms of Aristotle's scientific criteria still hold 

good for how theology should operate theology would never amount to a "science," at 

least not in this life.18   

 This near-collective rejection of Aquinas depended in large part on a failure to 

acknowledge his argument that faith, as an intellectual virtue, bestows its own distinctive 

form of certainty on the Christian believer. In q. 1 a.1 Aquinas speaks of a distinction 

between the "matter" and "form" of the object of a cognitive habit. Such an object can be 

considered in relation to its "matter," as a "material object," but the object can also be 

considered under the aspect of its intrinsic form [formalitas]. Materially the object of 

faith includes propositions about things other than God (e.g. about the perfection of a 

human creature), but formally, its object is the "First Truth," God. And so faith does not 

assent to anything except insofar as it is related to God: "consequently...the object of faith 

is, in a way, the First Truth, in as much as nothing comes under faith except in relation to 

God, even as the object of the medical art is health, for it considers nothing save in 

                                                      
16 See Candia's discussion of each of these positions in the appendix to Brown's article. 
 
17 See Adams, William of Ockham, Part 5, chapter 22 ("Faith and Reason"), for Ockham's strange obsession 
with the evident knowledge (and hence science) of the blessed in heaven.   
 
18 This was Gregory of Rimini's argument as recounted by Brown in "The Theologian's Role," 169-71.  
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relation to health."19 Because the "formal aspect" of the object of faith is its ultimate 

truth, viz., its truth in view of God, "nothing false" can be its object, "as neither can non-

being stand under being, nor evil under goodness."20 A kind of certitude applies to the 

objects of faith, though as "mysteries" they lack the 'evidentness' of reason's first 

principles.21  Nevertheless, for the faithful the articles of faith and the conclusions of 

theology may become, as one reader of Aquinas has put it, "more certain for the devout 

and prayerful believer than are even the simplest self-evident truths."22  

 As a young Dominican friar Holcot could have followed Aquinas's path. Thomas 

had been canonized when Holcot was a youth, and the Summa Theologiae had begun to 

establish itself as the set text of theological education in Dominican studia in England 

and abroad.23 But Holcot did not. In a quodlibetal question entitled "utrum theologia sit 

scientia," Holcot hewed closely to the manner of Ockham: "no knowledge that the 

Christian [viator] is able to naturally acquire of the articles of faith counts as a science."24 

                                                      
19 IIa.IIae, q.1 a.1, resp. 
 
20 IIa.IIae, q.1 a.3, resp. 
 
21 Freddoso, "Ockham on Faith and Reason," in Paul Vincent Spade, ed., The Cambridge Companion to 
Ockham (Cambridge, 1999), 335-7. 
 
22 "Christian faith in its perfected state exceeds the natural intellectual virtues in the degree of firmness with 
which one who has it adheres to divinely revealed truth—even to the point of voluntarily undergoing 
martyrdom in order to give witness to that truth," Freddoso, "Ockham on Faith and Reason," 334.   
 
23 See Marian Michele Mulchahey, First the Bow Is Bent to Study: Dominican Education Before 1350 
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1998). 
 
24 "nulla notitia quam viator potest naturaliter adquirere de articulis fidei est scientia secundo modo vel 
tertio modo dicta," "Utrum Theologia Sit Scientia: A Quodlibet Question of Robert Holcot, O.P.," ed. J. T. 
Muckle, C.S.B., Mediaeval Studies 20 (1958), 133. The "third way" of taking scientia refers to Aristotle's 
definition of the term in "the first book of the Posterior Analytics, chapter 9" (ibid.); see the second set of 
distinctiones "de hoc nomina 'scientia'" in "Utrum Theologia," 129. For the relevant passages in Holcot's 
Sentences commentary, see Sent. I q.4, a.2. 
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He reasoned that if scientific demonstration depends upon knowledge [notitia] of 

premises that are known in themselves [per se nota] or known evidently [notitia evidens], 

then then theology can never amount to a science.25 The articles of faith are just that: 

objects of belief, revealed in Scripture by God. To have evident cognition of the articles 

of faith would mean that we "see God face to face." This manner of knowing is what the 

blessed have: they "know clearly that this complex [proposition] is true: 'God is three and 

one,' so that they do not deduce the knowledge of it from some other propositions that are 

better known or immediate to their senses."26 However, the Christian in this life comes to 

know the Trinity not by his innate cognitive powers but "through the doctrine" and 

instruction of the Church. This doctrine gives theology rules and parameters for how to 

talk (and not talk) about God, but the rules are not self-evident or approachable through 

any other medium except Scripture and the Church's teachings.27 Strangely, Holcot does 

                                                      

 
25 Holcot correctly traces the terms "evident cognition" and "intuitive cognition" back to Duns Scotus 
("Utrum Theologia," 130), and he argues that because they are the invention of the scholarly community 
the theologian can either use if he finds them helpful or not. See Robert Pasnau, "Cognition," in Thomas 
Williams, ed., The Cambridge Companion to John Duns Scotus, (Cambridge, 2002). For Scotus (and for 
Ockham and Holcot), any scientific demonstration must also include evident cognition of the phenomenon: 
i.e., that it exists when it exists. Holcot makes the same set of distinctions in his Sentences commentary, II. 
q. 2, a. 8 (ed. Streveler, Tachau: 151), 1.853-8: "prima distinctio erit de isto termino 'scire' qui accipitur 
tripliciter. Uno modo largissime, et sic convertitur cum 'cognoscere,' et est verorum et falsorum, 
complexorum et incomplexorum. Secundo modo accipitur magis stricte pro notitia evidenti assentiva alicui 
<complexo> vero qua homo assentit quod ita est in re sicut per illud verum denotatur sine formidine: et sic 
Sortes potest scire istam <propositionem>: 'sol orietur cras'; quoted in Tachau, "Logic's God and the 
Natural Order in Late Medieval Oxford: The Teaching of Robert Holcot," Annals of Science 53 (1996), 
235-267 at n. 97. 
 
26 "ita beatus visa essentia divina clare scit hoc complexum esse verum: deus est trinus et unus its quod 
istius notitiam non deducit ex aliquibus propositionibus prius notis vel magis ei immediatis," "Utrum 
Theologia," 130.  
 
27 "quia in conceptu quidditativo et proprio in quo catholicus intelligit deum intelligit deum trinum et unum. 
Sed talis conceptus est conceptus formalis vel aequivalenter si est conceptus simplex institutus ad 
supponendum pro eodem pro quo conceptus compositus. ergo aliqua exponens huius propositionis: deus 
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not deny that some have possessed theological scientia in the technical sense of the 

Posterior Analytics. Christ, who as the Son of God had "intuitive cognition of the divine 

essence" and was at the same time "a viator," probably had theological scientia, since as 

a human creature endowed with reason and having an intuitive cognition of the divine 

essence he would have been able syllogistically deduce some of the claims about God 

that the Church receives on faith.28 Yet save him, a few of the apostles, and those in the 

Church who receive a "special" gift of revelation, no one can claim to have scientific 

knowledge of the articles of faith. Moreover, those visionaries to whom God has revealed 

himself cannot claim to possess such knowledge so on the basis of their own rational 

powers; the revelation of divine truth is fundamentally a gift.  

 For Holcot, then, the goal of theology is not simply speculative.29 Its purpose is to 

make the Christian faith more explicit to all believers, in other words, showing them what 

their basic beliefs entail or presuppose. In a reply to the objection that the unscientific 

character of theology makes the study of it pointless, Holcot says that "[the theologian] 

exerts himself in the desire of some particular thing that the simple [believer] neither 

believes nor conceives of except as some universal, for example...,'everything that the 

Church believes is true and ought to be believed.' Yet, having been perfected [in 

                                                      

est, debet esse ista: aliquid est trinus et unum. Haec autem nullo modo potest esse evidens. Ergo nec illa: 
deus est," ibid., 135. 
 
28 "utrumque istorum patet fuisse verum de facto de Christo, nam Christus habuit notitiam intuitivam 
essentiae divinae et fuit comprehensor et viator," "Utrum Theologia," 131; Holcot also says that St. Paul 
may have had intuitive cognition the divine essence, and that God is able from time to time to communicate 
to any of the faithful of the Church by revelation anything that the saints in heaven see (ibid.). 
 
29 "non tamen dico quod aliquam scientiam adquirit theologus quam non adquirit fidelis, sed tantum fidem 
explicitam," "Utrum Theologia," 142. 
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knowledge of the particulars of the faith], he knows to infer this from the manner in 

which [unde] he knows these singulars: that the world was created by God ought to be 

believed, since Genesis 1 says 'in the beginning God created the heaven and the 

earth,'...and thus concerning the other contents of Scripture."30 Borrowing language from 

Aquinas (ST IIa.IIae, q. 1, a. 7 ("whether the articles of faith have increased over the 

course of time") and q. 2, a.6 ("whether all are equally bound to have explicit faith")), 

Holcot insisted that the theologian's relationship to Scripture gives him privileged access 

to scrutinize the contents of the faith—why specific propositions about the creation of the 

world, the Incarnation, and the Trinity matter and must be believed—that the simple 

believer believes but does not understand in detail. The faith of the theologian and the 

faith of the simple believer is not a different habit of the intellect. Scripture and Church 

authority form the twin foundations for both, and faith in both involves not just the 

intellect but the will as well (though for different reasons than Aquinas thought, as we 

will see).31 Nevertheless, the theologian "augments his faith not by inhering more firmly 

[in the faith than the simplex] but by inhering in more [of the articles] and, perhaps, more 

firmly."32 Since the theologian does not have evident or intuitive knowledge of what he is 

arguing about, the arguments he makes are just probable arguments—persuasiones.33 

                                                      
30 ibid. 
 
31 e.g., "sed articulos fidei nemo credit nisi volens...," ibid., 133. 
 
32 "et per modum istum potest dici quod augmentat fidem suam non inhaerendo firmius sed inhaerendo 
pluribus, vel forte, et pluribus et firmius," ibid., 142. 
 
33 Cf. Aquinas, ST, I. 1. a. 8 ad 2: "[Sacred] doctrine is especially based upon arguments from authority, 
inasmuch as its principles are obtained by revelation: thus we ought to believe on the authority of those to 
whom the revelation has been made. Nor does this take away from the dignity of the doctrine, for although 
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And so Holcot says, citing the great member of his order, Aquinas, that the faith of a 

"great theologian" is more meritorious just to the extent that he has understood and 

rejected the "persuasions" of heretics.34 

 

 Let us return to the image with which I began the chapter. By what right does 

Theology lay her hands upon Philosophy's shoulders? The reason for Theology's 

"dominance," Holcot explains, is on account of her "causes," the fact that its first 

principles have been revealed by God to human beings. "For just as God is the Lord of all 

knowledge [scientiarum dominus], so also is Sacred Scripture the Mistress of all the 

disciplines—not that empty [vana] Metaphysics, which Aristotle had called both the 

"goddess" and "mistress" of all science [deam scientiarum et dominam]." What this 

means is that the theologian is free to use philosophy because he and others delight in it 

and find it useful [non pro necessitate sed prae deliciis utitur sicuti placet].35 The 

theologian's approach to his craft is like to that of the poet to the doctrine he wishes to 

teach: omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci.36 And so, in order to expunge error and 

vice from within the Church, to build it up with sound teaching, and to endure all manner 

of trials and sufferings on behalf of this authority, The theologian performs these duties is 

                                                      

the argument from authority based on human reason is the weakest, yet the argument from authority based 
on divine revelation is the strongest." 
 
34 "unde fides magni theologi potest esse magis meritoria, si velit, quam fides unius simplicis, cuius ratio 
est quia cum credere non sit meritorium nisi quatenus imperatur a voluntate, quanto voluntas imperat 
credere difficilia et quanto plures persuasiones philosophorum et hereticorum respuit et contemnit, tanto 
videtur maius mereri apud deum, Thomas, 2, q. 2, articulo 10, ad tertium," "Utrum Theologia," 142. 
 
35 Lectiones in librum sapientiae (Basel, 1586), 1, 2-3; hereafter, Sap. lect.  
 
36 citing Horace, Ars Poetria; Sap. lect. 1, 4.  
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by adopting the dialectical modes of philosophy: "setting forth, opposing, responding, 

proving, and admonishing."37 Compared to the Church's mission of preaching and 

teaching, metaphysics, the "queen" of Aristotelian science, is "empty" [vana].38 

 As far as I have described it, Holcot's account of theological knowledge 

complements a perception of his thought that Beryl Smalley popularized many years ago. 

In her study of fourteenth-century English exegesis of the Bible, Smalley counted Holcot 

a pre-eminent member of her group of "classicizing friars," an informal and scattered 

collection of fourteenth-century Bible commentators. What united this group was a keen 

interest in the classics.39 One does not have to read farther than the prologue in the 

Wisdom commentary to see why Holcot belongs: his exegesis bursts at the seams with 

quotations and references to Greek, Roman, and Arabic authors, some of which have 

turned out to be spurious but most of which are legitimate (at one point in a lecture he 

boasts of "discovering" a bundle of hitherto-unknown letters of Seneca while travelling 

abroad).40 Yet Smalley maintained that Holcot stood alone among his classicizing peers 

                                                      
37 "super primam sacra theologia cum sit sibi ipsi sufficiens et robusta, prae deliciis tamen simulat se inniti 
quasi dictis et modis eorum, loquendo, opponendo, respondendo, probando, et reprobando: non pro 
necessitate, sed prae deliciis utitur sicuti placet," Sap. lect. 1, 2. 
 
38 "sicut enim autor Sacrae paginae deus scientiarum dominus est: ita sacra scriptura omnium facultatum 
domina dici debet, et non illa vana metaphysica, quam deam scientiarum et dominam Arist. vocat sive 
estimat, primo metha. cap. 3," Sap. lect. prologus, 2. 
 
39 English Friars and Antiquity in the Early Fourteenth Century (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1960), 133-34. 
 
40 In his study of medieval exemplum literature J. –Th. Welter,  L’exemplum dans la littérature religieuse et 
didactique du moyen âge (Paris-Toulouse, 1927), 364–365, lists the following authors as being cited in 
Holcot’s commentary on Wisdom: (classical) Hermes Trismegistus (the alleged author of the Hermetic 
Corpus), Homer, Aristotle, Cicero, Virgil, Horace, Titus Livius, Ovid, Varro, Valerius Maximus, Solon, 
Seneca, Pliny, Suetonius, Juvenal, Macrobius, Martial, Aulus Gellius, Plutarch, and Claudius; (patristic) 
Josephus, Lactantius, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, the Vitae Patrum, Fulgentius the Mythographer, Peter 
of Ravenna, Boethius, Cassiodorus, and Gregory the Great; (medieval) John Damascene, Rabanus Maurus, 
Marbodius of Rennes, Anselm, Bernard Silvestris, the pseudo-Turpin Chronicle, Geoffrey Monmouth, 
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for the "skepticism" he displayed towards the rational powers of the pagans that he loved. 

I have observed his hostility towards Aristotle's "scientific" criteria and the epistemic 

autonomy a discipline like metaphysics seems to offer its practitioners. In the Wisdom 

commentary this pessimism is nearly overwhelming. "On every page" Holcot seems to 

claim that rational proofs that philosophers and theologians of all stripes have offered for 

the immortality of the soul, the existence of God, and the resurrection fail to have 

"scientific" value.41 As I have suggested, for Holcot and his contemporaries "scientific" 

knowledge begins with propositions that are known per se. Yet incorporeal things are not 

available to the intellect in this way; hence, arguments that involve any of these things are 

rationes de congruo or persuasiones, probable and convincing arguments but whose 

conclusions are not universally binding and irrefutable.42 The pagan, reasoning without 

the gift of faith, can always demur. Smalley interpreted this attitude towards incorporeals 

as belonging to a pervasive pessimism towards the ancient sources he is so fond of 

quoting. One particular anecdote that Holcot tells twice in the Wisdom commentary 

merits her scorn: 

A Simple Dominican lay brother converted a heretic, where good clerks had tried 
and failed. The heretic, 'a great clerk' himself, persisted in refusing to believe in 
the immortality of the soul, until the lay brother put it to him that one had better 

                                                      

Hugh of St. Victor, Peter Comestor, Alexander Nequam, Allan of Lille, Gerald of Wales, Hélinand of 
Froidmont, Gilbert of Tournai, William of Evange, Albert the Great, Gerald of Frachet, Martin of Opava, 
and Walter Burley. This list is clearly incomplete, whever, as within the lectures on Wisdom 1 alone, he 
also cites: Augustine of Ireland (De mirabilibus divinarum scripturarum), Theodorus Lector (Historia 
tripartitia), Peter Lombard (Sentences), Eadmer of Canterbury (the De similitudinibus), and Thomas 
Aquinas (Super tertium Sententiarum). See Slotemaker-Witt, Robert Holcot (Oxford, forthcoming), ch. 6. 
 
41 English Friars, 183-7. 
 
42 Holcot also calls miracles "probable arguments" for the faith: "ad hoc enim deserviunt miracula et 
rationes quedam probabiles, que sufficiunt ad causandum fidem." I. Sent. q. 1, a. 6j. 
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'play safe.' One would lose nothing by believing, even if one's belief were 
unfounded; one would gain eternal bliss if it should prove to be true.43 
 

Smalley's interpretation of this story is unequivocal: "this is real scepticism. It goes with 

fideism. Holcot tells the story to urge the advisability of belief in the absence of rational 

proof."44 And so Smalley drew the only conclusion about Holcot's pagans she thought 

available: the authority that Holcot pagan philosophy and antiquity in general was 

ornamental and didactic. Preferring decoration to decorum," Smalley quipped, Holcot 

embellished his exegesis with the writings of pagans in order to "put Christians to 

shame."45 

 The portrait of a skeptical Holcot has been nuanced by recent studies of his 

sacramental theology (particularly his theology of the Eucharist) by Leonard Kennedy, 

Dallas Denery, and Hester Gelber. These accounts are largely accurate, as far as I can 

tell, yet they focus on an extremely small number of passages in Holcot's writings. They 

ignore the scriptural commentaries almost entirely. As Heiko Oberman noted many years 

ago, labelling Holcot an out-and-out "skeptic" ignores significant interpretative problems 

posed by the Dominican's characteristic mode of scriptural exegesis. Smalley puts a 

finger on these problems when she tried, rather unconvincingly, to explain Holcot's 

                                                      
43 English Friars, 187. Smalley draws attention to Holcot's abbreviated discussion of Aristotle's "attempts" 
to prove the existence of a prime mover; see English Friars, 185-6, and Appendix I, 327. 
 
44 ibid. See Heiko Oberman on Smalley's interpretation, as well as his discussion of a "skeptical" Holcot 
that emerges in the studies of Gordon Leff and Konstantyn Michalski, in "Facientibus quod in se est Deus 
non denegat gratiam: Robert Holcot, O.P. and the Beginnings of Luther's Theology," The Harvard 
Theological Review, 55:4 (1962) 319-20. 
 
45 English Friars, 133, 154. 
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obsession with classical philosophers and poets as being strictly didactic and ornamental. 

Oberman puts the matter well: "If Holcot is indeed such a thoroughgoing sceptic and 

agnostic," wrote Oberman, "one wonders of course why he values so highly the authority 

of Hermes—or for that matter the authority of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle."46 A 

"skeptical" Holcot depends on the marginalization of the authority Holcot cedes to 

classical philosophy, an authority that is on display in both the formal theological lectures 

on the Sentences and his lectures on the Bible.  

 The problem is this: Holcot seems to be a skeptic about the powers of natural 

reason, yet he cedes an extraordinary authority to the classical philosophy and poetry he 

uses. From where does such confidence on Holcot's part come from? Why should he 

bother with ancient philosophy if the "queen" of philosophy, metaphysics, is a "vain" 

discipline? In a 1962 article Oberman drew attention to the "semi-Pelagian" dictum 

Holcot is fond of quoting in both his Sentences and biblical commentaries: "to those who 

do that which is in them God will not deny grace" [facientibus quod in se est deus non 

denegat gratiam]. The principle maintains that pagans living outside of the covenant of 

the New Law could, by the exercise of their own inherent natural powers [ex puris 

naturalibus], merit salvation and eternal life. God is so committed to his creation, Holcot 

reasoned, that he has made a way for pagans living outside of the new covenant to 

achieve their supernatural end as human beings. If these pagans did "that which is within 

them," that is, if they live faithfully to the law of nature, God would supply the rest ("nam 

si homo facit quod in se est, satis informabitur de illis quae sunt necessaria ad salutem 

                                                      
46 "Facientibus," 320. 
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suam").47 These acts are, in the conventional terminology that Holcot rehearses, 

meritorious de congruo, not meritorious de condigno, and hence belong to the specific 

"ordination" of divine power that God has chosen to instantiate. God is a debtor to no 

creature, Holcot is fond of stating. Oberman noticed that the structure of this soteriology 

is identical to the structure of revelation: just as grace does not destroy nature but perfect 

it, so faith does not contradict reason but go beyond it. "To deny reason is indeed 

blameworthy, one does not deny reason if one grants that reason cannot reach beyond 

itself into the realm of supernatural faith which transcends the realm of the senses."48 

Oberman explains: "the facere quod in se est means...that the act of faith is not merely the 

exercise of the theoretical reason but an exercise of the whole man: sine discursu rationis 

et perceptione voluntaria veritatis, fides non habetur."49 

 The connection Oberman makes between revelation and grace is wonderfully 

insightful, and it suggests at least one reason why Holcot thought ancient philosophers 

might be worth heeding. If they were able to "do that which was within them," God 

would have supplied the rest in the form of an epistemological "corollary" to grace, a 

"special revelation" that communicated to them enough about God to merit salvation and 

                                                      
47 Sap. lect. 29, 103. Here is Oberman: "man's natural reason is helpless when confronted with the task of 
solving the mysteries of faith, but at the same time man's natural reason is the very presupposition and 
precondition for this enlightenment. Without man's effort to search out God with all his might, the offer of 
enlightenment is useless," "Facientibus," 329-30. 
 
48 "Facientibus," 323. Here is the passage that Oberman is summarizing: "ad secundum quando arguitur 
quod negare rationem est vituperabile, concedo. Sed dico quod ratio cuiuslibet hominis experitur se esse 
defectuosum: quia experimento, probamus quod secundum quemlibet sensum faciliter decipimur, et ideo 
verisimile est quod regulari debemus secundum rationem superiorem," Sap. lect. 29, 103. 
 
49 "Facientibus," ibid. 
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to trickle down into their teachings and writings. For this reason many of their beliefs 

accord with the Christian articles of faith (e.g., that God is to be honored above all else). 

On this view, then, philosophy is an essentially pagan practice that engages "the whole 

man." Aristotle is vain not because he is intrinsically flawed but because the traditions of 

philosophy, of living according to reason and natural law, have been superseded by 

Christ. Plato, Pythagoras and Aristotle, "having stumbled on the rock," [Ps. 140:6] have 

been "swallowed up." Compared to Christ they are nothing; "they lie dead, for their 

wisdom is foolishness."50 

 But what exactly did God reveal to the pagans who "did that which was within 

them"? How much revelation was "enough"? Oberman does not ask these questions, but 

the absence of any mention of Christ or their anticipation of a Messiah in the lecture he is 

commenting on is an unmistakeable absence. Holcot subordinates the question of the 

specific mechanisms of salvation of pagans (the "facientibus" principle, a tradition of 

aboriginal revelation, etc.) to the integrity of the natural law as a whole. It is only because 

human beings are no longer capable of cognizing God directly that Holcot has to specify 

how classical philosophers seem to know anything about him. To the claim that 

supernatural revelation is not necessary for salvation because nature (the argument goes) 

does not fail to supply those things that are necessary for the perfection of natures, Holcot 

replies that in this principle (derived from Aristotle, De Anima cap. 3) the term "nature" 

supposits for "God." God is so committed to the order of nature and his "ordination" of 

                                                      
50 "Plato, Pythagoras, et Aristoteles...absorpti sunt petrae iuncti, et comparati christo super se videntur 
aliquid dicere: sed iunge et compara eos Christo et nihil sunt, mortui iacent, stulta est sapientia," prol., 3-4.  
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the laws of nature that he would not fail to supply what is necessary to the salvation of 

every human being. What kind of sin blocks God's (that is, Nature's) commitment to the 

human being's perfection? Turning to verse 21, Holcot claims that the "malice" of the 

"fools" that Solomon attacks is the failure to desire to know God, that is, a desire not to 

know [desiderat nescire] that God exists and that God governs the world with justice. No 

reference whatsoever is made to Christ. This failure to desire knowledge Holcot calls 

"unnatural malice" [innaturalis malicia]; it is simply a failure to look behind the creature 

to the Creator, an act that Boethius in his Consolation of Philosophy perfectly illustrates 

how to accomplish.51 This is the act of "faith" [fides] by which human beings prior to the 

advent of the Old Law and Christ were able to be saved. 

 What this suggests is that the ex puris naturalibus principle, a concept that at least 

since Oberman has been considered only in relation to questions of soteriology, is for 

Holcot just one expression or sign of the integrity of the natural law. This law constitutes 

a set of moral precepts about what human beings owe to one another and to God in virtue 

of their creatureliness. In the remainder of this chapter I will piece together some aspects 

of Holcot's understanding of the natural law and consider its influence on his 

interpretation of both Scripture and the classical authors he most frequently cites: 

Boethius, Cicero, and Seneca, among others. Because Holcot never discusses any of these 

authors systematically, I have found it most fruitful to proceed thematically rather than 

working out from specific quotations or references. As my analysis makes clear, Holcot's 

                                                      
51 For this specific use of Boethius see Sap. lect. 156. 
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understanding of the relationship of philosophy to the natural law is central to how he 

reads Scripture, and particularly the Wisdom of Solomon, a deuterocanonical text whose 

author most ancient and medieval Christian writers took to be King Solomon. What 

emerges from my analysis of Holcot is a picture of Christian theology and ethics that is 

remarkably Stoicized, although its Stoicism is a distinctly medieval one. A brief word on 

medieval Stoicism is therefore in order.  

 One historian of Stoic thought has recently suggested that the presence of 

Stoicism in medieval theological culture is "both everywhere and nowhere."52 This is 

certainly true of the manuscript tradition: no major work of the Greek Stoics survived in 

the Middle Ages.53 While some of the writings of Cicero and Seneca exert a pervasive 

force on specific aspects of medieval ethical and political thought, medieval readers' and 

writers' access to the Roman Stoics was often severely circumscribed, as Marcia Colish's 

monumental two-volume study of early medieval Stoicism amply demonstrates.54 Yet 

there are instances in late medieval theology in which the Stoicism of Cicero, Seneca, and 

(to an extent) Boethius is self-consciously appropriated. Calvin Normore has traced one 

strand of an appropriation from the writings of Abelard (1079-1142) to those of William 

of Ockham (1287-1347). What emerges from Normore's genealogy is an extreme 

theological focus on the intention and consent of the moral agent. For both of these 

theologians the only morally relevant feature of any act is the intention with which it is 

                                                      
52 Sten Ebbensen, "Where Were the Stoics in the Late Middle Ages?" in Steven K. Strange and Jack Zupko, 
eds., Stoicism: Traditions and Transformations (Cambridge, 2004) 108. 
 
53 The Stoic Tradition from Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages, 2 vols. (Leiden and New York: Brill, 1990). 
54 Colish, The Stoic Tradition, introduction. 
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carried out. Here is a small but characteristic sample from Abelard: “So when we call a 

person’s intention good and his deed good, we are distinguishing two things, the intention 

and the deed, but we are talking about one goodness—that of the intention” (135; Ethica 

I, 20. trans. Spade; emphasis mine). Like some of the Roman Stoics, Abelard held that 

the world that exists is the best of all possible worlds. Consequently, “for a human being 

to intend well is to intend to do what is pleasing to God, that is, to intend to bring about a 

situation (an eventus rei in Abelard’s terminology) which you believe to be part of the 

metaphysically best world and which is, in fact, part of the metaphysically best world, 

and to intend to do this in a way which you believe to be and which in fact is 

reasonable."55 The only thing that prevents Abelard from being a full-blown moral 

relativist is the insistence that this intention must be directed to the world as God wishes 

it to be.  

 Ockham would stop short of Abelard's suggestion that God's creation is the best 

of all possible worlds. The same is true of Holcot. But in Holcot's writings there are some 

intriguing parallels with Abelard that I wish to bear in mind as the chapter moves 

forward, parallels that emerge especially in the ethical and political excursus in the 

commentary on Wisdom. The emergence of these parallels may be due in part to the fact 

that the genre of biblical commentary allowed for greater discursive freedom than the 

more technical genres of Sentences commentary or quodlibetal questions. Non of 

Ockham's biblical commentaries or sermons survive, and so there is a vacuum in the 

                                                      
55 Calvin Normore, "Abelard's Stoicism and Its Consequences," in Stoicism: Traditions and 
Transformations, 132-47. 
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historical record in terms of how Ockham apllied his philosophical theology in pastoral 

and ecclesiastical contexts. But there is no such vacuum for Holcot.  

 In his exegesis, his Sentences commentary, and quodlibets, Holcot treats nature as 

a largely self-contained system to which God is both causally immanent (as creator and 

governor) and yet remains ontologically transcendent. Likewise, the natural law is an 

autonomous and self-contained set of moral and political precepts. For Holcot, in its 

purest form ancient philosophy constituted a way of life lived in fidelity to the natural 

law. From the perspective of the Christian, however, philosophy stands out as one of 

several means by which God provided his creatures living outside of the Old and New 

Law with a path to salvation. Yet what I hope emerges most clearly from the readings 

that follow are conceptions of Christianity and ancient philosophy, both in their 

theoretical and practical aspects, are parallel and comparable practices. What unites them 

is the binding nature of the discrete revelations on which they depend and kinds of 

intellectual and voluntary assent of "faith" [fides] that these revelations demands. Like 

Christian theology, philosophy (in its purest form) engaged and transformed the "whole 

man." At the heart of this life is an assumption that is fully within one's powers to intend, 

and so live, in this way. It is this assumption about the powers of the self, I maintain, that 

gets smuggled wholesale into Holcot's theology. Even though Holcot remains ultimately 

pessimistic about reason's scope, the direction of desire remains entirely within the self's 

dominion.  
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 Consider a peculiar feature about the commentary on Wisdom that has so far gone 

unremarked in the existing scholarly literature. In the very first lecture on the book 

Holcot asks what kind of wisdom, or sapientia, the author of Wisdom wishes to tell us 

about. He begins by noting that there are multiple senses of the word. The first is the 

concept of "wisdom" as it is understood by the Peripatetics, the followers of Aristotle. 

These philosophers identify wisdom with the most noble of all of the intellectual and 

speculative virtues, a theoretical habitus that involves knowledge of the highest causes of 

things. He quotes Aristotle from the Ethics and Metaphysics as saying that the wise man 

[sapiens] is he who "knows everything, and the difficult things by means of certitude and 

the cause [of the thing in question]." The wise man, he continues, has dispositional 

understanding of not only a thing's proximate cause but its "highest causes" [altissimas 

causas]. Aristotelian sapientia is "more perfect than scientia" because it includes an 

understanding [intellectus] of the highest principles of a science as well as their causes.56 

In a second way, Christian theologians understand sapientia to consist in a 

supernaturally-infused gift through which a person may have knowledge [notitia] of 

divine and human realities. One receives this wisdom through special inspiration of the 

Holy Spirit or a "certain grace-filled closeness to God."57 In yet a third way, "wisdom" 

may be taken in the manner of the "Stoics" and "moral philosophers" like Socrates, 

                                                      
56 "sicut autem sapientia adquisita, quae vocatur naturalis, perfectior est scientia, et intellectum etiam 
principiorum comprehendit, sicut patet 6. Ethicorum," Sap. lect. 2, 6.  
 
57 "secundo apud theologos accipitur sapientia pro dono supernaturali siue infuso, per quod homo noticiam 
habet divinorum et humanorum, vel ex inspiratione speciali, vel ex quadam vicinitate gratiosa ad deum," 
Sap. lect. 2, 6. 
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Seneca, and Boethius. According to these, sapientia refers to the "collection" or "summa" 

of all intellectual and moral virtue, such that the wise man is the one who is perfectly 

virtuous.58  

 To which of these definitions does the title and subject of this book of the Bible 

refer? One might expect Holcot to select the second, since he is doing exegesis of the 

Bible, after all, and working within the institutional context of the theological lecture. 

When a Franciscan exegete contemporaneous with Holcot, Nicholas of Lyra, arrived at 

Wisdom in his full-length literal commentary on the Bible, he interpreted the term in 

precisely this manner.59 The main sense of "wisdom" in this text, Nicholas wrote, is the 

spiritual gift that the Holy Spirit infuses into the soul of the baptized believer, although he 

adds that Solomon also wishes to comment from time to time ["alternatim"] on "legal 

justice." Solomon's point in doing so is teach us see temporal justice from the perspective 

of "divine" justice. 

 By contrast, Holcot refuses to separate the two themes of the book that Nicholas 

sees as being treated separately or "alternatingly." He takes the meaning of sapientia to 

be the third definition in his list, the "summa" of every virtue. On this allegedly Stoic 

view, wisdom includes not just the moral and intellectual virtues but the theological ones 

as well: "faith, hope, and charity with all the cardinal virtues." Thus, the "wisdom" of 

                                                      
58 "tertio modo accipitur sapientia apud Stoicos et morales philosophos, sicut fuerunt Socrates, Seneca, et 
Boetius, qui nihil vocant sapientiam quam collectionem virtutum intellectualium et moralium, et illo modo 
sapiens est idem quod perfecte virtuosus," ibid., 2, 6. 
 
59 Nicolaus de Lyra, Postilla literalis mit glossa ordinaria (Basel, ca. 1498); Super librum sapientiae. ff. 
367r-385v. 
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Solomon is "not strictly an intellectual virtue" nor the theological virtues but the "art of 

life" itself. God has ordered the nature of the human being in such a way that he should 

be desirous of two things, namely, wisdom and the worship of God. A person cannot be 

happy without possessing both [cum alterum sine altero esse non possit].60 The soul of 

the person who possesses this maximally inclusive sense of wisdom can never be harmed. 

The sapiens, the wise man remains above the vicissitudes of Fortune, "always in 

tranquility, and their heart is always firm."61 And at its core, the soul of the wise man is 

ruled by grace.  

 Whatever Holcot may be doing at the beginning of his commentary, he is clearly 

not reducing ancient philosophy into moralizing soundbites for the ars praedicandi. Of 

course Holcot, because he is instructing his pupils in how to read Scripture, frequently 

mines his authors for didactic purposes. But at the very outset he is claiming that a 

concept at the heart of this book of the Bible is best understood by means of the doctrine 

of a specific sect and school of ancient philosophy. The author of Wisdom—King 

Solomon, or someone who compiled Solomon's sayings—was in an important sense a 

"philosopher."62 But what did Solomon have to do with ancient philosophy? And why 

should it be the Stoics—and Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy in in particular—that 

Holcot privileges above all the other "sects"? 

                                                      
60 ibid., 2, 7. 
 
61 "in sapientem non cadit iniuria...quod sapiens non potest offendi, quod sapientis animus semper est in 
tranquillitate, et quod cor sapientis est sicut adamas," ibid., 2, 7. 
 
62 "ex quo patet quod autor huius libri philosophus dici potest," ibid., 2, 7. 
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 The writings of the authors whom Holcot numbers among this "Stoic" sect are 

among the most frequently quoted and referenced in the lectures. But Holcot does not 

again discuss the "Stoics" as a distinct school or tradition. I therefore turn to the only 

other passage I have been able to find in which Holcot does explicitly discuss, briefly but 

significantly, the Stoic school. In his commentary on the Sentences (or theological 

opinions) of Peter Lombard, Holcot points to the Stoics as an example of a philosophical 

sect whose practices and traditions were sufficiently informed by the natural law for them 

to merit salvation: 

Fourth, I say concerning those philosophers or "wise men" of the world that some 
of them persevered in some kind of divine worship [in divino cultu] and were 
indeed saved by God according to the rites and proclamations they performed, as 
for instance was the case with Job, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and a great number 
of the Stoics [plurima turba stoicorum]....Certain other philosophers gave 
themselves over to the worst habits, on account of which their foolish hearts were 
darkened in the punishment of sin, the judgements of prudence was made corrupt, 
and they fell from faith of the true God which they had previously clung to.63 
 

This discussion of the righteous philosophers emerges in response to a question about the 

following hypothetical: say that a person sees Christ and adores him as the one true God. 

Assume that this Christ is only the devil in disguise, a demon who has taken up the visage 

[effigiem] of Christ in an attempt to deceive simple believers. Does the person who 

worships this devil as the Christ sin? Holcot contends that not only does this person not 

                                                      
63 “quarto dico quod de istis philosophis aut mundi sapientibus quidam in divino cultu secundum aliquos 
ritus et protestationes perstiterunt et salvati sunt, sicut constat de job, de socrate, de platone, aristotele et 
plurima turba stoicorum presumi potest. quidam non obstante tali notitia pessimis moribus se dederunt: 
propter quid in poenam peccati obscuratum est insipiens cor eorum, et corrupta est existimatio prudientiae 
in eis, et deciderunt a fide quam de uno vero deo habebant," Sent. III. q. 1, fol. n.va (Lyon, 1518).  
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sin but that they act meritoriously. He argues that every act of worship that is guided by 

the intention "I will to worship the true God above all else" is licit and makes the act, 

regardless of external circumstance, meritorious for the believer.64  

 At first glance the question and Holcot's reply to it seem quite distant to concerns 

about natural law and revelation. But on second view the passage and its contexts takes 

us to the heart of Holcot's concerns about ancient philosophy. An unnamed interlocutor 

objects to Holcot's solution to the problem of demonic deception by invoking Paul's 

discussion of the Gentiles' knowledge of the natural law in Romans 1, pointing out that 

philosophers, "the wise men of the world," knew God and yet "worshipped and served the 

creature rather than the Creator" (Rom. 1:21, 25). Instead of worshipping the true God 

they thought God to be "the creature" itself: the sun, moon, stars, meteorological 

phenomena, etc. Is such idolatry not similarly licit and meritorious, since they had the 

intention of worshiping the true God? How can these then be "without excuse" 

[inexcusabiles] (Rom. 1:20), as St. Paul claims? 

 Holcot again states that as long as the intention to "worship the true God above all 

else" remains within the will of the worshipper, the act itself will remain licit and 

meritorious. "For the worship of God is not an exterior operation unless it proceeds from 

the interior."65 This holds true even in cases in which the believer is deceived by a 

demon. The intention to worship the true God necessarily involves some understanding 

                                                      
64 "quarta ratio mea fuit talis. Omnem adorationem potest homo licite facere cum qua stat continue talis 
intentio in eodem: 'tantum unum deum volo adorare.' ibid., n.rb. 
65 "non enim cultus dei est operatio exterior tamensi non ab interiori procedat." n.vb. 
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of what God is, that he is for instance eternal, unchanging, and the creator and governor 

of the world. Idolaters who worship "the creature for the Creator" fail to act according to 

the insight that God is by definition not a part of his creation. They "knew God," as the 

apostle says, yet choose to worship the creature anyway. Judas "adored" Christ in the 

Garden of Gethsemane ("ave, Rabbi") yet wished him to be hung on a cross. The 

misapprehension of Christ in this case prevented to Judas from commiting idolatry. His 

action shows that he did not understand, did not have faith, that Christ was the Son of 

God. Those who adore as God something without faith [sine fide] do not commit idolatry. 

"Wisdom is the true worship of God [sapientia est verus cultus dei]," Holcot insists, 

acknowledging the truth of Augustine's definition of the term in De trinitate (lib. xiv, cap. 

i). So idolatry essentially consists in a failure of appropriation: refusing to let what one 

knows or believes about God dictate the objects of one's worship.  

 The reason that the "Gentiles" St. Paul attacks are without excuse, then, is because 

they had some prior knowledge [notitia] or awareness of God yet "believed the opinions 

of the multitude [vulgi]" and "were made idolaters." How did they become acquainted 

with this faith? Holcot says that there "persisted" among them sects of faithful people, 

stretching back to Adam, Noah, and his sons, who did not let this faith perish. Because of 

this tradition there were philosophers, among them a "great number of the Stoics," who 

by means of a special set of "rites" and "protestations" against the multitude were able to 

merit salvation. The "Gentiles" are "without excuse" in the sense that they had the 

resources to find the true God from the testimony of lives of philosophers and their 

books. But under the sway of malice or the "testimony of the common people" they fell 
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away from true faith [fides]. St. Paul, in condemning the idolatry of the Gentiles, is 

singling out just those philosophers who, under the influence of "malice" or the opinion 

of the people [vulgi], fell away from this faith. "Unless they lost this knowledge 

[notitiam], they would not have been able to worship the creature for the creator."66 The 

kind of worship Paul attacks assumes  familiarity with "faith" in what God is [in tali cultu 

necessario includitur fides de colendo quid sit deus]. Only the historical testimony of this 

"faith" of the philosophers makes idolatry possible. If this "faith" had perished, then no 

one would have been guilty of idolatry! 

 What emerges from Holcot's discussion is that the "faith" of philosophers like the 

Stoics has nothing to do with Christ or the anticipation of a Messiah. Rather, 

philosophical "faith" consists in the knowledge of the "one" God and the integrity with 

which they refused to let their lives be conformed to the idolatrous and polytheistic 

"opinions" of the multitude. For Holcot, the significance of these philosophers was the 

overall pattern or integrity of a life lived in faithfulness to the natural law.  

 The notion that the life of the philosopher gives expression to the whole of the 

natural law emerge very clearly in Holcot's very brief account of the natural law in two 

related "questions" in Book I of the Sentences commentary. The questions ask whether a 

person can believe the principle "God is to be loved above all else" ex puris naturalibus, 

that is, on the basis of their own rational/volitional powers and without grace. God has 

made human nature such that he should know God and love him above all else (tertium et 

                                                      
66 "et ex libris didicerant de uno deo, et nisi illam notitiam perdidissent non potuissent coluisse creaturam 
pro creatore," n.va-b. 
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ad tertium, e.ii vb-e.iii ra), and so the precept that God is to be loved above all else is 

included in the natural law. Holcot notes that the question is also concerned more 

generally with the kind of intellectual and volitional powers any believer, from the pre-

Christian philosopher to the simplex believer now, exercises towards propositions that 

have as their subject terms like God, the Trinity, and the Incarnation. Holcot states as a 

rule that "anything that the human intellect is able to believe to be loved above all else, 

can be loved above all else." It is "irrational" to posit a real distinction between the 

intellect's ratiocinative and appetitive powers, such that the reason and the will would be 

able to be opposed in some way. And so whatever the intellect understands or believes 

capable of being loved can be so loved. The concept of "God" is such that the human 

intellect is, in the act of belief, "able to believe [credere] [that God is] truly or 

erroneously to be loved above all else" by its intrinsic powers. For it is possible for 

anyone to assent to some "story" about God [narranti], that "he is the creator of all or the 

conserver of his creation," and at once "the best, greatest, and, consequently, to be loved 

above all else" [quia ipse est creator omnium et conservator continue et optimus et per 

consequens summe diligendus]. He or she may do so for rational or irrational reasons, but 

it is still within the powers of the intellect to so believe and love. Yet on the question as 

to whether it can be "demonstrated" by natural reason that God is to be loved above all 

else, Holcot replies along the very lines he set out in the "utrum theologia" quodlibet. 

Although the powers of the intellect can assent to the proposition "God is to be loved 

above all else," no one can demonstrate the proposition by natural reason. "God" is not 

evident to the intellect, at least not in this life. What can be demonstrated is a conditional 
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version of the same proposition: "if God is, then God should be loved above all else by 

human creatures." The author of Hebrews tells us as much when he proclaims that "For 

he that cometh to God must believe that he is: and is a rewarder to them that seek him."67 

Belief that God is and that he is a "rewarder" are both objects of the virtue of faith, not 

objects of scientific knowledge.  

 The inaccessibility of God to the senses and thus the demonstrations of natural 

reason means that the natural law has two basic components. The first is that which is 

"formally" contained within the the concept of the natural law, that which pertains to 

creation per se and consequently the human person and legal justice, precepts that have to 

do with the forms of justice (retributive and commutative) between persons. Holcot gives 

as an example of this kind the notion that you should do unto others what you would have 

them to do you.68 God's creation and conservation of the world are also at the core of the 

natural law, in this case in the form of what human beings in virtue of being rational 

creatures owe to God. But these precepts of the natural law are not themselves open to 

reason. At best, demonstrations in favor of them approximate the "persuasiones" of 

natural philosophy. Again, were it not for the tradition of revelation and testimony 

stretching back to Adam, this component of the natural law would have been obscured 

from view. And again, we find that the Gentile philosophers are "inexcusabiles" to the 

extent that the "hidden" precepts of the natural law was available to them in the 

                                                      
67 "credere oportet accedentem ad deum quia est et inquirentibus se remunerator sit," Hebr. 11:6, quoted at 
Sent. 1, q. 4, e.rb. 
 
68 "ad tertium potest dici quod aliquid precipitur in iure naturali dupliciter. Uno modo expresse vel 
formaliter sicut hic: 'hoc facias alteri quod tibi fieri vis.' Alio modo latenter et quasi in suo antecedente...illo 
vero qui dicuntur sequi ad hoc preceptum: sunt in duplici genere," Sent. 1, q. 4, eii. vb. 
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aboriginal revelation of the prophets and early philosophers.69 The merit of Socrates, 

Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics is that they were actually faithful in following the precepts 

of the whole of the natural law, while the vast majority of other philosophers followed the 

opinions of the "vulgi." 

 

 When in his exegesis Holcot came to the chapter of Wisdom that attacks pagan 

idolatry, he returned to this very set of arguments about philosophy, natural law, and the 

pre-Christian theological virtue of "faith" made in the Sentences commentary. The Stoics 

are not explicitly mentioned, but throughout the discussion Holcot relies on quotations 

from Boethius, Seneca, and Cicero.70 Again, what singles out the good philosophers from 

the bad is not what they were able to demonstrate according to natural reason about God, 

creation, or the eternality of the soul but the overall pattern of their lives, its practical and 

theoretical orientation with respect to the precepts of the natural law. What emerges in 

                                                      
69 "unde ad argumentum concedo quuod illi gentiles fuerunt inexcusabiles et tamen ex hoc non sequitur 
quod cognoverunt deum esse diligendum super omnia naturali ratione sed revelatione prophetarum, et cum 
crederent deum esse: non vixerunt secundum illam fidem, sed colebant idola, et ideo fuerunt 
inexcusabiles," ibid. 
 
70 "But all men are vain, in whom there is not the knowledge of God: and who by these good things that are 
seen, could not understand him that is, neither by attending to the works have acknowledged who was the 
workman: But have imagined either the fire, or the wind, or the swift air, or the circle of the stars, or the 
great water, or the sun and moon, to be the gods that rule the world. With whose beauty, if they, being 
delighted, took them to be gods: let them know how much the Lord of them is more beautiful than they: for 
the first author of beauty made all those things. Or if they admired their power, and their effects, let them 
understand by them, that he that made them, is mightier than they: For by the greatness of the beauty, and 
of the creature, the creator of them may be seen, so as to be known thereby. But yet as to these they are less 
to be blamed. For they perhaps err, seeking God, and desirous to find him. For being conversant among his 
works, they search: and they are persuaded that the things are good which are seen. But then again they are 
not to be pardoned. For if they were able to know so much as to make a judgment of the world: how did 
they not more easily find out the Lord thereof?" 
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plain view of these passages is a conception of philosophy that is, on Holcot's view, the 

"art of life" itself, an art that is rooted in the "virtue" of faith in the natural law.  

 Wisdom 13:1-2: " But all men are vain, in whom there is not the knowledge of 

God: and who by these good things that are seen, could not understand him that is, 

neither by attending to the works have acknowledged who was the workman: But have 

imagined either the fire, or the wind, or the swift air, or the circle of the stars, or the 

great water, or the sun and moon, to be the gods that rule the world." In these two verses 

of Scripture, Holcot says, Solomon singles out those natural philosophers who exerted 

themselves towards the study of nature and the phenomena of creation and yet lacked 

knowledge (notitia) of God. Despite all their efforts to know and explain the causes of the 

world, they failed to know something crucial about themselves: namely, that their own 

nature is ordered to the knowledge and worship of the divine. This Boethian turn of 

phrase is then glossed with an Aristotelian principle: any nature that does not achieve its 

"end" or telos is "in vain," and so "all men are vain" who do not have knowledge of God. 

Holcot identifies this knowledge with faith itself: "for faith is the foundation for the 

whole spiritual building [aedificii] of the Christian," the "substance of things hoped for, 

the evidence of things that appear not (Heb. 11:1)."71 But again, we are warned of 

supposing that this faith is faith in Christ. Holcot is clear that the faith available to those 

who attended to the study of nature was a faith that concerns those precepts of the natural 

                                                      
71 "haec scientia est fides, per prophetas revelata antiquis patribus, et postea nobis per Filium praedicata 
secundum Gloss....In quibus non subest scientia dei, id est, fides. Est enim fides fundamentum totius 
aedificii spiritualis in Christiano, Hebr. 11: "Fides est sperandarum rerum substantia, argumentum non 
apparentium," Sap. lect. 156, 516. 
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law that transcend "scientific" demonstration. Its precepts are the same ones we 

encountered in the Sentences commentary: that God is a "good remuniator" of gifts (Heb. 

11:6), "the governor of the world," and "the creator of the world." Natural philosophers 

were "vain," then, because they did not have "faith" in these precepts when they began 

their inquiries [quod fidem de deo non habuerunt pro fundamento suae inquisitionis]. 

Again, the example that Holcot gives of how this could have been done is Boethius: in 

the Consolation we see exactly how philosophers, if they had been informed by faith in 

the hidden precepts of the natural law, could have found God in every aspect of his 

creation.  

 Solomon immediately entertains an objection to these accusations against the 

natural philosophers, an objection not unlike the one the unnamed interlocutor of the 

Sentences commentary levels at Holcot's arguments about the priority of intention in the 

act of faith. "But yet as to these they are less to be blamed. For they perhaps err, seeking 

God, and desirous to find him," Wisdom 13:6. Should we not refrain from blaming the 

idolaters, since they clearly tried to find God? Surely the intention of their studies was to 

find the ultimate causes of the cosmos. And is not such an intention good enough? "Many 

sought God," Holcot adds, "with inquiries, disputations, teachings, and deductions, 

concluding that all sensible things that are seen are good and very useful to human 

beings." 72 Yet some of these clearly failed to find God, as Solomon attests. How did they 

                                                      
72 "et ad deum cognoscendum multipliciter inquisierunt, inveniendo, disputando, et docendo, et 
concluserunt evidenter, quod omnia sensibilia quae videntur, bona sunt, et usui humano multum 
necessaria," Sap. lect. 157, 521. 
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not more easily discover "the Lord and Cause of all of these things," since Wisdom 

herself, as Solomon proclaims, "pre-vents [i.e. comes before] those who desire her, so 

that she first shows herself unto them," Wisdom 6:13?73 

 As he did before, Holcot again grants that, if pagans living before the time of 

Christ exerted themselves to the best of their intellectual and volitional capacities to find 

God and live according to the natural law, then God would supply knowledge of him 

sufficient for salvation. Holcot takes it as axiomatic that nature, i.e. God, will supply the 

notitia of God necessary for salvation to those who merely 'try' to use natural reason 

[rationem naturalem]. And again, this principle is treated as a corollary of the natural law 

itself. But what of the philosophers whom Solomon addresses—those who studied 

creation and yet failed to find God? What was the source of their error?  

 Solomon concludes that the philosophers were finally without excuse because "if 

they were able to know so much as to make a judgment of the world: how did they not 

more easily find out the Lord thereof?" (Wisdom 13:9). If they knew so much about 

nature's mysteries then surely they could have gleaned something about nature's Creator. 

But Holcot adds a qualification. "Because a demonstration [demonstratio] 'that God is' is 

not able to found, either by Aristotle or any of them, as says a certain [unnamed] doctor, 

it is permitted that I hold, and still hold, the opposite with respect to the philosopher and 

other solemn doctors in the last lecture." And so he replies "according to the mind of 

Augustine": viz., that there were before the time of the Greek and Roman philosophers 

holy prophets who in spoken word or in writing "preached" the knowledge of God 

                                                      
73 ibid., 522. 
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included in the natural law. We are once again very far from Augustine. This teaching, 

Holcot continues, arose through the first-hand knowledge of Adam and his sons. Some, 

on hearing it, assented to God's existence; others dissented "as we find even now 

concerning the articles of the faith." "And so these philosophers," Holcot continues, 

"hearing that God exists and that this was preached [praedicatum] by the true worshipers 

of God, were able to infer reasonably [rationabiliter] that God exists, and to do so from 

the rule of the world on account of its uniform governance." The testimony of these 

prophets and the conclusions of their natural science provided them enough ground for a 

reasonable belief in God. But any conclusion of this kind constitutes an act of faith, since 

God is not available to the processes of intellection like natural phenomena are. 

According to their belief in God's creation and preservation of this world, philosophers 

were able to merit salvation for themselves. On the other hand, the 'bad' philosophers are 

without excuse: "that, either on account of negligence or malice" they did not worship 

God when he was proclaimed to them. The source of error of the unbelieving 

philosophers is not a deficiency of creation or human nature but a willful, i.e. intentional, 

failure to believe what one ought.  

 Again, what is striking is Holcot's extreme focus on intention as the determining 

factor of natural 'faith' on the one hand and malice on the other. The fallen philosophers 

are those who simply refuse to try and exert their powers in the search for God. On the 

other hand, the "facientibus" principle points to the fullness and integrity of Nature itself: 

as long as the desire is there Nature, i.e. God, will supply the rest. And what God supplies 

is not knowledge of sinfulness and of a need for the mediation of salvation and grace 
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through the works of Christ but the "hidden" laws of nature. Commenting on Wisdom 

6:15, "he that awaketh [vigilaverit] early to seek [wisdom], shall not labour: for he shall 

find her sitting at his door," Holcot writes that the wakeful [vigilantes] are those who "use 

their understanding and affect [intellectu et affectu] well" "according to the principles of 

natural law or according to the principles of faith [secundum principia iuris naturalis, vel 

secundum principia fidei]."74 Note the disjunction: the principles of natural law or the 

principles of faith. The latter recede completely in view as he continues his exegesis. The 

"door" where wisdom waits are the precepts of natural law, those that are "clear" and 

"manifest": for instance, the precept that " you ought to do unto others as you would have 

them do to you" as well as the law of non-contradiction. These are the first principles 

through which a human creature may pass on to a knowledge of God [fores anima 

humana habet ingressum ad deum cognoscendum]. Holcot rounds out this exegesis with 

a quotes from Boethius and Cicero to the effect that no person is without that "divine" 

spark within them, however dim or uncertain it may be.75 

 

 I want to step back from the readings I have offered and consider several 

prominent features of Holcot's argumentation thus far. The first is the centrality of 

intention in Holcot's account of the faith. This emerges most clearly in his comparison of 

the "faith" of the philosophers and the deceived Christian. To love God in a theologically 

meritorious way it is enough simply to intend to love God above all else, even if a 

                                                      
74 Sap. lect. 82, 283. 
 
75 ibid., 284. 
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Christian is ultimately deceived. The reason it is possible for a Christian to worship the 

devil and yet act meritoriously is because of the Incarnation: God became man, and so 

believers expect the Son of God to be a human being. For those living under the natural 

law, however, the intention of faith involves some basic awareness that God is not a part 

of his creation, that he is utterly transcendent, and the providential governor of the world. 

Natural "wisdom," the "true worship of God" according to the precepts of the natural law, 

consists in the forms of "divine worship" the philosophers participated in. It involves no 

reference to Christ or the Trinity. By contrast, Christian wisdom involves the intention to 

remain faithful to another set of revealed precepts about the Incarnation and the Trinity. 

The Christian who is deceived by the demonically-derived visage of Christ worships 

meritoriously so long as his intention remains the same, so long as he or she wills to love 

God above all else, even if what he or she is loving is not God. Similarly, the "old 

woman" or vetula who is misled about the faith on account of the stupidity or negligence 

of her priest merits salvation to the extent that she directs her intention to believe the 

authority of the Church. This is because both intentions involves some base-level 

apprehension of who God is or that the Church is worthy of complete trust (regardless of 

what the reasons for such an intention are). In the same way, the "faith" of philosophers 

was meritorious enough to the extent that they willed to "love God above all else." 

Idolatry consists chiefly in failing to live within the wholeness of the natural law, 

delighting in the creature rather than the Creator, that is, not "referring" the creature to its 

Creator.   
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 Secondly, although these two kinds of believers, the philosophers and the 

Christians, persist under different dispensations of divine law (the philosopher who does 

not have access to the Mosaic law or the law of the New Testament is left to rely on the 

precepts of the natural law, which include belief that "God is to be loved above all else"; 

the Christian, on the New Law) each act of faith remains essentially the same. Holcot 

refuses to distinguish them and explicitly calls each the virtue of faith [fides]. Again, the 

objects of each "faith" differ—the Christian worships Christ as God, that is, as God 

revealed in the person of Christ; on the other hand, the philosopher worships God 

according to the precepts of the natural law, that is, God understood as the Creator and 

providential Ruler of the cosmos. But the acts themselves involve an intellectual 

apprehension that goes beyond the reports of perception and the sensory powers of the 

intellect. The act of faith [fides] involves belief in propositions whose subjects are not 

available to the scrutiny of the intellect. On the other hand, as we observed in his 

discussion of theological "science," any "natural demonstration" of the intellect cannot be 

meritorious. For an act of faith to be meritorious the intellect must believe something that 

it cannot perceive and that God has revealed.  

 Under the natural law, then, "faith" consists in the love of God above all else. This 

love entails the intellectual apprehension that he is not one of his creatures and that he 

providentially governs his creation. But this apprehension is not something that the 

intellect can accomplish on its own; the will has to bring the intellect under "captivity." In 

the act of belief the intellect's object is absent. It is thus very difficult to see how these 

powers relate in a single act. At the very least we can say that the only morally relevant 
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feature of the act is the intention with which it is carried out. Elsewhere Holcot argues 

that both will and intellect are involved in every act of the practical or theoretical reason 

(I Sent. q. 4, a.4, d6vb), that it is "irrational" to posit any case in which a person wills 

something without the intellect being involved. But in his discussion of the "faith" of 

philosophy the two powers become so closely identified that they become impossible to 

distinguish as causes of a single act. Similarly, the Christian worshipping a false Christ 

holds her mind "captive" to the desire to worship God above all else, even though she is 

in fact erroneously worshipping a devil in disguise. Again, the source of error lies not in 

the believer but in the fact that God has become a human being in the Incarnation. The 

believer's desires are right because her judgments about the Incarnation are in line with 

what God has revealed. There is no possibility for desire and intellect to conflict—no 

possibility, in fact, that a person's desires could become inscrutable to a person.  

 It may be helpful at this point to return to Aquinas's understanding of faith, an 

understanding we encountered very briefly in Peter of Candia's rehearsal of thirteenth- 

and fourteenth-century theology. For Aquinas faith neither destroys the intellect nor holds 

it captive but perfects it (IIa-IIae, q. 4, a.5, resp.). The object of faith is "the true", which 

is God, and so faith's object is simple. The intellectual disposition that results from the 

knowledge of faith is complex, inasmuch as it involves belief in propositions whose 

subjects extend beyond God to include all creatures (ibid., q. 1, a. 2 resp. and ad 3). Two 

things are required for the act and virtue to be perfect: "the intellect should infallibly tend 

to its object, which is the true; while the other is that the will should be infallibly directed 

to the last end, on account of which it assents to the true, and both of these are to be 
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found in the act of living faith."76 Since the truth is the end of all desire and action, faith 

is directed by the virtue of charity in the will (ibid., q. 4, a.2, ad 3). Charity is faith's form, 

its principle of life (ibid., and a.5). 

  Because faith resides in the intellect and is directed by the will to consider things 

in their relation to the ultimate truth, it cannot err. "It belongs to the very essence of faith 

that the intellect should ever tend to the true," Aquinas writes, because nothing comes 

under the power of the intellect except under its formal aspect [formalitas], which is 

truth. In the same way that color cannot be perceived except through the medium of light, 

so the truth of a conclusion can be fully grasped except through the mode of 

demonstration. Hence, "all virtues pertaining to the intellect exclude the false 

altogether."77  

 Aquinas considers several objections to this claim that are in fact almost identical 

to the instances of divine deception that are so important to Holcot's account of the 

"intention" in which faith, both philosophical and Christian, consists. All of God's acts 

are free, an objector reasons, and so the Son of God might never have been incarnate 

(ibid., ob. 2). If this is the case, then Abraham would have been deceived in believing in 

the promise of a Redeemer. Another objection (ob. 4) is similar to the example Holcot 

uses to discuss the inviolability of the Christian believer's intention in having "faith" in 

the sacrament of the altar: suppose that a priest jumbles the words of institution and the 

                                                      
76 ibid., q. 4, a.5, resp. 
 
77 ibid., q. 1, a.3, resp. 
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substance of the bread and wine are not transformed into the body and blood of Jesus 

Christ.78 It seems that the believers who participate in the botched ritual would also be 

deceived. Both objections suggest that the "material object" of faith can be something 

false.  

 Aquinas replies by refusing to collapse either example under an overarching 

consideration of the dialectic of divine powers, potentia absoluta and potentia ordinata.79 

In the case of Abraham's deception, Aquinas writes that considered in and of itself, it was 

possible for Abraham to believe something false about the Incarnation, but with respect 

to God's foreknowledge, which possesses "the necessity of infallibility," it is impossible. 

God's foreknowledge of contingent events is certain and true, and it is under the 

formalitas of divine truth that faith considers all things; "hence insofar as it comes under 

faith, it cannot be false" (ibid. ad 2). With respect to divine knowledge considerations of 

absolute power, of God's ability to do otherwise, are simply irrelevant. Likewise, Aquinas 

argues that in the case of the botched sacrament the believer's faith is not directed to the 

accidents of the bread and wine but to the fact that "the true body of Christ is under the 

                                                      
78 For the "deceptions" around the Eucharist see Denery, 136-44. 
 
79 For Aquinas's treatment of divine power in relation to God's power to do (or have done) otherwise than 
he has, see ST I q. 19, a. 3, but especially q. 25, a. 3, resp.; a. 4, resp.; and a. 5. Aquinas argues that God's 
omnipotence entails that he has the power to do whatever does not entail a logical contradiction (i.e. for 
something to be and not be in an instant). God's power is his wisdom (a. 5, resp.). To the question as to 
whether God can do other than he acts or has acted (a. 5), Aquinas argues that divine goodness far exceeds 
whatever God could supply his creation with ("beyond all proportion [to] things created," resp.); thus, 
God's wisdom "is not so restricted to any particular order that no other course of events could happen. 
Wherefore we must simply say that God can do other things than those He has done." Discussions of divine 
counterfactual power are, on account of the identity of divine wisdom and power, ultimately frivolous. 
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appearances of sensible bread if and only if it is rightly consecrated."80 If it is not rightly 

consecrated, nothing false is an object of faith. 

 In an extremely abbreviated but famous passage of his Sentences commentary 

Holcot claims that faith and reason cannot conflict and that faith indeed perfects the 

intellect. On this point he nominally agrees with Aquinas. Holcot is not a "voluntarist" 

exactly; desire, he insists, is always in some sense cognitive and aware of its object. But 

for Holcot faith has its own higher "logic" that cannot be subject Aristotelian formal 

analysis.81 It does not make sense to believers now because God is not a thing anyone 

outside of the blessed has understood or cognized. Faith, both philosophical and 

Christian, requires the "captivity" of the mind by the will, that the mind transcend what it 

perceives and understands. 

 

 In connection with Holcot's account of the two faiths I wish to bring under 

consideration an aspect of his thought that has recently captured the attention of two 

historians of theology, Hester Gelber and John Slotemaker. These scholars have drawn 

attention to Holcot's consistent use of the metaphor of the ars obligatoria to describe the 

kind of demands that revelation makes on any believer. The ars obligatoria were a 

conventional dialectical exercise in the universities of Paris and Oxford that masters and 

pupils engaged in to test their abilities to ferret out false implications of arguments. Every 

                                                      
80 ibid., ad 4. 
 
81 On the "higher logic" or logica fidei see Gelber, Logic and the Trinity: A Clash of Values in Scholastic 
thought, 1300-35, Phd. diss. (University of Wisconsin, 1974), 206-34. 
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obligation involved two parties, an opponent (opponens) and a respondent (respondens).  

The most common form of the obligation begin when an opponent asserted some 

proposition (positum)—any hypothetical proposition—which the respondent could either 

grant or deny.  As soon as the respondent accepted one of the propositions that the 

opponent had proposed, the obligatio would commence. The goal of the opponent was to 

get the respondent to accept a series of propositions that caught the respondent in a 

contradiction.  These propositions had to be implications of the initial proposition; if they 

were not, the respondent could object to them as being irrelevant. If the propositions of 

the opponens did not follow from the initial position or contradict it, the respondent 

should 'deny' it.  If the opponent could get the respondent to accept a series of 

propositions that entailed a contradiction, then the opponent won.  If the respondent was 

able to elude the opponent's onslaughts for a set period of time, the respondent won.   

 The ars obligatoria is relevant here because Holcot repeatedly makes 

comparisons between divine acts of revelation and the demands that the opponens places 

on his respondens. Gelber and John Slotemaker have drawn attention to one significant 

passage in particular in which God reveals a proposition "A" (God will save all sinners 

who mortally sin tomorrow) to Socrates, who is presently in a state of grace. Socrates 

then has to decide how to interpret this revelation for his future action. Should he sin 

tomorrow or should he not? Holcot replies: 

It seems to me for now that one should speak to this according to the obligatory 
art. For that God reveals proposition a [i.e. 'Only those who are numbered among 
tomorrow's mortal sinners will be saved'] to Socrates and that Socrates believes 
this proposition, God teaching it to him, and that so it will be as [that revelation] 
denotes, is the same as if [God] were to say to him: "I pose a to you, such that 
afterwards you should concede and deny [as in an obligatio].' And having made 
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such a revelation, that revealed proposition ought to be conceded as often as it is 
proposed, and every formal consequence following simply [from that] ought to be 
conceded. To everything, however, that does not follow from that, one should 
respond as to an irrelevant proposition, unless it is a consequence ut nunc because 
a consequence ut nunc should be denied in that art.82 
 

As Gelber points out, Holcot "specifically casts soteriology in the form of the ars 

obligatoria."83 In order to clarify the manner in which Socrates is to proceed, Holcot 

suggests that he should respond as a respondens in an obligatorial debate. The revealed 

proposition "ought to be conceded as often as it is proposed," and everything that does 

not logically follow from it should be dismissed as irrelevant. If the revelation is 

understood as a "positum," God then sets aside [abroget] the previously established law 

and Socrates, in willing to sin mortally the next day, does not actually mortally sin [ideo 

haec consequentia est neganda: 'sortes vult nunc peccare mortaliter, ergo peccat 

mortaliter']. In this way, God's revelation initiates an entirely new frame of reference in 

which a person must operate, a frame in which the prior scheme of revelation (the natural 

law, the Old Law) no longer has application. What this operation consists in is the act of 

living faithfully with respect to the new scheme. Gelber explains: "the viator is then 

obliged to accept all propositions consequent on such revelations (or at least what they 

                                                      
82 "videtur mihi dicendum ad istam secundum artem obligatoriam. Nam idem est dicere: revelet deus sorti a 
propositione, et credat sortes haec propositione, deo docente, et sic erit sicut per eam denotatur, et simile est 
si dicat sibi, "pono tibi A, quantum ad concdendum et negandum postea," et ideo facta tali revelatione, ipsa 
propositio revelata quotiescumque  proponatur est concedenda, et omne sequens ex ea simpliciter per 
formalem consequentiam est concedendum. Ad omne autem quod non sequitur ex ea nisi consequentia ut 
nunc, respondendum est sicut ad impertinens, quia consequentia ut nunc debet negari in illa arte," I Sent. q. 
3, d2rb-va. I have used Gelber's translation; see It Could Have Been Otherwise, 182. Slotemaker's article, 
"Omnis observator legis mosaycae iustus est apud Deum suum: Robert Holcot's Theology of the Jews," is 
forthcoming. 
 
83 It Could Have Been Otherwise, 181. 
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signify), just as the respondens concedes all propositions that follow from the positio to 

which he has obligated himself. To believe is to 'obligate' oneself."84  

 Holcot uses the analogy not only for the special case of Socrates but employs it as 

an analogy for divine revelation in general. Slotemaker has recently argued that the ars 

obligatoria are central to Holcot's account of how God interacted with human beings 

across the "three ages" of history, that is, before the law [ante legem], after the law [sub 

lege], and under grace [sub gratia].85 The first corresponds from the time of Creation to 

Moses; the second, from Moses to the advent of Christ; and the third, from the advent of 

Christ to the present age. This threefold division was a medieval commonplace, but on 

the obligational analogy Holcot argued that "in each [historical period] individuals are 

obligated to God’s revelation and are held accountable for what has been revealed to 

them (and everything that logically follows from the original positum)."86 Given the 

stipulation in the obligational art that whatever does not formally follow from the initial 

positum must be discarded by the respondens as irrelevant, the contents of what is 

revealed about God in each epoch are hermetically sealed off from each other. Thus, for 

Holcot, "the Jewish person living [sub lege] lived faithfully according to the will of God 

as revealed in the law by sacrificing animals and following the law." The Old Testament 

rites save in and of themselves, that is, without respect to their foreshadowing or 

                                                      
84 ibid, 183. 
 
85 "Omnis observator legis mosaycae iustus est apud Deum suum: Robert Holcot's Theology of the Jews," 
forthcoming. See especially the quodlibet "Utrum observantia legis mosaycae fuit judaeis meritoria vita 
aeternae," edited by Paolo Molteni, in Roberto Holcot o.p. Dottrina della grazia e della giustificazione con 
due questioni quodlibetali inedite (Pinerolo, 1968), 172-204. 
 
86 Slotemaker, ibid. 
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signification of Christ. They save not because of whom they point to but because they 

constitute a discrete, autonomous covenant of God. By contrast, someone like Job, "who 

lived neither under the [Old Testament] law nor under the grace of Christ," merits 

salvation by "obliging" himself to the natural law. Job is a particularly illuminating case: 

according to the tradition Holcot belonged to, Job was a Gentile who lived during the 

time of the Old Law but remained an outsider to it. However, by living according to the 

natural law and doing the best he could, Job merited salvation, even though God never 

revealed to him the Old Law.  

 What these examples suggest is a scheme of salvation in which God has ordained 

a series of autonomous and partially overlapping systems or "covenants." The transition 

from one system to another does not happen in a single temporal instant; Slotemaker 

points out that Holcot's handling of Job implies two covenants co-existing within a single 

historical moment. But the systems remain incommensurable to the extent that they 

depend on a different acts of revelation and a faithfulness on the part of the believer that 

corresponds to each separate act. "Unlike Augustine," Slotemaker continues, "who saw 

the three ages as bound to a single salvific system governed by Christ and His work of 

salvation," Holcot argues that God has ordered a tripartite system of salvation. What 

unites them is not Christ but the faith of the believer with respect to the covenant the 

believer operates in. The Jew merited salvation by believing and fulfilling the rites of the 

Old Law; the person ante legem, by believing and living according to the natural law. 

Faith is indeed the "foundation of the spiritual building of the Christian," but it is also the 

foundation of philosophy and the Old Law. 
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  At the beginning of this chapter I noted that Holcot thought that the correct way 

to consider the intellectual work that theology accomplishes was not in relation to the 

scientific criteria of the Posterior Analytics but the different forms of rhetorical argument 

Aristotle outlined in the Rhetoric. Many of the subject-terms in the propositions that 

make up the Catholic articles of faith are not subject to the kind of evident knowledge 

that one has of natural or metaphysical phenomena. When engaging with dialectic a 

theologian develops persuasiones in defense of the faith, not scientia; "probable reasons," 

not "demonstrations." He linked these forms of argumentation to forms of apostolic 

teaching and preaching which Christ and his followers engaged in. These theological 

persuasiones do not obviate the act of faith (that is, they do not "prove" the articles of 

faith or any of the conclusions that follow from it) but they make Christian belief more 

explicit: the theologian, by applying logic and dialectic to the articles of faith, clarifies 

what sort of propositions follow from, or are assumed by, the doctrines of the 

Incarnation, Trinity, and so on. Above all, it is a rhetorical work that is serves the unity of 

the body of the Church. 

 What should now be clear is that, for Holcot, the work of philosophy consists in 

essentially the same kind of rhetorical arguments: persuasiones in defense of the precepts 

of the natural law, both those "formally" included in it and those "hidden." As we have 

observed, the life of the philosopher is a life lived in faithfulness to all of the precepts of 

the natural law. The operative word here is "faithfulness": Holcot thinks that the kind of 

intellectual and volitional disposition that the "hidden" precepts of the natural law 
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demand is identical to the disposition Christians take toward the precepts of the New 

Law. Thus, the bulk of arguments that philosophers made in defense of a Creator-God, 

Providence, and divine justice are probable reasons—persuasiones—in favor of precepts 

that are hidden from natural reason. Holcot uses precisely this language in the utrum 

theologia quodlibet: "No philosopher is able to prove demonstratively the existence of 

any incorporeal, not an angel, god, or the soul," Holcot writes.87 "But anything that they 

themselves wrote concerning such matters in their books, they either accepted through 

the legislatores or from others who preceded them, in which was left behind a certain 

shadowy vestige of cognition of God from the first parents..." 88 And so these wise men 

constructed probable arguments to the best of their ability, some of which were false, a 

few of them true [persuasiones adduxerunt quales potuerunt, multas falsas, paucas 

veras].89  

 There is yet another parallel. Like Christian theologians, the philosophers 

developed their persuasiones for the sake of preserving the justice and unity of society:  

Whence Lycurgus, Socrates, and Cicero and all the legislatores and founders of 
different sects...conceived one other future life after this one, that God was a 
rewarder of the virtues [praemiatorem esse virtutum], according to which in the 
present age good men should suffer evil things and the unjust and evil should 
prosper. Whence it was the case that justice was able to be saved to an extent 
[unde restat quatinus iustitia servetur], a virtue that they considered the highest 
                                                      

87 "...non habemus ab aliquo philosopho demonstrative probatum quod aliquis angelus est, neque de deo, 
neque de aliquo incorporeo," "Utrum Theologia," 144. 
 
88 "sed quicquid ipsi de talibus in libris scripserunt, vel acceperunt per legislatores vel ab aliis qui eos 
praecesserunt in quibus relinquebatur quoddam vestigium umbrosum cognitionis dei a primis parentibus, 
licet forte hoc non cognoverint," ibid. 
 
89 "sed ne insufficientes in assignandis causis et rationibus eorum quae sapientes, ut legumlatores vel 
prophetae, vel forte vulgus opinabatur viderentur, persuasiones adduxerunt quales potuerunt, multas falsas, 
paucas veras," "Utrum Theologia," 145. 
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above all, since all acts of men, both good and evil, would be recompensed [by 
God] in the future.90  
 

To the extent that Greek and Roman philosophers were able to defend the precepts of the 

natural law embodied in their forms of government from the common people (vulgi) and 

tyrants, the "justice" of their respective polities was preserved. Again, we encounter the 

familiar argument that these philosophers were able to argue only because God had 

instilled in them the habit of faith [habita fide] or because they came into contact with the 

aboriginal revelation of Adam, passed on through the prophets, which contained that 

"shadowy vestige" of prelapsarian fellowship with God. Holcot yet again subordinates 

the concern with the specific mechanism by which the ancient philosopher was able to 

achieve salvation to the pattern of life these philosophers led. Here, Holcot is interested 

the political contours of philosophy. Holcot reports Averroes's quip that young men 

should first learn the laws of their polis before they should study philosophy, because if 

they come to philosophy first it will bring them into open conflict with the theological 

underpinnings of such laws. If they learn philosophy first, young men will be quick to 

shirk the duties of the polis. For the sake of preventing its laws from succumbing to the 

critique of young philosophers, the polis forbids public disputation. "This ribald and 

worthless Averroes," Holcot begins, "condemner of all laws, who remained 

contemptuous of the law of Christians, Jews, and [his own] Saracens...who openly mocks 

                                                      
90 "Unde Lycurgus, Socrates, et Cicero, et omnes legislatores et auctores sectarum, sicut Saracenorum et 
aliorum, conceperunt unam aliam vitam futuram post istam, deum etiam praemiatorem esse virtutum, eo 
quod boni viri male patiantur et iniusti et mali prosperentur in praesenti. Unde restat quatinus iustitia 
servetur, quam reputaverunt clarissimam virtutum, quod aliqua facta hominum tam bona quam mala in 
futuro condigne praemientur," "Utrum Theologia," 144. 
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the doctrine of Creation and of the Trinity" speaks as if "natural reason" is itself "opposed 

to the law." Holcot takes the falsehood of this claim to be obvious. 

  

 For the remainder of this chapter I want to consider the importance of Holcot's 

conception of philosophy for his political theology. In the same lecture in which Holcot 

discusses the meaning of the term "wisdom" he concludes with a consideration of 

wisdom's "ends" [fines], what the goal or purpose of such wisdom is. Holcot claims that 

wisdom is supposed to make people worthy [dignum] for the rule of both self and others 

[dignum...ad seipsum ad alios gubernandum virtuose].91 Left to their own devices human 

beings cannot enter into just associations or relationships with each other. Without 

wisdom the strong rule through oppression, violence, and the "love of dominion."92 To 

illustrate this point Holcot tells two myths about the origin of human politics. The first 

comes from Cicero's De inventione where Cicero writes that, in a state of nature, human 

beings roamed the earth like beasts, each person seeking out his own pleasures and 

preservation to the exclusion of concerns of others. At a certain time a wise man emerged 

and "saw what great opportunities there were in the heart of human beings." He gathered 

the mass of fragmented individuals and made of them "a single useful and worthy thing" 

[unamquamque rem reducens utilem et honestam], a res publica. By means of 

"persuasions" he made human beings docile, meek, and civilized. Holcot says that 

                                                      
91 Sap. lect. 2, 8. The specific I quote here is from his recapitulation of Wisdom's main argument from 
chapters 1-5 at Sap. lect. 74, 261. 
 
92 evoking of course Augustine's libido dominandi; cf. Sap. lect. 74, 261. 
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Boethius re-tells the same myth in the figura of Orpheus in the Consolation of 

Philosophy, who through the "songs" of wisdom's laws and arguments pulled people 

away from passions and vices and united them into a single government [civilitatem]. As 

long as the laws of the wise obtained the state was as Plato envisioned it in the Republic, 

the state to which Boethius himself aspired: "blessed are those states [res publicas] if its 

rulers are devoted to wisdom [rectores studere sapientiae]" (1 pr. 4, 19-21). 

 Both of these stories exemplify what Cary Nederman has described as a medieval 

"Ciceronian" and "Stoic" model of politics. According to this model politics is the 

realization of principles internal to the nature of human beings as rational creatures, but 

in a state of nature these principles lie dormant under the corrosive and suppressive 

influence of passion and vice. The rational nature of a human being is a potency that 

requires external and sometimes coercive force to develop.93 By contrast, for Aristotle, 

the rationality of the human person is partially constituted by the community to which he 

belongs: practical reasoning requires not just an understanding of the principles of right 

action but a capacity, acquired through the experience of living in a community, of how 

to interpret and apply them. But on Cicero's model reason is the gift of Nature (i.e. God) 

that is intrinsic to but latent in every individual person. Left to their own devices, human 

beings "lead a scattered, brutish existence devoid of rationality, religion, family, and 

law." They seek to promote their own personal gain to the detriment of others, following 

their own passions and desires without any reference to the common good. Politics, the 

                                                      
93 Cary Nederman, "Sin and the Origins of Society: The Ciceronian Tradition in Medieval Political 
Thought" Journal of the History of Ideas (1988), 7; Holcot, Sap. lect. 2, 8. 
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art of unifying people into a single "thing" or res, requires specially gifted persons to 

bring forth the latent capacities for reason and the common good in human persons. 

Princes and those in power therefore need training and experience in arguments, figures, 

myths, and biblical exempla with which to capture and form the minds of the people in 

their charge. Without wisdom they will become tyrants like Nimrod in Genesis, 

consumed by the "love of dominion" [amore dominandi]. 

 The dictum that wisdom is for the rule of self and others becomes a refrain of the 

commentary. It crops up again and again in Holcot's attempts to describe the interface 

between the life of wise and the necessarily political shape such a life must take. What he 

thinks the Book of Wisdom holds out for its readers is a vision of the state that Plato, 

Cicero, and Boethius all share, a state in which "philosophers are kings, and kings 

philosophers."94 The means for instantiating a political order "ruled" by philosophy lies 

not in the hands of its people but in the hands of its rulers, and only by first ruling 

themselves can these rulers rule others justly. Drawing on John of Salisbury's organic 

metaphor for the body politic, Holcot argues that just as nature in the generation of 

animals begins with the head, the heart, and lungs and other principal members of the 

body (and not the hand or the foot), so also does Solomon begin with the ‘head’ of the 

state.95 The celestial bodies are held and contained by the primum mobile and derive their 

motions from the same; in a like manner, the state derives its unity and purpose from the 

                                                      
94 Sap. lect. 2, 8.  
95 Holcot, Sap. lect. 3, 9: "notandum autem quod in generatione animalis natura non incipit a digito vel a 
pede, sed a corde, pulmone, et capite, et membris principalibus..." 
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ruler who serves over it. Moreover, it is important for the ruler to love justice because the 

people tend to follow the habits and loves of those in power.96 Whatever the king finds 

precious and valuable—‘in clothing, in acts, in food’—is generally held to be so by his 

subjects.97 So it is no wonder that, if the king were to love justice, his subjects would love 

it, too. 

 Recall, however, that Holcot has said that the "Stoic" wisdom that is at the heart 

of this book's self-conception is not just legal justice but a "summa" of every virtue, the 

cardinal virtues but the theological ones as well ("faith, hope, and charity, with all the 

other cardinal virtues"). Human nature is twofold; God has ordered it both for 

understanding [ratio] and for worship [religio]. Hence, the "rule" of self and others 

cannot be based on the "formal" or categorical precepts of the natural law alone, but the 

hidden ones, too. The "medium" for acquiring wisdom, Holcot tells us, is justice, and 

justice essentially consists in "the rectitude of the will preserved for the sake of itself" 

[iustitia est rectitudo voluntatis propter se servata].98 Holcot's interpretation of this quote 

is typical: the way that rulers are to acquire this "justice" is by simply desiring it. There is 

no question of the perspicuity of the self's desires, no doubt that this lies within the power 

of a ruler regardless of the weight of past habits of desiring and loving power and honor. 

Justice's "medium" does not seem to change across any of God's covenants, either. 

Indeed, it is because of the autonomy of each covenant that Holcot then offers the thesis 

                                                      
96 Cary Nederman, ‘The Physiological Significance of the Organic Metaphor in John of Salisbury's 
Policraticus’, History of Political Thought 8 (1987), 211-24. 
 
97 Holcot, Sap. lect. 3, 10: "in ornatu, gestu, vel victu illud trahitur ad consequentiam a subditis..." 
 
98 ibid. 
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on which the entirety of his exegesis hinges: the justice of the state, the res publica, 

begins with the proper worship of God [iusticia a cultu dei incipit].99 Solomon, in 

declaring that rulers are to "love justice," (Wisdom 1:1), shows that the path towards the 

justice of the state begins with the ordering of the soul; first with the ruler, second with 

his people. And in order for the ruler's soul to be ordered he must first order it to God in 

mind [in mente], in words [sermone], and in every aspect of his life [in tota 

conversatione]. Only with God ruling the secular ruler's soul in this way can there be 

"true justice" among his people. 

 I have suggested that the "faith" of the philosophers in the hidden precepts of the 

natural law is at the core of Holcot's so-called "classicism." As we have observed, this 

faithfulness testified to the integrity and wholeness of the natural law, to the fact that, 

before Christ and outside of the Old Law, God was committed to the ordination of nature 

and the salvation of those who did not have access to the salvific works of Christ. Before 

the coming of Christ justice was preserved by the "persuasiones" of the philosophers, the 

teaching and the giving and protecting of laws. "Faith" in a God who not only exists but 

is the Creator, Governor, and "Remuniator" of all human acts is the basis of politics. But 

what about the "justice" of Christian societies? 

 Perhaps the best way to illustrate Holcot's response to this question is to consider 

his rejection of Augustine's definition of a populus in the City of God. In De re publica 

Cicero had defined a " people" or political community as an association of human beings 

                                                      
99 Holcot, Sap. lect. 3, 9; the phrase is everywhere, but see especially: lect. 4, 14; lect. 74, 261; lect. 75, 
264; lect. 81, 280; lect. 83, 280; lect. 118, 394; lect. 155, 515; and lect. 157, 521. 
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"united by a common sense of right and a community of interest" [coetum iuris consensu 

et utilitatis communione sociatum].100 Augustine argued that if justice consists in giving 

things their due (e.g. XIV.4, but especially XIX.21-23), then Rome could hardly merit its 

claim to being a populus. "True justice is found only in that commonwealth whose 

founder and ruler is Christ," Augustine posits, and so any state that fails to give what we 

owe to God—our worship—fails in its aspirations to be just. "What kind of justice is it 

that takes a man away from the true God and subjects him to unclean demons?"101 From 

its origins Rome has denied to its citizens the forms of divine worship and honor they 

need to flourish. "...When a man does not serve God," Augustine asks, "what amount of 

justice are we to suppose to exist in his being?" In serving God the soul rules the body, 

and in the soul reason, "which is subject to its Lord God," orders the desires and 

inclinations of the will.102  While the city of God is unique in offering the true sacrifice 

and true worship [verus cultus] to God, Cicero's definition is unhelpful for distinguishing 

the values and practices that separate the social praxis of the heavenly city from its earthy 

counterpart. And so Augustine revises the definition and offers one that allows him to set 

in clearer relief the cities' teleological differences across time. According to the new 

definition a people is "the association of a multitude of beings united by a common 

                                                      
100 De civitate dei II.21, XIX.21; my quotation is from the translation by Henry Bettenson (Oxford, 2003), 
73. For a recent re-evaluation of Augustine's critique of Cicero, see Gregory W. Lee, "Republics and Their 
Loves: Re-Reading City of God 19" Modern Theology 27:4 (2011) 553-81. 
 
101 De civitate dei, XIX.21; Lee, "Republics," (2011) 556, 572. 
 
102 ibid.; Bettenson, 881-4. 
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agreement on the objects of their love."103 On this definition Rome, Athens, as well as the 

"tyrannies of the Orient" count as political communities.104 With justice removed Rome 

is clearly a populus, since its people have with consistency sought out earthly goods and 

rule of others from the earliest stages of its success. Yet its persistent idolatry and 

violence testify to Rome's ongoing and self-perpetuating lust for rule, a desire that is only 

partly held in check by its love of praise and vainglory.105 

 The text that Holcot is lecturing on is Wisdom 18:9-10, which discusses the 

"sacrifices" the Israelites "secretly" [absconse enim sacrificabant] offered behind close 

doors while the angel of the Lord struck down the firstborn of Egypt. One nation was 

unified by "unanimously order[ing] a law of justice" [iustitiae legem in concordia 

disposuerunt]; the other, plunged into confusion and anarchy by calamity. The final cause 

or end of the Israelites' "law of justice," Holcot claims, is the unanimity of the souls of 

individual persons, a unity that is in fact the purpose of all just laws. The "sacrifices" 

were hidden because they were made under the Old Law and did not receive their fullest 

expression until the death and resurrection of Christ, which brought about true peace and 

justice to human beings. But even though they were hidden it is clear that the justice 

which such sacrifices conferred on those who participated in them was the source of the 

Israelites' unity.  

                                                      
103 De civitate dei, XIX.21; quoted in Lee, "Republics," (2011), 556. 
 
104 Rowan Williams, "Politics and the Soul: A Reading of the City of God," Milltown Studies (1987), 60; 
Williams notes the irony of Rome's inclusion in the "descent" from Athens to Persia, "for without God's 
justice, one is merely on the way to becoming the other" (60). 
 
105 Williams, "Politics and the Soul," 61.  
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 On Holcot's view, Cicero's definition of a people is superior to Augustine's value-

neutral option because it points to the ways that communities can be "just" to the extent 

that they give God his due. As we have seen, Holcot thinks that this is possible under 

each of the covenants of the law.106 The implication is that under any of God's 

covenants—the law of nature, the Old Law or the New—the ordering of temporal justice 

to align with the spiritual justice of God is not just a distant or unrealizable goal. A ruler 

whose dispositions are ordered by faith—the monarch who is truly "wise"—can unite the 

affairs of his people into "one thing" in the sight of God. But this order will look different 

depending on its covenantal context.  

 Holcot finally prefers Cicero's definition of a political community over 

Augustine's because Cicero's retains the possibility of a Christian saeculum, an age in 

which the city of God and city of man do not so much become a single res but converge 

into simultaneously overlapping and complementary jurisdictions. Such a convergence 

hinges on the theological formation of the ruler, whose words, acts, and the whole 

bearing of his life actively shape and unite the affairs of his people with the exemplar of 

divine justice. The theological formation of a ruler depends on priests and theologians 

who can instruct him and administer the sacraments. "The nations" that Wisdom tells of 

God bestowing to man for the health of humankind as a whole are, specifically, the 

                                                      
106 "tamen de Civi. cap. 21 dicit Augustinus, quid sit populus secundum sententiam Scipionis: dicit quod 
respublica est res populi: populum autem dicit Scipio, non omnem coetum multitudinis, sed coetum iuris 
consensu et utilitatis communione sociatum. Aliam adhuc replicat definitionem populi 19 de civitate dei, 
cap. 22, quae est talis: populus est coetus multitudinis rationalis, rerum, quas diligit, concordi communione 
sociatus. Prima tamen definitio videtur melior, quae populum ponit esse coetium iuris consensu sociatum," 
Sap. lect. 199, 656-57. 
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Christian nations, "who bear their sacraments throughout the whole world," thus "totally 

providing the remedies" for sin.107 Rather than being responsible for temporal justice 

only, then, the Christian ruler must also take ownership for the spiritual well-being of his 

kingdom. The king's status as a Christian "wise man" thus entails the legitimate translatio 

of his kingdom to other nations who remain in the thrall of unjust and tyrannical rule.  

 It is worth considering how far this preference for Cicero distances Holcot from 

the saint whose "way" he thinks he is following. For Augustine, the justice of the state 

can never be identified with the justice of the city of God because the earthly city and the 

heavenly city are not, and never were, the same community. Augustine extols of the 

virtues of Theodosius, the emperor who displays many of the qualities that Augustine 

seeks in the Christian who finds himself in a position of secular power.108 However, 

Rowan Williams rightly points out that what distinguishes Theodosius apart is "law and 

coercion employed for the sake of the subject by one who is manifestly not in thrall to 

libido dominandi or vainglory, because he is capable of sharing power and accepting 

humiliation."109 Good government is a largely "pastoral reality" that is categorically 

opposed to triumphalist and expansionist ideologies. "Imperial adventures, arising out of 

the libido dominandi, are always a distraction from the real problems of a community,"110 

and so the ruler must never identify the community he is the guardian of with the city of 

                                                      
107 Sap. lect. 13. 
 
108 De civitate dei, V.26; Bettenson, 221-3. For discussion see Williams, "Politics and the Soul" (1987), 64. 
 
109 ibid., 65. 
 
110 ibid., 65-6. 
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God itself. Otherwise, he labors under the delusion that he, not God, is the founder and 

protector of the heavenly city, a belief that would constitute "an abandonment of the 

Church's integrity."111 

 Holcot seems to want both more and less from his Christian wise man: less, in 

that the sacramental office of the priesthood and its possession of the "two keys" plays an 

indispensable sacramental role for the king and nation that the king cannot himself 

perform; more, in that the Christian ruler's sanctity is simultaneously the sign of his 

legitimacy, the source of his nation's unity, and the cause for his empire's expansion. 

Holcot is clearly not a Wycliffite. His philosopher-king is not one of "God's vicars" who 

maintain dominion over both the Church and kingdom in via.112 Yet the ideal Christian 

monarch—the ruler formed in every moral, intellectual, and theological virtue—enables 

secular kingdoms to become something more than the temporary harmony of the deeply 

conflicted interests of its citizens. By way of contrast one could point to the Carmelite 

John Baconthorpe, who lectured at Oxford the same time as Holcot, and "violently 

defended" the Donation and the temporal claims of John XXII.113 One finds no such 

defense in Holcot's writings. The best way to consider what Holcot thinks the state 

becomes under the Christian sapiens is as a sacrament of God's divine rule of the 

universe, a sign bearing within it the reality of the thing signified. In an extensive and 

                                                      
111 ibid., 66. 
 
112 For an introduction to Wyclif's views and their development, see Stephen Lahey, John Wyclif (Oxford, 
2009), ch. 7.  
 
113 Discussed by Smalley in English Friars, 197. 
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enthusiastic discussion of the English coronation rituals, Holcot highlights the rituals' 

emphasis on the fact that, just as Christ is the ruler of the world, so the king is the ruler of 

his nation. As the priest is a mediator between God and man, so the king becomes "a 

mediator between clerics and the plebes," a role, Holcot paraphrases in precisely the same 

language he has used throughout the commentary, that the ruler cannot perform unless he 

is "a worshipper of justice as a zealot for the faith [cultorem iusticiae et fidei 

zelatorem]."114 It is the king who is finally responsible for making the amalgam of classes 

and estates into "one thing" in the sight of God.  

 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter I have suggested that philosophy's relationship to the natural law is 

essential to understanding Holcot's exegesis of Wisdom as well as of his conception of 

theology's scope and purpose. What enables Holcot to draw the analogy between 

philosophy and theology is the "faith" of the philosophers, viz., the faithfulness of 

(among others) Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and the "mass" of the Stoics to all of the 

precepts of the natural law. These precepts include those "formally" included in the 

concept and those "hidden" from natural reason. In the commentary on Wisdom Holcot 

identifies this faithfulness with the "Stoic" concept of wisdom. Philosophy is on this view 

a way of life in faithfulness to the natural law; its arguments, persuasiones that ultimately 

aim at preserving the justice and unity of societies. Even though Holcot is pessimistic 

                                                      
114 "et quanto cerum sacris altaribus propinquiorem prospicis, tanto ei potiorem in locis congruis honorem 
impendere memineris: quatenus mediator dei et hominum, te mediatorem cleri et plebis....declarant debere 
esse cultorem iusticiae et fidei zelatorem," Sap. lect. 75, 265. 
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about what philosophy can "prove" demonstratively about God, its witness to the 

"hidden" precepts of the law—God's existence, his providence, and eschatological 

justice—granted their polities the means to attain the verus cultus dei, that is, the 

governance of self and society by faith in God.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Troilus and the Disconsolations of Philosophy: Tragedy and the Passions in 

Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde 

 

"...allas, whom shal I leeve?"  

Troilus and Criseyde, 4.967 

 

As I noted in Chapter 1, recent criticism of Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde has 

emphasized the poem's ambivalence towards Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, a 

work that Chaucer translated into Middle English and from which he drew extensively in 

the composition of his poem.1 This ambivalence is generated by contradictory judgments 

that Chaucer offers on the moral goodness of erotic love. At the culmination of Troilus 

and Criseyde's affair in Book 3 Chaucer tells us that Troilus and Criseyde's love for one 

another grew to such proportions that they had "as muche joie as herte may comprende" 

(3.1687). The result of this love was that "ech of hem gan otheres lust obeye" (3.1690); in 

other words, each began to obey the desires of the other. This mutuality, Chaucer claims, 

surpasses all understanding, all writing, and, perhaps most determinatively, all that 

                                                      
1 For an introduction to the relevant textual and thematic issues, see the Riverside edition's notes on 1020-
25; 1037-44; 10445-50; and 1056-58. See also Barry Windeatt, Oxford Guides to Chaucer: Troilus and 
Criseyde (Oxford, 1992); Stephen Barney's helpful introduction in his recent Norton edition of the poem 
(with facing-page translation of Il Filostrato) (New York: Norton, 2006), ix-xxvii; and, more generally, B. 
L. Jefferson Chaucer and the Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius (Princeton, 1917). All quotations from 
the poem are from the Riverside, unless otherwise noted. 
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"clerkes wise" think they know about human "felicite" (3.1691). Yet, several thousand 

lines later, after Criseyde leaves Troilus and Troilus finds his death on the battlefield, 

Chaucer's poem strikes an infamously harsher note. Troilus's disembodied soul looks 

back at the earth from on high and laughs 

   right at the wo 
Of hem that wepten for his deth so faste, 
And dampned al oure werk that foloweth so 
The blynde lust, the which that may nat laste, 
And sholden al oure herte on hevene caste. (5.1821-5) 
 

Where previous critics have seen Troilus's laughter as a cipher for the poet’s 

unexpected rejection of the celebration of love at the heart of his poem, or as voicing 

perplexity about how to resolve the tensions that have arisen within it,2 critics like 

Nicolette Zeeman and Jessica Rosenfeld see the problem the other way around. The 

object of Chaucer's critique is not his own poem's exploration of erotic love but Troilus’s 

post-mortem consolation. As Zeeman has pointed out, the poem's Boethian conclusion 

that "the only pleasures that matter are the ones that last (and lie elsewhere)" fails to 

register any recognition of "Chaucer's engaged description of the dangerous pleasures of 

erotic love and companionship."3 Thus, for her, it is Chaucer's "passionate, comic and 

                                                      
2 For a helpful survey that wades through the immense waters of criticism on this passage, see Monica 
McAlpine, The Genre of Troilus and Criseyde (Ithaca, NY and London: Cornell University Press, 1978), 
18-30. The classic formulation of the former reading may be found in John Steadman, Disembodied 
Laughter: Troilus and the Apotheosis Tradition (Berkeley, 1972), 49-50, 70-82, and 141-2; of the latter, see 
Elizabeth Salter's "Troilus and Criseyde: Poet and Narrator" in Acts of Interpretation: The Text in its 
Contexts 700-1600. Essays on Medieval and Renaissance Literature in Honor of E. Talbot Donaldson, ed. 
M. J. Carruthers and E. D. Kirk (Norman, OK, 1982), 281-91 (reprinted in Elizabeth Salter, English and 
International: Studies in the Literature, Art, and Patronage of Medieval England, ed. Derek Pearsall and 
Nicolette Zeeman (Cambridge, 1988), 231-38.  
 
3 “Philosophy in Parts: Jean de Meun, Chaucer, and Lydgate.” Uncertain Knowledge: Scepticism, 
Relativism, and Doubt in the Middle Ages, ed. by Dallas G. Denery II, Kantik Ghosh, and Nicolette 
Zeeman, DISPUT 14 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 231. 
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critical narration of the love affair itself in the body of the poem" that throws the poem's 

"Boethian frame" into doubt.4 This kind of narration that ironizes dominant philosophical 

modes of reflection typifies Chaucer's preference for "local," anti-systematic forms of 

knowing and being as opposed to Boethian and "hierarchical" forms.5 In a 

complementary vein, Rosenfeld has argued that the poem's silence on the relationship 

between Troilus’s final felicity and the forms of felicity available in the world implies 

that Troilus's laughter is, finally, too unworldly and out of touch with the needs and 

natures of human creatures.6 A philosophical account of human happiness, as Rosenfeld 

puts it, “needs the two lovers as much as it needs Boethius and Aristotle.”7  

This essay explores a different way that Chaucer questions his poem's "Boethian 

frame." My focus is not love or "blynde lust" but the first and frequently overlooked 

object of Troilus's disembodied laughter: the "wo" of those who weep over his slain 

                                                      

 
4 Philosophy in Parts," 229, 230. For influential readings of Troilus's laughter that identify it with Chaucer's 
own contemptus mundi, see D. W. Robertson, "Chaucerian Tragedy," ELH 19:1 (1951), 1-37, and A 
Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspective (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962), 472-
502. On Chaucer's performance of perplexity as a poet, see Salter, "Troilus and Criseyde: Poet and 
Narrator." 
 
5 See the succinct description of what Zeeman calls a "signature move" of Chaucer's, the "philosophically 
relativizing gesture of placing philosophical positions in the mouths of his protagonists" (217, 226) on 213-
6 of "Philosophy in Parts." 
 
6 For a complementary reading see Mary Carruthers, "On Affliction and Reading, Weeping and Argument: 
Chaucer's Lachrymose Troilus in Context" Representations 93:1 (2006), 13-4; quoted in "Philosophy in 
Parts" at 230. 
 
7 Ethics and Enjoyment in Late Medieval Poetry: Love after Aristotle (Cambridge, 2011), 137. Though 
Rosenfeld’s dictum here is in my view a distortion of Aristotle, if it is supposed to be emblematic of "new" 
Aristotelian learning; see in this regard Jennifer A. Herdt's recent chapter on virtue as dominant good of the 
moral life in Aristotle's thinking (Putting on Virtue: The Legacy of the Splendid Vices (Chicago, 2008), 24-
44.  
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body.8 One of the problematic aspects of Troilus's laughter is that it seems to short-circuit 

the poetic task Chaucer set out for his little "tragedye,” the genre with which Chaucer 

identifies his poem (5.1786). As Henry Kelly has demonstrated, Chaucer is the first post-

classical author to write a tragedy, yet his conception of the genre originates not with 

Aristotle but with the brief and suggestive definition of it that Boethius makes in the 

Consolation.9 In his translation of the Consolation Chaucer puts the definition in the 

following way: the purpose of tragedy is to "bywaylen...the dedes of Fortune, that with an 

unwar strook overturneth the realmes of greet nobleye."10 He then adds a gloss to 

Fortune's comment that is based on Nicholas Trevet’s scholastic commentary on the 

Consolation: “"tragedye is to seyn a dite of a prosperitee for a tyme, that endeth in 

wretchidnesse."11 The gloss, Kelly notes, is significant for what Chaucer leaves out of it: 

namely, Trevet’s claim that tragedy focuses on the great sins [de magnis iniquitatibus] of 

                                                      
8 At first glance the repudiation of the affect of sorrow seems less important to the poem than that of erotic 
pleasure because, as John Steadman notes, derision of mourning is a common motif in the pagan 
contemptus mundi traditions that surround Chaucer's adoption of Arcite's flight scene from the Teseida. But 
if this essay makes anything clear, I hope that it shows that the figurations of sorrow in this poem are far 
more central to the Chaucer's thinking than have been previously suggested. For Steadman's discussion, see 
Disembodied Laughter, ch. 1.  
 
9 Henry Angsar Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1997). Kelly notes that Chaucer is 
the "first post-classical writer" to write tragedies, although what he meant by them is far afield from the 
Aristotelian and broadly Greek understanding of them (ibid., 39).  
 
10 II pr. 2, Boece, Riverside Chaucer, 409-10.  
 
11 ibid. Kelly has shown with remarkable erudition that this definition and the traditions of scholastic 
exegesis that emerged around it served as the major sources for Chaucer’s understanding of the genre.  
Rather than being a coherent and established genre in the Middle Ages before Chaucer appropriated it, 
Chaucer played a hand in inventing what tragedy later became in Elizabethan drama, from the Mirror for 
Magistrates to Shakespeare (Chaucerian Tragedy, 260-4). Kelly is surely right to take issue with D.W. 
Robertson's uncomplicated assumption that the definition that the Monk offers is the most stable and 
definitive for Chaucer's understanding of tragedy; see Chaucerian Tragedy, 77 and Robertson, "Chaucerian 
Tragedy." 
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those in prosperity.12 Kelly is surely right about the implications of this omission: on 

Chaucer's understanding of tragedy, there is “no focus at all on criminal activity...the idea 

of tragedy as dealing with vicious protagonists whose misdeeds deserved and invited 

their downfall is quite foreign to the Boethian context, where the emphasis is rather upon 

unexpected misfortunes that come upon innocent persons like Boethius himself" (51).13 

In other words, tragedy is a narrative of lament about the fall of princes, a narrative that is 

supposed to provoke its audience to grief, pity, compassion over its high-born 

protagonist(s). Tragedy’s chief end is to mourn her "unwar strook" against victims that 

neither expect nor deserve it.14 

At the outset of the Troilus Chaucer puts this tragic theory into practice. He says 

that mourning Troilus's “cas,” his "double sorwe," will be the point of his poem (1.29, 1). 

The poem's "woful" lines weep for Troilus as Chaucer writes them (1.7). In a bidding 

prayer directed towards his readers, he asks them to put on the "pyte" and "compassioun" 

that the poet himself performs in the act of telling his poem (1.23, 50). If mourning is a 

                                                      
12 Expositio fratris Nicolai Trevethi Anglici Ordinis Praedicatorum super Boetio de Consolatione, 200. I 
quote from E. D. Silk's edition of this commentary, which Alastair Minnis has made available online at < 
http://campuspress.yale.edu/trevet/>. The Monk of The Canterbury Tales takes the moral-exemplary not to 
be definitive of tragedy but one of its upshots (“Lat no man truste on blynd prosperitee;/ Be war by thise 
ensamples trewe and olde” (VII.1997-8)). For the Monk’s definitions of the genre, see the Prologue 
VII.1971-9 and Tale VII.1991-4. For discussion of these passages, see Chaucerian Tragedy, 50-91. 
 
13 But one should note that this definition does not exclude the possibility of sin as being a cause of a tragic 
fall. As Kelly points out, several of the Monk's examples include protagonists whose sins clearly play a part 
in their demotion at the hands of Fortune (52, 71-3). The point is that Chaucer does not see sin as a criterion 
of the genre.   
 
14 Eleanor Johnson’s recent claim that Chaucer must have encountered Aristotle’s Poetics in some form is 
thus unnecessary; because Chaucer chose to follow Fortune’s definition to the exclusion of Trevet’s gloss it 
follows that the pity and compassion of its readers are what the genre aims at. See Practicing Literary 
Theory in the Middle Ages: Ethics and Mixed Form in Chaucer, Gower, Usk, and Hoccleve (Chicago, 
2013), 119. See also Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 50-1, and Ideas and Forms of Tragedy from Aristotle to 
the Middle Ages (Cambridge, 1993) 221. 
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foolish and unenlightened response to your own or another's suffering, then it is difficult 

to see how Chaucer’s own poem might escape the eschatological judgment of its 

character. Troilus’s laughter may engulf more than just his fellow warriors and 

countrymen who mourn his death; it may even swallow the poet's and readers' "wo" and 

"pyte," too.  

If Troilus's disembodied laughter expresses a Boethian insight about the futility of 

the act of mourning, and if mourning is essential to tragic form, then it is seriously 

unclear what tragedy's philosophical value in Boethian terms could be. Yet, as Monica 

McAlpine pointed out some years ago, criticism of the poem has neglected this 

ambiguity. It is almost universally agreed that, whatever counterweight the poem exerts 

elsewhere, Troilus's apotheosis relieves any doubt about whether Chaucer thought his 

poem was finally capable of delivering the Boethian consolation it proposes in the final 

lines of the poem, a consolation that is taken both to be "Christian," "wholly orthodox," 

and "philosophical" at the same time.15  

                                                      
15 See notes 1 and 2 for examples, but more recently Johnson, Practicing Literary Theory, 116-7, for whom 
the multiple, coda-like endings of the poem are the fruition of Chaucer's "metapoetic squabble" with 
Boethius over tragic poetry; she argues that Chaucer demonstrates that "Philosophy's twin consolation can 
inhere as readily in tragic fiction as in philosophical allegory" (ibid.). For the conflation of Boethian and 
Christian themes under the concept of the "virtuous pagan," see Alastair Minnis, The Cambridge 
Introduction to Chaucer (Cambridge, 2014), 35-41; Chaucer and Pagan Antiquity (Cambridge: D. S. 
Brewer, 1982), 61-107; and, in the pages of this journal, Megan Murton, “Praying with Boethius in Troilus 
and Criseyde,” The Chaucer Review 49 no. 3 (2015), 294-319. For an example of this conflation of 
Christian and Boethian concepts, a quotation from Murton will suffise: "...Chaucer [embarks] on a subtle 
dialogue with Boethius in which he explores the Consolation's approach to love and God, responds to its 
tensions, and ultimately, I shall argue, creates a hero who follows Philosophy through philosophy to 
devotion. This devotion even comes to resemble medieval orthodoxy, especially in Troilus's hymn, in 
which the "God" casually mentioned throughout Troilus acquires notable Christian traits" (297). Even 
McAlpine, who argues that the forms of tragedy available to Chaucer all conflict with Philosophy's 
teaching, nevertheless maintains that "Chaucer's tragedy is intellectually coherent and philosophically and 
theologically orthodox" (The Genre of Troilus and Criseyde, 21, 24-30).  
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Part of the issue is that Philosophy herself is responsible for muddying the waters. 

In the first prose section of the Consolation she attacks Boethius's little "elegies" [elegi] 

to his lost happiness. She banishes the Muses that inspire him to write his “tearful 

complaint” [queremoniam lacrimabilem] (1 pr. 1, 1-2; Walsh, 3) because they have led 

him farther away from the reality that "it lies in your own hands to fashion for yourselves 

the kind of fortune which you prefer; all fortune which seems harsh is punishment, unless 

it either tries or corrects you."16 The enjoyment of his sorrows in the form of a versified 

lament only contributes to his confusion. As Boethius himself will come to recognize of 

his lamenting verses: “thickly smeared as they are with the sweet honey of rhetoric and 

music [speciosa…oblitaque rhetoricae ac musicae melle dulcedinis], they afford 

momentary pleasure as we listen to them. But when people are unhappy, awareness of 

their misery runs deeper so once these words cease to echo in our ears, the grief 

implanted in our hearts outweighs them” (II. pr. 3, 4-9; Walsh, 23).17 It is difficult to see 

how this criticism would not also extend to tragedy, for the problem with Boethius's 

elegies is that they afford some small pleasure to readers and writers, but they cease to 

have any effect when they are over. If tragedy depends on and motivates passions like 

grief, pity, and compassion, the same passions that the elegy does, then there seems to be 

every reason for Lady Philosophy to find tragedy as problematic as Boethius's own 

                                                      
16 'in vestra enim situm manu qualem vobis fortunam formare malitis; omnis enim quae videtur aspera nisi 
aut corrigit punit' (IV. pr. 7, 52-5; Walsh, 96). 
 
17 Boethius’s admission comes after Fortune’s remarks about tragedy, and it is actually unclear in this 
passage whether Boethius is referencing his own “elegies” or the genre of tragedy or both.  
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"tearful complaint."18 But she clearly does not. Philosophy even claims that Euripides is 

her follower and quotes him twice, identifying him as a tragic author in the process (III. 

pr. 6, 1-3; Walsh, 49 III. pr. 7, 17; Walsh, 51). 

Perhaps the most obvious difference between Boethius's complaint and the 

tragedies that Philosophy recommends is that the latter are directed towards the 

misfortunes of others. Boethius, Philosophy says, ought to have learned from tragedies of 

other prominent men not to trust in any contingent, finite good (e.g. "the misfortune of 

the childless man is a happy one," from Euripides's Andromache, cited at III. pr. 6, Walsh 

51). This is something that Boethius could not understand from his elegies, locked in as 

they are in self-contained, and despairingly, first-personal lamentation. Yet the cautionary 

insight Philosophy derives from tragedy comes at the expense of tragic pathos: every 

individual fortune, since it is the outworking of divine providence, is good, ['omnem,' 

inquit, 'bonam prorsus esse fortunam'], so no fortune whatsoever should be the cause of 

sorrow—not even the misfortune of others, good or wicked though they may be. Tragedy 

may give voice to lament, to Fortune's "unwar strook," but it ultimately serves this lesson: 

that the wise man "ought not to chafe when he is locked in conflict with Fortune...for the 

difficulty offers the opportunity." 19 Even the wicked should learn to see their misfortunes 

as punishments (ibid.).  

                                                      
18 For Philosophy's indicment of Boethius's "passiones," see I. pr. 5, 38-44; Walsh, 15.  
 
19 'quare,' inquit, 'ita vir sapiens moleste ferre non debet, quotiens in fortunae certamen adducitur, ut virum 
fortem non decet indignari, quotiens increpuit bellicus tumultus; utrique enim, huic quidem gloriae 
propagandae illi vero conformandae sapientiae, difficultas ipsa materia est' (IV. pr. 7, 38-44; Walsh, 95). 
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I take Philosophy to imply that the philosophical "lesson" that tragedy teaches 

must stand outside and finally in judgment of its lament. To put the point differently, 

even if tragedy reveals something truthful about Fortune, it does not make Fortune's 

ravages any less devastating and less worthy of mourning (something the Host of the 

Canterbury Tales, Harry Bailly, laments about the Monk's poor attempt at tragic tale-

telling).20 One could make an analogous point about Boethius's elegy: it speaks to 

Fortune's fickleness but does not suggest why or how the self might transcend its pain or 

suffering. What gives tragedy its philosophical bite is the underlying conception of the 

human person and human potentiality that Philosophy brings to bear on tragedy's cry: her 

vision, in other words, of the forms of consolation human beings are capable of and how 

we are to achieve them. Tragedy can instruct because it is possible for human creatures 

not to mourn their losses, to find consolation in the transcendence of earthy desires and 

contemplation of the heavens. Tragedy is philosophically useful because it reminds us of 

the vagaries of Fortune that we are not only capable of transcending but must transcend if 

we are to be happy. The operative assumption here is that it is within our power to effect 

this distantiation, an assumption that is reflected in the fact that Philosophy's therapy 

takes it as self-evident, at each step, that it is entirely within Boethius's power to console 

himself—to bring himself, by means of contemplation, to see the world as God sees it 

                                                      
20  “this Monk, he clappeth lowde; 
He spak how Fortune covered with a clowde 
I noot nevere what; and als of a tragedie 
Right now ye herde; and, pardee, no remedie 
it is for to bewaille ne compleyne 
That this is doon; and als it is a peyne,  
As ye han seyd, to here of of hevynesse.” (VIII.2781-7) 
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and accept the death to come as the death of a philosophical martyr (see I pr. 3, 15-49; 

Walsh, 6-7). Not only possible but necessary: every person must try as they can to re-

orient themselves—their affections, attitudes, judgments, their lives—to the pattern of the 

divine heavens. Human happiness depends on our capacity to do this.21  

The readings of the Troilus I offer in this essay argue that Chaucer's depictions of 

Troilus's sorrow in Book 4 and the various attempts that are made to console him 

interrogate Philosophy's assumptions about the self's power to secure consolation for 

itself and, by extension, tragedy's ability to console and instruct. I do so by arguing that 

these depictions generate a countercurrent to Philosophy's understanding of the human 

person, depictions which explicitly draw from Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy as 

characters like Pandarus and Troilus attempt to make sense of the problems that afflict 

them. I intend to show that Chaucer's quotations from and manipulations of the 

Consolation hardly constitute straightforward endorsements of Philosophy's doctrine. 

Yet, they do not result in outright skepticism of Boethius, either; instead, what Chaucer's 

nesting of philosophy in the words and actions of his characters asks us to do is to think 

through the logic and assumptions of ancient philosophy itself, ultimately highlighting 

those places where philosophy fail to "suffise" for his poem's characters. Like the 

narrative of the two lovers' affair, this countercurrent puts pressure on the intelligibility of 

Troilus's laughter. But my claim is that it must have roots elsewhere—not, that is, in 

"local" or "anti-systematic" philosophical forms of knowing on the one hand, or 

                                                      
21 What this means is that the distance between us and the tragic protagonist is analogous to the distance 
that we are able to put between ourselves and our suffering, or ourselves and the sufferings of others.   
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Aristotelian (as opposed to Boethius's Neoplatonic) conceptions of happiness on the 

other. It must, because the poem repeatedly finds the philosophical aspirations to 

autonomy problematic. The critique of philosophy that is on display in Troilus, I shall 

argue, has roots in Augustine's critique of pagan philosophy in the City of God—the very 

traditions that Boethius's Philosophy represents and gives voice to. This critique takes 

aim at ancient philosophy in general, indeed, at the very ideal of self-sufficiency and 

autonomy that is at the heart of Philosophy's rehabilitation of her pupil. It does so by 

insisting that the body is expressive—that is, meaning-bearing and meaning-producing.22 

What I show in this essay is how traces of Augustine's critique emerge in the poem and 

suggest some reasons for the strange form it takes at the poem's conclusion.  

                                                      
22 My understanding of Augustine's theology of the body and the difference this theology makes for our 
approach to Chaucer departs from that of D.W. Robertson; see the early, 1952 essay, "Chaucerian 
Tragedy," which explicitly assumes that the Consolation is a "Christian document" that unproblematically 
denigrates the body, the passions, and all contingent goods—all while suggesting that it shares this view 
with Augustine (1, 10-11). In Preface to Chaucer Robertson modifies his views to say that Augustine 
denigrates the "evil habit of the flesh" and not the "flesh itself," and that this is the "philosophical triumph" 
of the Middle Ages (23, but also 6-7 and 25-7). This modification still obscures the centrality of the 
Incarnation to Augustine's critique of the Stoics, Neoplatonists, and Peripatetics on the passions (see above, 
12-15). The earlier view re-emerges later in his discussion of Augustine's hermeneutics (52-60), where he 
insists that "it is important to understand that the affective value of this figurative language lies in what is 
found beneath the language and not in the concrete materials of the figures" (56); again, the figures and 
their referents to material objects are essentially non-communicative and in need of "abstraction" 
(Robertson's famous definition of "allegoria", 57 et ff.). One interesting passage that Robertson does take 
up is Augustine's strikingly perceptive, "ethical" critique of tragedy in the Confessions (Preface to 
Chaucer, 39), where Augustine worries that the passions tragedy evokes will short-circuit the operation of 
compassion in its audience. Since there is no real person in need of help, Augustine wonders whether 
compassion's lack of an object will, over time, insulate tragedy's viewers from alleviating suffering in 
moments of real need. For discussion of this passage, as well as a meditation on how a theologia crucis 
could generate an Augustinian tragic practice, see Jennifer Herdt, Putting on Virtue, 61-66, and James K. 
A. Smith, "Staging the Incarnation: Revisioning Augustine's Critique of Theater," Literature and Theology 
15:2 (2001), 123-39; for the relevant passage, see Confessions 3.i.1-ii.4. Herdt notes that in his sermons 
Augustine uses the vocabulary of the theater to describe the ritual actions of the Eucharist. Also relevant is 
the stunning exposition of Augustine's theology of the body in Rowan Williams, "The Body's Grace," in 
Theology and Sexuality: Classic and Contemporary Readings, ed. Eugene Rogers, Jr. (Malden, Mass: 
Blackwell, 2002), 309-21. See also the revisionist call to a return to Robertsonianism in Steven Justice, 
"Who Stole Robertson?" PMLA 124:2 (2009), 609-15.  
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Approaching the poem in this way shows that Chaucerian tragedy does not 

statically reproduce or negate the insights of Philosophy but can, through its depictions of 

the failures of philosophy's consolation, speak back critically to the text that, at least for 

Chaucer, gave the genre its definition. One upshot of this approach is that it opens up a 

way of looking at the poem's representations of its character's expressions of sorrow and 

love that move beyond the tidy polarities between "divine" (i.e. Christian or Neoplatonic) 

and human (i.e. Aristotelian) happiness on the one hand, and systematic and local forms 

of knowing on the other. On the reading of the poem I offer, Chaucer sees tears and 

weeping as both expressions of judgment and indicative of the kind of dependent, social 

creatures that we are. Yet they are expressions that become fully intelligible only when 

they are directed towards God—when mourning speaks to God.  

  

At the beginning of Book IV, Troilus, having witnessed the Trojan parlement's 

decision to exchange Criseyde for Antenor and done nothing about it, retreats to his 

private chamber. He orders all of his servants to depart and closes the curtains to his 

windows. Suddenly, the heaped-up woe bursts forth in streams of tears (4.236-52). 

Troilus's “eyen two” “out stremeden as swifte welles tweye” (4.246, 247)). Tears 

eventually give way to moaning, acts of self-violence (4.239-45), and hopeless prayers to 

Fortune and the gods (4.260-336), before Pandarus enters and begins to cry alongside his 

friend (4.368-71). After some time of silent weeping, Pandarus turns to Troilus and tries 

to offer words of consolation. Pandarus claims that Troilus is acting like a "mad" person 

(4.393); his tears are a refusal to come to terms with the situation at hand rather than meet 
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it head on. Troilus should not cry or feel sorrow, he claims, because the goods of 

Fortune—Criseyde, in particular—are dispensed with without discrimination among 

persons. Fortune's "yiftes ben comune" (4.392), so no one should trust her.23 Besides, has 

not Troilus had his sexual appetites filled "so that, by right, it oughte ynough suffise?" 

(4.396)? If memory of erotic bliss does not "suffise," then there are any number of other 

women available for Troilus to bed.  

This scene of attempted consolation mirrors one of the most famous and 

important episodes in Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy and, to begin, I want to 

consider how Chaucer invites us to consider these two scenes.24 In the passage from 

which Chaucer derived Pandarus's counsels,25 Philosophy argues that everything 

Boethius mourns the loss of had been, by right, Fortune's own. 26 All goods outside of the 

self are, by right, under her dominion. Boethius did nothing to deserve them in the first 

                                                      
23 The fact that Pandarus weeps and then repudiates his friend's weeping and, implicitly, his own 
contradicts Robertson's suggestion that Pandarus sheds tears of the devil ("Chaucerian Tragedy," 13, 16-7, 
esp. 24-25; and Preface to Chaucer, 479-95). 
 
24 Martin Camargo has argued for the close identification of Pandarus with Philosophy in Chaucer's re-
writing of Boccaccio's Il Filostrato; he also suggests that “the significance and intensity of this 
intertextuality increase in Books IV and V” ("The Consolation of Pandarus," Chaucer Review 25:3 (1991), 
215). Curiously, his essay does not include an analysis of this most important scene and thus overlooks the 
intellectual and existential paucity of Pandarus's consolation (e.g., “His [Pandarus’s] fundamental 
optimism, his determination to ‘hope alwey wel’ (I, 971) is, along with his compassion, the key to 
Pandarus’s consolation,” 225).  
 
25 Though the crass, anti-feminine cast of them is not in the Consolation, of course. For discussion of the 
relevant passages, see Riverside, 1045-46.  
 
26 Consolation, II. pr. 2, 1-19; for discussion, Riverside, ibid. Chaucer increases the Boethian language here, 
inserting one-liners about the "comune" gifts of Fortune and the "suffisaunce" of Criseyde. The language of 
Pandaro in Il Filostrato hardly evokes the Consolation at all; see Branca, ed., Tutte le opere di Giovanni 
Boccaccio, Vol. II: Filostrato e Teseida (Milan: Mondadori, 1964) IV.46-9. I have benefited from the 
parallel text translation of the Filostrato by Stephen Barney, Troilus and Criseyde: A Norton Critical 
Edition (New York: Norton, 2006). 
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place, nor is he capable of retaining them without Fortune's fickle but insuperable will. 

Boethius should instead be grateful for the good fortune he received, fortune that many 

have never and will never experienced. Boethius still has a family, has had a remarkable 

political career, and has had the good fortune of having been formed in Philosophy's 

ways from his youth (II. pr. 3, 16-51; Walsh, 23-4).   

Boethius finds this consolation perversely unsatisfying. He retorts by claiming 

that, above all, the most painful thing about misfortune is the recollection of good 

fortune: "what roasts me more fiercely as I contemplate it, for all of Fortune's blows, the 

unhappiest aspect of misfortune is to have known happiness" (II. pr. 4, Walsh, 25).27 

Memory of past good fortune doubles his suffering, only making his pain worse.28 

Boethius's rejection of Philosophy initiates a momentous turn in the Consolation. It 

causes Philosophy to pivot and locate the fulfillment of the human happiness as being 

within the human person—not, that is, in any contingent good outside of the self. True 

happiness, if it is to withstand the blows of Fortune, must consist in the possession and 

enjoyment of what can never be lost: the good of the self, which one is capable of 

retaining control of [possidebis] over the course of Fortune's ebb and flow (II pr. 4, 76; 

                                                      
27 "sed hoc est quod recolentem vehementius coquit. Nam in omni adversitate fortunae infelicissimum est 
genus infortunii fuisse felicem" (3-6). Chaucer incorporates Boethius's rejection of Philosophy earlier in 
Book III, where Pandarus cautions Troilus against over-reacting and remaining in his lady's graces:  
"For of fortunes sharpe adversitee/ The worste kynde of infortune is this,/A man to han ben in prosperitee,/ 
And it remembren whan it passed is./ Th'art wis ynough; forthi do nat amys: /Be naught to rakel, theigh 
thow sitte warme,/ For if thow be, certeyn it wol the harme," 3.1625-31. Troilus specifically ridicules this 
advice at 4.481-3. 
 
28 cp. to Pandarus, Book III: "For of fortunes sharpe adversitee/The worste kynde of infortune is this,/A 
man to han ben in prosperitee,/And it remembren whan it passed is./Th'art wis ynough; forthi do nat amys: 
/Be naught to rakel, theigh thow sitte warme,/For if thow be, certeyn it wol the harme," 3.1625-31. 
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Walsh 27). In the Boece Chaucer calls this good the “tranquillite of thi soule,” the soul's 

ability to withstand Fortune’s blows without caving in fear, despair, or any other 

passion.29 This is not to suggest that the soul cannot ever be beaten down by storms of 

passion, but that it can always be recovered through reason. Philosophy will go on to 

argue that the highest attainment of the self lies in the contemplation of God (see 

especially III. m. 9).30  

Yet, in Pandarus and Troilus's dialogue, there is no equivalent turn away from the 

realm of Fortune. Despite the fact that Chaucer leads us to expect a parallel 

argumentative move, Troilus instead complains to his friend that his counsels are better 

suited for stones and madmen than for human beings: “Frend,/ This lechecraft, or heeled 

thus to be,/ were wel sittyng, if that I were a fend” (4.435-7). Pandarus’s Boethian 

counsels would work only if Troilus were something other than he is, some other kind of 

creature who was less or more than a human being: a creature without a body, without 

affections, and without the need for other people. Hence, Troilus claims, Pandarus must 

                                                      
29 II pr. 4, 135-6. Chaucer drew from Trevet’s commentary in this gloss, but noticeably stops short of 
Trevet’s astonishing (Aristotelian) misreading of Boethius: “igitur si tui compos fueris’ per tranquillitatem 
scilicet animi ‘possidebis quod nec tu amittere velis’ scilicet delectacionem in operacione virtutis perfecte” 
(ed. Silk, 231). Trevet probably has in mind the tranquillitas animi of Seneca, on whose tragedies he had 
commented (although there is a question whether he would have seen Seneca the writer of tragedies and 
Seneca the writer of letters as the same person). For an illuminating study of the concept of tranquillitas 
animi and its Senecan roots in Petrarch, see Letizia A. Panizza, "Stoic Psychotherapy in the Middle Ages 
and Renaissance: Petrarch's De Remediis" in The Erotics of Consolation: Desire and Distance in the Late 
Middle Ages, ed. Catherine E. Leglu and Stephen J. Milner (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 117-
39.  
 
30 On the Consolation's philosophical background, which at turns both Neoplatonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic, 
see Henry Chadwick hugely insightful book, Boethius: The Consolations of Music, Logic, Theology, and 
Philosophy (Oxford: 1990), but also Marenbon, Boethius: Great Medieval Thinkers (Oxford, 2003), and the 
very useful commentary by Joachim Gruber, Kommentar zu Boethius De Consolatione Philosophiae (Texte 
und Kommentare, Band 9) (Berlin und New York: de Gruyter, 1978).  
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“me first transmewen in a ston,/ And reve me my passiones alle,/ Er thow so lightly do 

my wo to falle” (4.466-69).  

Pandarus, in reply, will abandon the philosophical approach he has taken up and 

appeal to Troilus's manhood ("Go ravysshe here!") (4.530), and this appeal to a violent 

masculinity will jolt Troilus out of his sorrow. However momentarily, though, this scene 

stages an astonishing inversion of what is perhaps the Consolation's most crucial passage. 

Where Boethius focuses on the reflexive pain of memory, a move that causes Philosophy 

to double back and locate the perfection of human happiness outside good and bad 

fortune altogether, Troilus focuses on the implication of his sorrow as a corollary of the 

love and mutuality he has come to share with Criseyde. And where Boethius, in an effort 

(encouraged by Philosophy) to re-claim the autonomy of the self he lost sight of, 

eventually lets go of his sorrow over the loss of his property, his family, and his service 

to the Roman state, Troilus cannot bring himself to make a similar move. Philosophy, in a 

most dramatic way, fails to "suffise" for both of Chaucer's characters. I say both because 

Pandarus, even as he tells Troilus not to cry, cannot help but weep with compassion for 

his friend (4.368-71, 379-80). Neither character can bring himself to abide by the 

specifically Boethian counsels that are being recommended, though it is only Troilus who 

can offer a semblance of an answer—however vague and unspecified—as to why not. 

 

Why should Troilus's "passiones alle" constitute a reason to reject what seems to 

most readers' eyes "commonplace," if distinctively Boethian, philosophical advice—

advice that is lifted out of the Consolation given a trajectory and focus in line with the 
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poem's efforts at exploring the bond between the lovers?31 Why should the passions 

constitute a reason to reject philosophy—and Boethius’s philosophy, in particular? When 

Augustine discusses the Stoics and Neoplatonists in the City of God, he rejects their 

concept of apatheia on grounds that are strikingly similar to those that Troilus articulates 

against Pandarus. If any philosopher were actually able to follow their own counsel and 

prevent sorrow from creeping into their souls, Augustine writes, then they must have 

"suffered a total loss of humanity" [humanitatem totam...amittunt] (XIV.9, 319).32 We 

feel sorrow in proportion to the love of the thing we have lost; anger in proportion to the 

threat of losing what we love. Hence, to deny ourselves sorrow is effectively to disavow 

the appropriateness of our love in the first place: 

For if the life [of our friends] brought us the consoling delights of friendship, how 
could it be that their death should bring us no sadness? Anyone who forbids such 
sadness must forbid, if he can, all friendly conversation, must lay a ban on all 
friendly feeling [interdicat amicalem...affectum] or put a stop to it, must with a 
ruthless insensibility [inmiti stupore] break the ties of all human relationships, or 
else decree that they must only be engaged upon so long as they inspire no delight 
in a man’s soul…. (XIX.8, 862-3) 
 

To be consistent with their own teaching, Augustine argues, philosophers ought to “lay a 

ban” on all friendship, or else try to be friends with people without enjoying them. 

Augustine quite obviously thinks that this is impossible: what kind of a person would, or 

even could, dissolve all his friendships? And how could we not enjoy the presence of 

those we love? Philosophical schools that try to snuff out negative passions like grief and 

                                                      
31 The Riverside editors of the poem call the advice "commonplace”; see notes to lines 416 and 466, p. 
1046.  
 
32 For English quotations I use Henry Bettenson's translation of City of God (London and New York: 
Penguin, 2003); for the Latin, I use the edition by William H. Green (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1963). 
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sorrow thus fail to acknowledge the kind of creatures that we are: rational, finite, and 

constitutively desiring creatures. The passions are indexed to our objects of love; they are 

a function of our enjoyment of what we love and the dangers which threaten them. The 

question to ask, then, is “not whether the devout soul is angry, but why; not whether it is 

sad, but what causes its sadness; not whether it is afraid, but what is the object of its fear” 

(IX.5, 349). If all our loves are rightly ordered, then all the passions will express the 

truths of “right reason” (XIV.9, 563). And so, for the Christian whose passions are rightly 

ordered, pity, compassion, and sorrow work as “instruments of justice” [in usum iustitiae] 

for the relief of the suffering of others (IX.5, 349). 

Augustine sees the passions themselves as being expressions of judgment: they 

indicate the things we find delight in or are repulsed by, and so they correlate with an at 

least implicit judgment about what we think is good and true.33 If our loves are ordered to 

God and neighbor, then the passions and our expression of them will bear witness to the 

truths of faith. This fact that the passions implicate reason can help put his disagreements 

with pagan philosophy in sharper relief. Augustine finds fault not simply with the desire 

to extinguish sorrow but also with the desire's object, an aspiration that he finds is 

embedded in all philosophical activity, regardless of school or creed:  the ideal of 

autonomy and self-sufficiency. Jennifer Herdt captures the ideal well when she writes: “if 

my final end must be constituted by my activity, achieving it requires a certain self-

                                                      
33 On the the mutual implication of desire and reason in Augustine's thought, as well as its theological 
implications, see Peter Burnell, The Augustinian Person (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of 
America Press, 2005), chapter 2. 
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sufficiency or independence on my part” (52).34 Augustine agrees with the Stoics against 

Aristotle that, if we are to be truly happy, happiness must be something that we cannot 

lose. But he parts company with all in the further step they all take, that happiness is 

something up to us to achieve—and that the achievement of virtue means the 

accomplishment of self-sufficiency and autonomy.35 The name that Augustine imparts to 

this ideal, the unspoken yet commonly shared assumption that my happiness is up to me 

to resolve, is superbia, or pride.36 Its “telltale sign,” Herdt writes, is a “refusal of 

gratitude, [a] denial of dependency, [an] aspiration to godlike self-sufficiency."37 For 

Augustine, then, “what emerges as the heart of Christian virtue" “is a willingness to be 

dependent on God and to give up all striving for self-sufficiency, since this aspiration is 

for Augustine the heart of pagan misdirection” (47). This dependence entails neither 

passive absorption of the human will in the divine nor the will’s autonomy to self-direct a 

state of passivity but is “fundamentally responsive, responsive to the grace that converts 

us from love of self to love of God” (47).  

For Augustine, the attempt to eradicate a passion like grief involves a 

fundamental denial of both creaturely dependence on God and dependence on other 

created beings. "If [the city of man] has any citizens who give an appearance of 

                                                      
34 See Herdt’s fascinating treatment of Aristotle’s conception of the virtue of magnanimity and the way this 
virtue contradicts Aristotle’s overall understanding of the virtues as requiring our dependence on others for 
their acquisition and practice; Putting on Virtue, 38-44. 
 
35 Putting on Virtue, 49.  
 
36 ibid., 49.  
 
37 ibid., 50. 
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controlling and in some way checking these emotions," Augustine concludes, "they are so 

arrogant and pretentious in their irreligion that the swelling of their pride increases in 

exact proportion as their feeling of pain decreases" (XIV.9; 566). The failure to grieve, or 

the desire to transcend suffering and sorrow, is a failure to acknowledge sort of creatures 

that we are and the world in which we live.38 By implication, it also fails to come to terms 

with the reality of the Incarnation, for what Christ’s humanity shows is not the need to 

obliterate human nature but the need to reform and perfect it through grace. “Hence, 

when the Lord himself condescended to live a human life in the form of the servant, 

though completely free from sin, he displayed these feelings in situations where he 

decided that they should be shown” (XIV.9, 563). The emphasis here is on Christ’s 

deliberation, his assumption of passions for specific “providential” purposes in his life 

and Passion (ibid., 564). His display of passions is both exemplary and an invitation to 

participate in the compassion which Christ has shown us.39 Thus, “if apatheia describes a 

condition in which there is no fear to terrify, no pain to torment,” Augustine concludes, 

then “it is a condition to be shunned in this life, if we wish to lead the right kind of life, 

                                                      
38 "Our task, as Augustine sees it, a task we cannot accomplish without grace, is to order our passions so 
that they are in harmony with reason in both senses—that is, so that our habituated love-will draws us 
toward what is good for us, and at the same time so that we want what is good for us. When we are in this 
condition, we will often cry, and bitterly, in confessing what is lamentable about ourselves and the 
damaged world," Paul Griffiths, "Tears and Weeping: An Augustinian View," in Faith, Rationality, and the 
Passions, ed. by Sarah Coakley (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012) 81-90. Throughout this chapter I am 
indebted to this essay.  
 
39 Christ’s example shows us two things: that the passions are not opposed to reason and justice but in fact 
their instruments; and they show us the kind of world in which we live. Compassion, famously, is a 
“fellow-feeling in our hearts for another’s misery, which compels us to come to his help by every means in 
our power” (IX.5, 349). At the same time, Sorrow and compassion testify to our dependent nature and the 
broken nature of the fallen world. “Sometimes we weep, even when we do not want to, though we may be 
moved not by any blameworthy desire but by praiseworthy charity” (ibid. 564). 
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the life that is according to God’s will” (ibid., 565). These sages would "rather lose every 

shred of humanity than achieve a true tranquility" (veram tranquillitatem, ibid.), the 

tranquility that the knowledge of God brings. 

 

At the beginning of Book 4, then, Chaucer calls into question the aspirations 

implicit in Philosophy's rehabilitation of her pupil in ways that are analogous to, and 

complement, Augustine's understanding of the passions. For what Troilus articulates is 

not an acknowledgement of being too consumed by the things of this world but an 

acknowledgement that he, that his own self, is not properly his own possession: "she that 

I serve, iwis, what so thow seye,/ To whom myn herte enhabit is by right,/ Shal han me 

holly hires til that I deye" (4.442-4). The language of Troilus's retort is cast in the 

mutedly violent rhetoric of courtly love, but it still coheres with what Chaucer himself 

had alleged earlier about the two lovers' relationship: namely, that "ech gan the otheres 

lust obeye." Each began, over time, to obey the desires of the other; each began to desire 

as the other desired. Chaucer's narrative emphasizes that this mutuality does not come 

immediately but culminates over time, a function of the "joie" they had "syn they ben 

met" (3.1687, 1681).40 In a poem obsessed with the privacy and opacity of intention at 

both the individual and macro-historical levels, the claim and Troilus's acknowledgement 

of its truth for is clearly meant to astonish. What happens in their erotic friendship, 

Chaucer claims, is an "enhabiting" to one another, both a habitual, mutual unselfing and a 

devotion that Chaucer describes in overtly political terms: each learns to obey the other. 

                                                      
40 See e.g. 3.1679 and 3.1711. 
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The upshot of this mutual "enhabiting" is moral and political, despite the fact that it 

remains hidden from public view. Troilus experiences an "encrees of hardynesse and 

myght" (3.1777) that "com hym of love" (3.1778); it "altered his spirit so withinne" 

(3.1779) that "benigne he was to ech in general" (3.1802)—this despite the fact that he is 

from high nobility (3.1800-1). Finally, Chaucer tells us, because of love Troilus "gan to 

fle" "Pride, Envye, Ire, and Avarice...and everich other vice" (3.1804-6). 

If we take Chaucer's suggestion about the unselfing of the two lovers seriously 

and the moral transformation it brings about, then we can begin to see the sense that 

Troilus's provocation to Pandarus makes: "thow moost me first transmewen in a ston,/ 

And reve me my passiones alle,/ er thow so lightly do my wo to falle" (4.467-9). The 

problem with Pandarus's counsel—with Philosophy's counsel—is that it assumes the self 

to be something that one has autonomous control over, that (to put it negatively) the self 

is not constituted by the networks of obligation, mutuality and love which sustain it and 

give it its identity. Yet the most striking thing about this rejection is that it does not just 

cut against the grain of the Consolation; it cuts against everything that goes by the name 

of "wisdom" in the poem.41 Troilus gives voice to such "wisdom" in the temple of the 

Palladion, when he laughs at lovers who are beholden to their ladies, and it returns in the 

spasms of paranoia about whether others can read his pain and passion in his face (1.507-

                                                      
41 Steven Justice has recently suggested that valences of Chaucer's use of the word "wisdom" in this poem 
are unique to the poem; they are, on Chaucer's part, deliberately antiquated or alien usages ("Chaucer's 
History-Effect" in Answerable Style: The Idea of the Literary in Medieval England, ed. Frank Grady and 
Andrew Galloway, Interventions: New Studies in Medieval Culture (Columbus, OH: The Ohio State 
University Press, 2013), 169-94. Justice argues that Chaucer's use of the term contributes to the poem's 
"history-effect," its projection of depth and specificity in Trojan culture through nuance of narration or 
dialogue or style. 
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16). I will examine these passages later. The norm does not just affect Troilus, either. At 

other moments in the poem, the language of "wisdom" is invoked by Pandarus in an 

effort to curb exaggerated or passionate behavior. In Book 3, before offering his 

Polonius-like advice to Troilus after his first night with Criseyde, Pandarus confidently 

assumes that Troilus is "wis ynough" (3.1629) not to let his passions interfere with his 

future plans with Criseyde. In Book 4, as Troilus prays alone in the temple "to the pitouse 

goddes everichone" (4.949), he explores, by "disputying with hymself" (4.1084), the 

problem of divine foreknowledge and human freedom (4.953-1082). Pandarus enters 

again and finds Troilus's behavior unseemly: "O myghty God," quod Pandarus, "in trone,/ 

I! Who say evere a wis man faren so?" (4.1086-7). 42 This is the second time that 

Pandarus has reprimanded Troilus for abjectly prostrating himself before the gods, for not 

acting like a "wis man." Before his first night with Criseyde Troilus invokes the gods, 

comically thanking as many as he can think of ("Venus," "Jove ek," "Mars," "Phebus," 

"Mercurie"—even the "fatal sustren" (3.715-35)). Pandarus puts a stop this proliferation 

of prayers by claiming that Troilus has a mouse's heart. Why does he need to pray for 

assistance to every god?43 Later in this scene Pandarus will insist that the noble spirit is 

incompatible with sorrow 3.897-8), a sentiment he will repeat when he tells Criseyde that 

she must "with som wisdom ye his sorwe bete" (4.928).44  

                                                      
42 See Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy 112-4, on Chaucer's mistake in narration: at 4.946-8 Chaucer says that 
Pandarus found him in a temple; then Troilus soliloquizes; but then Pandarus enters again (4.1085).  
 
43 Relevant here are 3.897-8, where Pandarus claims that a noble spirit does not sorrow.  
 
44 5.325: "it is folye for to sorwen thus." It is worth nothing that, when Pandarus learns of Criseyde's 
betrayal, he no longer insists on Troilus's failure to be "wis" and "manly." 
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What these habitual, almost casual references to wisdom suggest is an aristocratic 

world in which Boethianism has become socialized, a world in which the ideals of 

autonomy, virtue, and apatheia have become embedded within different male characters' 

aspirations to, or acknowledgements of, wisdom and "wis" action. Recall what Chaucer 

says of Pandarus's unsuccessful attempt to console his friend: Pandarus offers 

philosophical counsel because "Thise wordes seyde he for the nones alle,/ To hep his 

frend, lest he for sorwe deyde;/ For douteles...He roughte nought what unthrift that he 

seyde" (4.428-3). Pandarus spouts philosophy because he does not know what else to say. 

The turn to philosophical counsel here is habitual but no less aspirational than it normally 

is. He wishes to help assuage his friend's grief, yet has no other resources to draw on.45 

Troilus is himself implicated in and formed by this same Boethianism that surfaces 

repeatedly in Pandarus's words. In Book I, before his conversion to the god of Love, 

Troilus considers himself something like a "wis" man—a lay philosopher, perhaps—

whose aspirations to self-sufficiency preserved him from becoming entangled in the 

passions and dispossessions of erotic love.  As he parades around the temple devoted to 

Athena, the goddess of wisdom, he laughs and derides his fellow knights who are stricken 

with lovesickness (1.194 et ff.).46 Lovers, he claims, are fools who sigh and moan and 

“baiten” on women because such devotion is hardly ever reciprocated; where love is 

reciprocated, it is soon lost. The greatest folly of all is that lovers cannot learn from the 

                                                      
45 Pandarus's incapacity here foreshadows his devastating and vindictive silence at V.1723-43, where his 
last words voice a wish for a quick death to Criseyde. 
 
46 Cp. the smile "post-conversion” that masks his pain, I.329. 
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examples of each other (1.203). And so Troilus assumes the affectations of a wise man: 

“and with that word he gan caste up the browe/ ascaunces, “loo! Is this naught wisely 

spoken?” (1.204-5). His desires, he tells himself, are fully within his rational and 

discriminatory control: “[he] wende nothing hadde had swich myght/ Ayeyns his wille 

that shuld his herte stere” (1.227-8). What Augustine makes of the philosophers' 

aspirations to self-sufficiency, so Chaucer claims of Troilus’s vaunted self-mastery and 

his public performance of the wise man's behavior: it is a species of pride, of “surquidrie” 

(1.213), the love of self to the exclusion of God and of others. In a stanza addressed to the 

reader Chaucer commands us to see Troilus as “he that leet hymselven so konnynge,/And 

scorned hem that Loves peynes dryen” (1.302-3).  Certain kinds of “konnynge," certain 

kinds of wisdom, turn out to be stumbling blocks to the acknowledgement of what it 

means to be human and to need others (and for others to need you).  

In this passage Troilus's failure is a failure to anticipate his own susceptibility to 

desire as well as the networks of mutuality, love, and obligation (1.304-8). Yet, even after 

his sudden and dramatic "conversion" to Cupid, the aspiration to "wisdom" seduces him. 

When Troilus's hidden obsession for Criseyde had grown beyond his control, he silently 

wonders what everyone will think of him, of the “wis” man who has gone the way of the 

ordinary, male courtly lover. He fantasizes about what others will say of him behind his 

back: 

 O fool, now artow in the snare, 
That whilom japedest at loves peyne. 
Now artow hent, now gnaw thin owen cheyne! 
Thow were ay wont ech lovere reprehende 
Of thing fro which thou kanst the nat defende. 
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What wol now every lovere seyn of the, 
If this be wist, but evere in thin absence 
Laughen in scorn, and seyn, ‘Loo, ther goth he 
That is the man of so gret sapience,  
That held us loveres leest in reverence.’ (1.507-16) 

Again, tears and weeping are shown to be contrary to the Trojan norms of 

"wisdom." In this early scene, though, Troilus thinks his reputation for "gret sapience" 

hangs in the balance of his ability to hide his pain from those he had previously ridiculed 

(cp. 1.322). Like the scene in which Troilus hears the terms of the prisoner exchange 

delivered in the Trojan parlement, Troilus thinks he must hide and dissemble his woe. 

But the magnitude of Troilus's self-absorption in these lines is comic. He subjects himself 

to the same derision he showed towards the male lovers in his retinue. The ones who 

laugh are his fellow lovers, who now see past the pretense of self-possession and 

autonomy. Their laughter is an ironic doubling of his own mockery in the temple, but it is 

is also a doubling of the laughter with which his disembodied soul will ridicule those who 

grieve over his body.47 Troilus has become the very thing he loathes.  

 

Chaucer's sharp depictions of Trojan "wisdom" suggest that the discourses of 

philosophy can be forms of amnesia; in particular, a desire implicit in specific traditions 

of philosophical activity, a desire to ground the self's meaning outside of its community 

with others, can blind the self to the sort of creature that it is. The temptation of 

philosophy, then, is the temptation to avoid and finally overcome the difficulty of life 

with others. It fails to acknowledge the forms of mutuality (which is also to say 

                                                      
47 See Carruthers, "On Affliction and Reading," 11-4.  
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vulnerability) to which human beings are constitutively open (and therefore subject). 

Chaucer's Troy is a world that almost totally lacks the resources to describe and 

understand this mutuality and vulnerability. I say "almost totally" because Chaucer 

famously gives his protagonist two hymns in praise of cosmic love, hymns that try to 

correlate the bliss he encounters with the divine love that suffuses the cosmos. Yet what 

is striking about these passages is that Troilus's philosophy is incapable of consoling 

Troilus, of assuaging his sorrow, when it matters most. 48   

Perhaps the most telling instance of philosophy's failure to do this is in the temple 

scene of Book 4 where Troilus, "disputying with himself (4.1084), despairs at his 

inability to see whether or not any of his actions have been truly his. It is often alleged 

that Troilus is just missing the wrong premise of argument—as if his discourse simply 

needs one slight modification and all will be well. But let us assume for a moment that 

(1) he knows that God's foreknowledge is certain and good, and that (2) this 

foreknowledge in no way mars the freedom human beings retain over their actions. Why 

should this knowledge console Troilus? It may satisfy his intellect, and yet he may still 

grieve. And if his response to Pandarus is any indication, it is not likely that the right 

                                                      
48 I have in mind Mark Gleason's careful reading of these passages, where he examines them alongside both 
their Boccaccian and/or Boethian equivalents. He concludes that Chaucer amplifies the Neoplatonic and 
determinist language of Boethius at each stage (esp. 170-4). He concludes: "[Chaucer's] Platonism is a 
simple-minded one that assumes that the power of love directly influences, and even controls, the gentle 
hearts receptive to it. Chaucer, in other words, recognizes in Troilo's carefully worded prayer the danger 
Trevet sees implicit in any Platonic praise of cosmic love: an underplaying or eschewing of the role of 
human reason and will" (172). What this means is that Chaucer deliberately increases the Platonism of his 
character's reasoning to make it look more theologically problematic. Note that while Gleason infers 
Chaucer to have absorbed Trevet's caution against the "danger" of "Platonic praise," the way this use crops 
up in the poem is ironic and destabilizing and not straightforwardly Aristotelian (pace Rosenfeld, Ethics 
and Enjoyment, ch. 5). See Gleason, "Nicholas Trevet, Boethius, Boccaccio: Contexts of Cosmic Love in 
Troilus, Book III," in Medievalia et Humanistica 15 (1987), 161-88. 
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premise will have its intended effect. Criseyde is about to depart, and he is powerless to 

stop her. 

I would like to add another observation to the immense secondary material on this 

passage. Troilus's despair is not just motivated by his own conceptual or epistemological 

failures. Philosophy itself, as a discourse and tradition, has become a problematic thing. 

Its institutional and discursive plurality is in part the source of his despair: "...allas, whom 

shal I leeve?" (4.967).49 There are those "clerkes," on the one hand, whom he is inclined 

to trust because they avoid the sacrilege of claiming God's knowledge not to be more 

certain than human opinion (4.968-70). Yet on the other are "some/ that han hire top ful 

heighe and smothe yshore" (995-6) who cling to this very belief, arguing that free will is 

possible because God's knowledge tracks the determination of contingent things when 

they come into being. "O welaway! So sleighe arn clerkes olde/ That I not whos 

opynyoun I may holde" (4.972-3). Since he says he cannot see how either group's 

solution is true, he concludes that the answer to this question is out of the reach of human 

beings (1078-82). Only "Jove" knows the answer.50  

Troilus's despair, then, is existential as much as it is epistemological, occasioned 

by the inability of philosophy to pry into the hiddenness of God's movement in history. It 

                                                      
49 Boethius mentions certain thinkers who hold contrasting views, but Chaucer amplifies this division and 
reification in his version of this passage, so much so that Troilus becomes an outsider to these discourses. 
See Consolation V. pr. 3, 1-112; Walsh 100-03. On who these philosophers may be, see Marenbon's 
discussion, Boethius, 125-27 and 134-5. 
 
50 Troilus's uncertainty about the right direction to go mirrors the recent and provocative suggestion by 
John Marenbon that Philosophy's conclusion is muddled—and that Boethius knows it. See Boethius, 143-
45, and below.  
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is not just that philosophers have no conclusive answer to this question but their 

incapacity to agree, with any degree of certainty, on the relationship of divine prescience 

to human freedom. Hester Gelber's recent survey of late medieval Dominican theology 

has shown that the alternatives Troilus discards are more like the positions that were 

actually argued in the fourteenth-century theology than literary critics have been led to 

believe (notable here are Ockham's critiques of Philosophy's solutions in Book V).51 

Moreover, recent studies of the Consolation have noted an equivocation at the heart of 

Philosophy's solution to the question that Boethius puts to her, but for the purposes of this 

essay, what is significant is the fact that both "clerkes" and their discourses cannot sustain 

the demands Troilus's life places upon them.52 They cannot offer anything with a 

certainty commensurate with the expertise they aspire to (recall the "lord of gret 

auctorite,/ A gret devyn": Calkas (1.65-6)). Like Philosophy's tattered garments, they are 

torn and divided against themselves. The difference is that, for Troilus, there is no God to 

which he is finally able to turn—no God, in other words, who hears him.  

 

In conclusion I wish to take up again the issue of the philosophical intelligibility 

of tears and tragic form with which I opened my essay. In doing so I return to the tears 

that Troilus sheds in his chamber. What is striking about them in the context of this essay 

                                                      
51 It Could Have Been Otherwise: Contingency and Necessity in Dominican Theology at Oxford, 1300-
1350 (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2004), chs. 3 and 4. 
 
52 See especially Marenbon, Boethius, 146-63, but also Joel Relihan, The Prisoner's Philosophy: Life and 
Death in Boethius's Consolation (Notre Dame, 2007). For a critique of both of these interpretations, see 
Danuta Shanzer, "Interpreting the Consolation," in The Cambridge Companion to Boethius (Cambridge, 
2009), 228-54. 
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is their opacity: they are, despite the clear connection to the parlement's decision, 

strangely out of sync with the context in which they are shed. They hardly bear up to the 

claims that Troilus makes for their naturalness. His tears are deeply contrived (he is able 

to control the tears in public and lets them loose only after dismissing his servants and 

closing the curtains to his room) and beyond his ability to control them. Yet the poem 

nonetheless asks us what it would mean for Troilus's tears to speak, for them not to be 

mere physiological symptoms. Chaucer carefully places Troilus's weeping alongside 

another: Book 4 opens with the tears of Calkas, Criseyde's father, who gets wind of the 

Greeks' attempt to negotiate a temporary treaty with the Trojans and makes his 

confession before the gathering of Greek nobles (4.57-63). Chaucer uses nearly identical 

language to describe the tears of two aristocratic men: “With a chaunged face” (4.68) 

Calkas begs the Greek lords to give him a Trojan prisoner with which to barter for his 

daughter, whom he left behind in Troy. The “salte teris” pour out from his “eyen tweye” 

(4.129) and “ful faste ronnen down by either cheke” (IV.130) as he re-narrates his 

desertion of Troy as a demonstration of his love for the Greek people (4.82).  

For Calkas, though, tears do political work. They testify to an inner remorse that 

gives his request urgency and moral purpose: "for sorwe of which I wol nought lyve 

tomorwe,/ But if ye lordes rewe upon my sorwe" (4.97-8).53 His tears are transparent, and 

intentionally so. In the context of the Trojan parlement, Troilus’s signs of sorrow are 

source of anxiety, something to be hidden from the sight of "men" lest they suspect his 

                                                      
53 In this bizarre passage Calkas employs language identical to the self-effacing and self-infantilizing 
prostration of the male lover; see e.g. 2.319-25 and 5.1364-5.  
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private "affeccioun" (4.153). His tears are to be shed alone; they are impenetrable in the 

sense that they do not communicate to anyone or anything. His tears rob him of speech 

(4.220-4; 249). The sighs, tears, and complaints that "breste" forth from within do not 

provide rest but only "feede" his sorrow (4.237, 337-9). 

What would it mean for Troilus's tears to speak in a way that is neither 

manipulative nor symptomatic? For Chaucer's and his readers' tears to communicate? In 

an attempt to sketch an answer to these questions I want to turn to one of the most 

enigmatic and exquisite passages in Augustine's Confessions. At the moment of his 

mother's death Augustine tells us that "overwhelming grief welled up into my heart" and 

was about to burst forth in a flood of tears.54 But Augustine seizes himself and, with a 

"powerful act of mental control [violento animi imperio]" bottles up his tears to keep his 

grief from being externalized. But his pain does not subside. Abstract discussions on the 

meaning of death and the promise of resurrection only distract him temporarily. The 

friends before whom he discourses "listened to me intently and supposed me to have no 

feeling of grief." Inwardly, though, Augustine chastised himself for "the softness of my 

feelings and was holding back the torrent of my sadness" (IX.xii.31). His sorrow doubles 

back with even greater force. Seeing and feeling his own weakness mounts pain upon 

pain, and so he is "tortured by a twofold sadness," a duplici tristitia (ibid.).  

                                                      
54 "...confluebat in praecordia mea maestitudo ingens et transfluebat in lacrimas," IX.xii.29. For the 
English, I use Henry Chadwick's translation of the Confessions (Oxford, 2009); for the Latin, O'Donnell's 
edition with commentary (Oxford, 1992). Throughout my reading of the Confessions I am heavily indebted 
to Paul Griffiths's "Tears and Weeping: An Augustinian View" (see above).  
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Augustine's woe finally begins to subside when, after Monica's funeral, Augustine 

decides to take a bath. In a scene reminiscent of his own baptism, Augustine washes 

himself and manages to fall asleep (IX.xii.32). Pondering some verses of a hymn by 

Ambrose, Augustine "was brought back to my old feelings about your handmaid, 

recalling her devout attitude to you and her holy gentle and considerate treatment of us, 

of which I had suddenly been deprived" (ibid.). And so he weeps before God, "about her 

and for her, about myself and for myself" (ibid.). Augustine finally sheds tears for the 

loss of his mother, for the loss of the one who had prayed for his conversion and baptism, 

and these tears console him: "my heart rested upon them, and it reclined upon them 

because it was your ears that were there [ibi erant aures tuae], not those of some human 

critic who would put a proud interpretation on my weeping," (ibid.).55  

 God's ears are in Augustine's tears; the claim is both ontological and 

Incarnational. What gives these tears support for his soul, what allows them not to please 

Augustine but console him, is that God's ears are there. His tears are not mute; God's 

presence allows them to speak. Thus, they form a prayer to God, and this prayer gives his 

soul rest.56 But God’s ears are also “there” in the sense that Augustine's grief is part and 

parcel to the humanity which belongs to Christ. Augustine is united to the humanity of 

                                                      
55 Griffiths points out that Plotinus claims that the rational person does not grieve: "Even if the death of 
friends and relations causes no grief, it does not grieve him but only that in him which has no intelligence, 
and he will not allow the distresses of this to move him" (Enneads 1.4.4, in Plotinus: Porphyry on Plotinus, 
Ennead 1, trans. A. H. Armstrong (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1966) 185; quoted in 
Griffiths 90, n. 8.  
 
56 In 10.i.1-iv.5, as Griffiths notes, "Weeping is assimilated to confession: both are means by which sinners 
open themselves more fully to the Lord, and in that way become more intimate with him. In weeping, as in 
confessing, we show that we understand what we are and what the world is. Not to weep would be to show 
that we misconstrue both; in restraining our tears we distance ourselves from the Lord" ("Tears and 
Weeping," 86-7).  
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Christ through the Incarnation. Christ's crying, as we saw Augustine argue in the City of 

God, was not weakness but a function of his providential decision to be like us. The part 

of Augustine that would scoff at the folly of his weeping, the part of him that reflexively 

"doubles" the sorrow he feels by harping on his weakness, is chastened and nourished by 

Christ. The temptation to such fault-finding, a temptation he proleptically locates in some 

of his more philosophically-minded readers, denies both the common humanity the 

Church shares in Christ and the sacrifice which enables it: "he triumphed over the enemy 

who counts up our sins, and searches for grounds of accusation, but who found no fault in 

him in whom we are conquerors" (IX.xiii.36).57 

Tears of mourning, when they are poured out before the triune God, constitute a 

prayer. They grieve, but they also confess weakness and pain and the brokenness of the 

world. What allows them speak is the fact that God is in them. That they are heard, that 

they bring the weeper into closer intimacy with God, gives consolation. It is striking, 

then, that at his poem's end Chaucer directs the poem's tears to the God who "starf on 

rode"—"Thow oon, and two, and thre, eterne on lyve," to the God that remains hidden 

from Troy's history even after Troilus's disembodied soul caroms through the heavens to 

the ambiguous place where "Mercurye sorted hym to dwelle" (5.1827). The tragedy of 

Troilus is that philosophy and its consolations, disembodied or otherwise, cannot bring 

him any closer to the God who hears his tears. That Chaucer's tears pray means that they 

                                                      
57 "Let anyone who wishes read and interpret as he pleases. If he finds fault that I wept for my mother for a 
fraction of an hour, the mother who had died before my eyes who had wept for me that I might live before 
your eyes, let him not mock me, but rather...let him weep himself before you for my sins," Confessions, 
IX.xii.33.  
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say what Troilus's never could have. The poet's tears are indeed a "form of 

understanding" Troilus's suicide and laughter, but they are a form whose consolation is 

grounded neither on knowing the final state of Troilus's soul nor being able to locate the 

Christian God's involvement in the history of Troy. They are grounded, finally, in the 

"Thow" that Christ makes possible.  
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Chapter 4 

The Afterlife of Words: Dante and Chaucer on Philosophy, Magnanimity, and Fame 

 

"Thou demest of thyself amys." House of Fame, 596 

 

 In chapter 1 I argued that one of the keys to interpreting the Consolation of 

Philosophy was its arrogation of voice, its claim to speak for and about the Boethius who 

endured the sufferings recounted in Book I of that text. I argued that this arrogation had 

in part an exemplary function: by seeing the healing and restoration that Philosophy sets 

out to accomplish, we are able to encounter forms argument and self-understanding that 

might help us avoid or find our way out of self-estrangement and forms of detachment 

from life. I suggested that this arrogation provided a conception of philosophy as work on 

oneself, a conception that had an afterlife well after the Consolation. Indeed, as we saw 

for Dante, one of the most significant aspects of the form of the Consolation was that it 

enabled Dante to set forth a vero testimonio about himself, even as he went much further 

than Boethius did in claiming that Philosophy actually consoled him. Yet the nature of 

Dante's testimony, its exemplarity, depended upon the Consolation's arrogation of voice. 

Moreover, I argued that this arrogation had deep structural implications for the way that 

Philosophy's arguments unfolded, that at each stage of the Consolation, even at its most 

abstract, the work ought to be interpreted as autobiographical. Getting a handle on the 
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dimensions of the first-personal is a matter of interpreting the Consolation's "pitch," the 

text's marking out of the kind of reader that would find its arguments and consolations 

helpful. Whether such therapies did actually console the text's author was a question that 

Boethius did not himself answer. 

 In the final chapter of the dissertation I will examine the complexities of the 

arrogation of voice in what is Chaucer's most experimental and, in some ways, most 

philosophical poem: the House of Fame. The poem includes discussions of the 

metaphysics of sound and borrows from the classical motif of the flight of the soul. But 

like the Consolation, the text also involves and rather dramatically subjects its own 

author to scrutiny. In the following chapter I will be most interested in the forms of 

pressure that Chaucer's dream vision puts on this version of himself, and the ways in 

which this authorial self-reflection is connected to self-knowledge as well as the genre of 

the dream vision.  

 

 The House of Fame is the second dream vision that Chaucer wrote. It is usually 

dated to 1379-80, years during which Chaucer was serving as comptroller of the English 

wool custom under Richard II.1 The poem therefore belongs to the so-called "Italian" 

period of Chaucer's oeuvre, a decade or so of literary writing that emerged out of the 

sporadic diplomatic work Chaucer performed on the continent for the king.2 During this 

                                                      
1  Derek Pearsall, The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer: A Critical Biography (Blackwell Critical Biographies) 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), chapter 3. 
 
2 ibid., 94-109; see also James Simpson, "Chaucer as a European Writer," in The Yale Companion to 
Chaucer, ed. Seth Lerer (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2006), 55-86.  
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time Chaucer visited Northern Italy twice: once in 1372-3, during which time he visited 

Florence, and again in 1378, when he was secretly negotiating the king's war interests 

against the French at the court of Bernabo Visconti, duke of Milan. During these sojourns 

Chaucer encountered the writings of Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Dante, whose Divine 

Comedy had the most extensive and profound impact on the House of Fame and a 

number of Chaucer's subsequent poems. Granted, Chaucer never mined Dante for 

narrative material in the manner with which he treated Boccaccio (or Petrarch for that 

matter). But the Divine Comedy's influence is no less pervasive and intense than 

Boccaccio or any other poetic voice. 

 Consider the basic contours of the House of Fame. Although Chaucer left it 

unfinished, the poem is comprised of three books that recount a dream that its narrator, a 

love-poet named Geffrey, had on day in December. The poem is thus "the first of 

Chaucer's poems in which the narrator is realized in the specific role of poet." (cp. to 

Purgatorio 29, 55).3 Each of the books is set off by invocations of different kinds; the 

first, to Morpheus, the god of sleep (66-110); the second, to Venus and the Muses (509-

528); and the third, to Apollo, the god of "science and of lyght" (1091, 1091-1109). The 

third invocation parallels Dante's invocation to Apollo to assist him in the completion of 

his work at 1.13-15 of the Paradiso, the poem's final third. In the first book Geffrey 

awakens in a temple or a "chirche" that is made of glass (120). The temple is dedicated to 

Venus, the goddess of Love. Geffrey finds "graven" on its walls a pictorial representation 

                                                      
3 A.C. Spearing, Medieval Dream-Poetry (Cambridge, 1976), 82-3. 
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of Virgil's Aeneid, which the poet then "sees" until the narrative ends with settling of Italy 

by Aeneas and his followers. Having resolved to discover where he is (475), Geffrey 

exits the "chirche" and finds that he is alone and in the middle of a vast desert (cf. 

Inferno, 1.64, where Dante refers to the place the three beasts drive him back to as a gran 

diserto). In this desert Geffrey prays to "Crist" to deliver him from "fantome and illusion" 

(492, 493). A golden eagle descends from the heavens and plucks the poet up off of the 

sand (cp. to Purgatorio 9.19-33, in which the pilgrim falls asleep and dreams of a golden 

eagle descending and carrying him up into the heavens until both are consumed by 

celestial fire; also relevant are 2.17-24 and Paradiso 18-20). The Eagle explains that he is 

a servant of Jupiter, the "god of thonder" (608), and that the god has taken pity on the 

poet who has long labored in the service of Cupid without recompense. Jupiter's reward is 

for the Eagle to carry Chaucer to the House of Fame, where the poet is to hear of new 

"love-tydynges," the sort of gossip, intrigue, or information that fuels the composition of 

courtly love poetry. The pair sail far above the earth until, at the end of Book II, they 

reach the House of Fame. Here, the Eagle departs and Chaucer presses on to the castle to 

watch Fame's imperious and illogical pronouncements on whom among her subjects will 

receive fame and whom will not (1025-90). Chaucer departs from fame's castle and 

makes his way to the House of Rumor, a gigantic mansion made of twigs, where he is 

again promised by the eagle to hear of some "tydynges." As Geffrey bears witness to the 

buzzing whizzing around of rumors—some true, some false, some mixed—the poem 

breaks off, where Chaucer left it unfinished. 
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 If the the poem's numerous parallels with ancient and vernacular models of 

visionary writing beg us to consider it alongside works like Dante's Divine Comedy or 

Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, it is hardly clear how the reader is to proceed. In 

the first invocation to the poem Chaucer offers us a veritable encyclopedia of knowledge 

about the causes and kinds of dreams, an overwhelming and indeterminate summa of all 

the kinds that may or may not be applicable to the dream he is about to tell us.4 Dreams 

may tell the truth; they may deceive; they may be a consolatory reward from God for 

spiritual devotion (cf. to Holcot). They are distinguished by their causes (the body, the 

imaginative powers of the mind, celestial movements, God) and by their ends. But 

Chaucer plays dumb: he does not know which kind he has experienced, but he will tell 

the dream to us anyway.5 Even though the invocations to the later books will later suggest 

that the dream is in fact an avisyon, a vision inspired by God (509-528), the narrator's 

highly learned stupefaction at the poem's beginning casts a shadow over the subsequent 

books. Traces of the poet's uncertainty bleed into the dream landscape itself. As we saw 

above, when Geffrey exits the temple of Venus he wants to know "where" he is. The 

"chirche" and its Virgilian iconography are planted in the middle of a trackless desert 

waste, and the revelation of the the Aeneid's futility provokes Chaucer to cry out to 

"Crist...that art in blysse,/ Fro fantome and illusion/ Me save" (492-4). The question of 

"where" the poet is serves as a refrain, a highly self-conscious poetic stock-taking that 

                                                      
4 The best account of Chaucer's description of the many types of dreams remains Spearing's monography, 
Medieval Dream-Poetry (Cambridge, 1976), chapters 1 and 2. 
 
5 Spearing, Medieval Dream-Poetry, 73-5. 
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never receives a definitive answer (980-2; 1009-10; and punning on where/wer (a state of 

uncertainty),"I wexen in a were" (979)). Geographic uncertainty is paralleled by 

Chaucer's elaborate punning on the Middle English homophones "kan" and "kon," the 

poet's ability and intelligence (see for example, 143-4; 245-8; 332-5; 498; 868-9). 

 The House of Fame registers deep insecurities, then, about both the poet's 

visionary abilities and the viability of an aesthetic medium like poetry to convey truth. In 

one significant passage both insecurities bubble up in Geffrey's mind as he is in the 

clutches of his eagle. The passage is worth examining in some detail. As the pair soar far 

above the earth, the eagle begins to explain why he has plucked Geffrey up from the 

desert. His mission is not, it becomes clear, a direct response to Geffrey's prayer to God 

for deliverance. The eagle's intention is to convey him to a place "amyddys" "heven, 

erthe, and eke the see," the cosmic focal point at which all sound, speech, and broken air 

converge (664, 845-6). The Eagle explains that all substances are subject to the laws of 

natural motion. Everything seeks to return to its "propre mansyon" (754). The natural 

resting place of all sound is the "Hous" of a goddess named Fame. Chaucer, at turns 

contemplative and confused, patiently listens to the disquisitions of his pedagogical 

transporter. Below he watches as the fields, towns, and people pass away from sight until 

the earth itself is no more than a little "prykke" among the stars.6 He looks again and sees 

"the ayerissh bestes,/ Cloudes, mystes, and tempestes,/ Snowes, hayles, reynes, wyndes," 

and, finally, the multiplication of species ("th'engendrynge in hir kyndes") (965-8). In 

                                                      
6 Cp. Boece II pr. 7, 24-6; this is Philosophy speaking: "al the envyrounynge of the erthe about ne halt but 
the resoun of a prykke at regard of the gretnesse of hevene." 
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response to this marvelous vision Chaucer offers a prayer not to Jupiter but to the 

Christian God, the God "that made Adam" (970). He then reflects upon a passage from 

Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy: 

And thoo thoughte y upon Boece, 
That writ, 'A thought may flee so hye 
Wyth fetheres of Philosophye, 
To passen everych element, 
and whan he hath so fer ywent, 
Than may be seen behynde hys bak 
Cloude'—and al that y of spak. (972-978) 

Thinking of the Boethian motif of the flight of the soul, Chaucer begins to sketch for 

himself an itinerary of what his own journey through the heavens may entail. He sees, 

and soon fears, that he is participating in a kind of philosophical ascent of the soul. 

Chaucer then puts a number of questions to himself. He "wexen in a were [state of 

doubt]" (979), uncertain of where he is in the cosmos and what part of him might be there 

("wher in body or in gost/ I not, ywys, but God, thou wost" (981-2). Chaucer is echoing 

Paul's description of his own vision in II Corinthians, "whether in the body, I know not, 

or out of the body, I know not: God knoweth"). What will the culmination of Chaucer's 

journey be? He continues to wonder until he is interrupted: "Lat be...thy fantasye!" (992), 

the eagle commands. If Chaucer wishes to learn about these celestial beings he ought to 

pay attention to the eagle's lessons, not search his memory for textual clues about where 

he is and what he might witness. "Wilt thou lere of sterres aught?" the eagle asks (993). 

But Chaucer is strangely resistant. "Nay, certaynly," Chaucer replies, "for y am now to 

old" (995). Besides, if he stares at the heavens too long he might go blind (1015-6). The 

poet is content simply to have learned that the books he reads have not misled him after 
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all. The eagle tentatively agrees—"That may wel be" (1017)—and the pair continue on in 

silence until they reach Fame's castle. 

 Charles Muscatine once described the characterization in this scene as a "free-

floating, gratuitous display of talent and of humor," a thematic yet textually isolated 

continuation of the Dreamer's blundering and "realistic" employment of Philosophy's 

therapy in Chaucer's earliest dream vision, the Book of the Duchess.7 In this poem, the 

Dreamer, like Geffrey, is an unsuccessful lover and love-poet. He falls asleep and wakes 

up in a chamber whose windows are "yglased" with the "story of Troye" (BD 323, 36). 

Hearing the call of a hunting horn, the Dreamer leaves and makes his way to a grove of 

trees. There he discovers a "man in blak" who is disconsolate over the loss of his "fers" 

[queen] to Fortune. The Dreamer initially employs a battery of Boethian commonplaces 

in the attempt to console the Black Knight on his loss: "Remembre yow of Socrates,/ For 

he ne counted nat thre strees/ Of noght that Fortune koude do" (717-19; cp. to Philosophy 

and her "martyrs" at I. pr. 3, 19-21). Yet these Boethian overtures are left behind as the 

Dreamer plays dumb to the true source of the Knight's suffering. The poet's contrived 

ignorance finally elicits from the Knight an iconic description of his lady, "a verbal 

simulacrum" that concludes with the abrupt confession: "she ys ded!" (BD 1309).8 With 

this pronouncement the dream's "hert-huntyng" is over and the Knight returns to his "long 

castel" (1318). By means of this cat-and-mouse play the Dreamer and Knight both arrive 

                                                      
7 Chaucer and the French Tradition: A Study in Style and Meaning (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1957), 98-123. Selections of this chapter have been reprinted in the edition of Chaucer's dream 
poetry by Kathryn Lynch; see pp. 307-25 of that edition. 
 
8 James Simpson, "The Elegiac," in Reform and Cultural Revolution, Oxford English Literary History 
Volume 2, 1350-1547 (Oxford, 2002), 163. 
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at a form of "consolation," yet it is a consolation that, as James Simpson has put it, is "of 

a purely secular kind, achieved by the resources of human artifice rather than any divine 

intervention whatsoever, be it Christian or pagan."9 

 In what sense might Chaucer's deflection of philosophical and visionary ambition 

be a thematic continuation of the ideal artificiality, or at least the poor suitability, of 

Boethian consolation?10  One way of approaching the question is to think about the 

context of the Boethian quotation that Geffrey retrieves from memory. The quotation is 

from a song that praises the ability of the soul, having been born aloft on the wings of 

philosophy [sunt etenim pennae volucres], to return to its native "homeland" in the 

contemplation of the divine ideas. This ability is inviolable and constitutive of human 

nature. When the mind has "put on" the wings of philosophy, it is able to return to the 

place where God himself, the absolute, transcendent good holds sway over the universe, 

"controlling the reins of of the world...though himself unmoved" (17-20). The song is 

significant because, on the one hand, it points retrospectively to the promises that she first 

made to Boethius after her diagnosis of his ailment: at the end of Book I, Philosophy 

promised that her healing would return Boethius to his patria, his homeland, a place 

outside the realm of Fortune and suffering. But the poem also points prospectively to the 

Consolation's end, where Philosophy assures Boethius that he may indeed pray to God 

with the confidence that such acts are neither fatalistically determined nor too weak to be 

                                                      
9 ibid. 
 
10 For a reading of the progression of the dream poems from an "idealist" to a "nominalist" point of view, 
see Kathryn L. Lynch, Chaucer's Philosophical Visions.  
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heard by God. Boethius may in confidence "lift up his soul to right hopes" [ad rectas spes 

animum sublevate]: not only is he equipped with the rational power to do so, but can be 

confident that God will hear his specific plea in the "present instant of comprehension 

and sight of all things" [comprehendendi omnia visendique praesentiam] that constitutes 

God's self-knowledge (V. pr. 6, 174; 155-6).  

 The poem serves, then, as a recapitulation of Philosophy's itinerary and an 

expression of the very aspirations embedded in her therapy. Even the putatively 

Aristotelian commentator of Boethius, Nicholas of Trevet, notes that Philosophy's 

metaphor should be read as suggesting that the "wings" of philosophy carry us beyond all 

earthly phenomena to the contemplation of the summum bonum, God himself. Trevet is 

often supposed to have introduced Chaucer to a more earth-bound Consolation, a 

Consolation denuded of its Neoplatonist trappings (like the pre-existence of the human 

soul: see Trevet's commentary on the infamous Book 3, meter 9 passage, 388-424). But 

here Trevet explicitly says that the perfection of virtue and wisdom (virtus et sapientia), 

the twin goals of the Stoic sage, requires him to despise all earthy attachments.11  

 Pierre Courcelle and others have traced Boethius's motif of the wings of 

philosophy to Neoplatonic readings of a passage in the Aeneid. 12 This passage briefly 

                                                      
11 "'quas,' scilicet, pennas, 'cum mens velox,' id est expedita a terrenis, 'induit perosa,' id est valde odio 
habens terras quia remotissime inter creaturas se habet a summo bono 'despicit' scilicet eas, querendo 
ulterius creatorem" Expositio fratris nicolae trevethi anglici ordinis praedicatorum super Boetio de 
consolatione, edited by E. T. Silk, 524 [http://campuspress.yale.edu/trevet/, accessed 2/22/2016]. Trevet 
goes on to quote Porphyry here on the "principium generacionis" by which any natural thing is brought into 
being (ibid.).  
 
12 "Quelques symboles funéraires du néo-platisme latin: Le vol de Dédale—Ulysse et les Sirénes," in Revue 
des études anciennes, 46, I (1944), 65-93; discussed by John Freccero, "The Prologue Scene," in Dante: 
The Poetics of Conversion (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986),16-17. 
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recounts Daedalus's dedication of "the oarage of his wings" [remigium alarum] (6, 19) to 

the temple of Apollo in thanks for safe passage. In these readings, recounted by the 12th-

century medieval Platonist, Bernardus Silvestris, Daedalus's wings are interpreted as 

reason and the temple of Apollo, the practices of contemplation: 

Daedalus came to the temple of Apollo, that is, to the contemplation of sublime 
things with reason. And journeying with the intellect he turned his attention 
completely to the study of philosophy, and there he dedicated "the oarage of his 
wings", that is, the exercise of his reason and intellect [alarum remigium i.e. 
rationis et intellectus exercitium sacravit].13 
 

It is illuminating in connection with Geffrey's recollection of this motif to consider the 

use Dante makes of it in the Divine Comedy. Freccero documents echoes of Virgil's 

phrase in Odysseus's speech in the Inferno (canto 26). There, Odysseus describes the 

"mad flight" [folle volo] he and his compatriots undertook after they "made of our oars 

wings" [de' remi facemmo ali] (125). The "mad flight" finally ends not in the deliverance 

of Odysseus to Ithaca but the death of everyone aboard his ship. When Odysseus's crew 

beholds a mountain in the distance they rejoice, but their ship is immediately pulled 

under the ocean by a whirlpool they had not seen (136-42). Dante's language invites a 

reading of Odysseus's disastrous journey as an abortive Neoplatonic ascent. Odysseus 

thus recapitulates the pilgrim's own failed attempt to climb the hill encompassed with 

light in the opening canto of the Inferno (1, 16-8). Although the pilgrim is driven back by 

three beasts, he looks back on the selva oscura from which he has emerged and "like one 

with laboring breath, come forth out of the deep onto the shore, who turns back to the 

                                                      
13 Commentum super sex Libros Eneidos Virgilii, ed. G. Riedel (Gryphiswaldae: J. Abel, 1924), 37; quoted 
in Freccero, "Prologue Scene," 17. 
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perilous water and stares" (22-4). His mind is held back from proceeding onward by his 

weary body (25, 28). Freccero remarks: "The whole reason for the failure of all such 

journeys of the mind resides precisely in that laggard body. The animo is perfectly 

willing, but it is joined to flesh that is bound to fail."14 

 For Chaucer, however, the spirit is about as yielding as his "laggard body," which 

isn't much. The eagle has complained of Chaucer's heaviness, a complaint that seems to 

be as much about the poet's actual girth as it as about the laggard body that encumbers the 

soul. Yet the eagle is still willing and capable. Plump Geffrey, however, is not. 

Catapulting through the heavens, he claims that he is too old for this, and besides, will he 

not also risk going blind by staring at the stars? In so doing Geffrey deflects the 

ambitions of a philosophical text he is nevertheless able to quote from memory and 

discourse about at great length ("and al that Y of spak"). This is a mysterious moment. He 

is (he says) content to believe what he finds in the books about such matters: "I leve as 

wel, so God me spede,/ Hem that write of this matere,/ As though I knew her places here" 

(1012-4). He has no problems with the philosophers' but rather with himself. The goals of 

Philosophy, the forms of intellectual transcendence and autonomy to which it aspires, are 

less a source of guidance and inspiration than a source of fear and despair ("Y wexen in a 

were").  

 Simpson has offered a powerful reading of this passage, suggesting Geffrey's 

deflection exemplifies the poet's sense of discretion, that is, "Geffrey's" (and Chaucer's) 

awareness of his own limitations as a poet when compared to the poem's most obvious 

                                                      
14 "The Prologue Scene," 6. 
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literary parallels (Martianus Capella, Alain of Lille, and Dante). "Unlike Dante's 

solicitous and attentive Vergil," Simpson writes, "the eagle is a strangely rash dream-

guide, apparently unaware of the limitations of his pupil" (7). Geffrey's turn to Boethius 

is thus an attempt to get a grip on a journey whose itinerary does not match the Eagle's 

promise of "love-tydynges." It is "Geffrey himself," the protagonist and the author of the 

poem, who must insist on his incapacities to handle the vision that the eagle has offered 

to give him. In this way Chaucer exhibits a poetic self-knowledge in keeping with the 

virtues of "caution and discretion" [cautio et discretio] lauded by both Horace and Dante 

in De arte poetica and De vulgari eloquentia, respectively. What, then, of the invocations 

that mark off each of the poem's three books and seem to magnify the visionary and 

prophetic status of Chaucer's dream? Chaucer provokes "expectations of visionary 

matter" "in order to underline his deliberate, discreet choice of different, more unstable 

subjects." These subjects are the "love-tydynges" the Eagle had promised and that 

Chaucer professes to have come to the palace of Fame to look for. "The inspired status of 

the Virgilian voice looks only like another of Fame's ruses to disseminate 'truth.'"15  

 On Simpson's reading, then, Chaucer amplifies the visionary rhetoric of the 

invocations only to "undercut" this rhetoric by a desire for more ordinary and mundane 

matters: the "love-tydynges" promised by the eagle. More recently Simpson has 

maintained that this ironic undercutting must be seen as an essentially "Ovidian" gesture 

                                                      
15 Reform and Cultural Revolution, 165. 
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that would become a part of Chaucer's distinctive voice.16 In the House of Fame Chaucer 

shows himself to prefer "a model of 'subsidiary' writing from within the corpus of 

classical poetry" (62). The poet thus adopts a "frequently female voice, often the victim 

and relic of empire, is invested, via small but immensely significant shiftings of 

perspective, with the power to unsettle and undo the impersonal solidities of epic, and the 

assurance of accepted, masculine, imperial ideals. Ovid's poetic shapes a fundamentally 

skeptical viewpoint with regard to large-scale civic endeavor" (62). Chaucer, that is, 

derives his self-confidence and self-possession as a poet by eschewing the grandiose role 

of a Virgil or Boethius or Dante in favor of the Ovidian ordinary, the everyday, the 

marginalized. Chaucer prefers the elegaic pleynte of Dido rather than the triumphalist 

epic narrative of Aeneas, a preference that the poem itself performs in the pictorial 

account of the Aeneid in Venus's temple.  

 A brief comparison between Chaucer's reading of the Aeneid's opening lines and 

Dido's "pleynte" exemplifies Simpson's point. At the beginning of the iconographic 

account of the Aeneid Chaucer sees written on a tablet the first verses of the Aeneid, but 

they have been slightly altered: "I wol now synge, yif I kan,/ The armes and also the man/ 

That first cam, thurgh his destinee" (143-5). Virgil's confident, indicative proclamation of 

poetic intent (arma virumque cano...) is here re-cast as a tentative conditional that never 

specifies the depth of Virgil's "kan," how far the poet is able to go in telling of Aeneas's 

                                                      
16 Simpson outlines his interpretation of Chaucer's early work in two relatively recent chapters, one on the 
"elegaic" in his highly learned contribution to the Oxford English Literary History series (Vol. 2, Reform 
and Cultural Revolution, 1350-1547 (2002), 161-90) and the other in the Yale Companion to Chaucer, 
"Chaucer as a European Writer," 55-86. 
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destiny. Dido's complaint, a passage that Chaucer draws from Ovid's Heroides, 

recapitulates the language of Virgil, but the language is re-oriented and embedded within 

Dido's expression of wounded pride and grief, an expression that deftly slices through the 

pretensions of Virgil's "art":  

Allas, that ever hadde routhe 
Any woman on any man! 
Now see I wel, and tell kan, 
We wrechched wymmen konne noon art (332-5; my emphasis) 

Chaucer transforms Virgil's conditional into a testimony, based on experience, of the 

violence men do against women. The implication is that this violence lies at the heart of 

the poetic, visionary proclamation of Aeneas's "destinee" that Virgil sings. It seems that it 

is the poetic and prophetic proclamation itself that obscures this violence by hiding it 

under the pretense of imperial expansion and divine destiny. She foretells the time when 

"wikke Fame" (349) will spread word of "alle myn actes" in poetry and song (345-7).  

 The irony of this passage is that Ovid and Chaucer are of course men and poets. 

Dido's "pleynte" has to be mediated through the very poetic voices and traditions she 

renders suspect—because women themselves "konne noon art" (335). Yet it is the 

experience of grief and misfortune that proves the hollowness of fame and poetic 

tradition. Even though Simpson is right about Chaucer's preference for an Ovidian 

approach (although deferral of ambition need not be Ovidian; recall Dante's famous 

deferral: "io non Enea, io non Paulo sono," Inferno, 2 31-2), it remains a question how 

Geffrey's pious self-assurance of his own limitations is supposed to insulate him from 

poetry's implication in the processes of human fame and "destinee." The question is not 
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whether Chaucer cuts through the pretensions of a Virgil or Dante but how far the cutting 

goes. Consider Chaucer's valedictory, almost defeated response to Dido's "pleynte":  

Whoso to knowe hit [i.e. Dido's words and he deeds] hath purpos,  
Rede Virgile in Eneydos 
Or the the Epistle of Ovyde, 
What that she wrot or that she dyde; 
And nere hyt to long to endyte, 
Be God, I wolde hyt here write. (377-82)  

Chaucer directs the attention of his readers that wish to know more to the very sources of 

poetry that have proved so problematic and irreconcilable. They may make of Dido's case 

whatever they wish, but he will dwell on her "cas" no longer.  

 Relevant here is a consideration of a second major deflection by Geffrey, this time 

explicitly poetic, that occurs in Book III. In this section of the poem Chaucer witnesses 

the pageantry of Fame's incoherent dispersal of fame and infamy to a parade of 

individuals ("pore and ryche" (1532). Among these are some poets, hitherto unknown, 

who curry favor with Fame. Some come before her throne asking for "good renoun" for 

"good werkes" (1558). Fame refuses to give them anything except oblivion (1560-66). 

Others have performed good works for the sake of renown but receive infamy as 

recompense; Fame has Eolus blow a black trumpet of brass, which spreads the ill-repute 

of these far and wide across the earth (1607-1656). In the midst of Fame's display of 

power Geffrey is accosted by a man who asks for his name and whether he has "come 

hider to han fame" (1872). Geffrey's reply is among one of the most famous passages in 

all of his poetry. What is relevant for our purposes is the poet's polite refusal to name 

himself to to this "frend": 

"Nay, for sothe, frend," quod y; 
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"I cam noght hyder, graunt mercy, 
For no such cause, by my hed! 
Sufficeth me, as I were ded, 
That no wight have my name in honde. 
I wot myself best how y stonde; 
For what I drye [suffer, experience], or what I thynke, 
I wil myselven al hyt drynke, 
Certeyn, for the more part, 
As fer forth as I kan my art." (1873-82) 

These lines are typically read as a prolegomenon to a more earth-bound poetic practice, 

gesturing towards Chaucer's plans for future work based on whatever "tydynges" as he 

can find (e.g. The Canterbury Tales). On this reading they constitute a rejection of the 

pretensions of the other visionary works like the Consolation and Divine Comedy that 

lurk in the shadows of the poem. In her work on what she calls Chaucer's "skeptical 

fideism," Sheila Delany calls these lines a "cryptic manifesto" of "subjective judgment," 

an ars poetica for skeptics. In them "[Chaucer] puts aside the entire question of 

reputation with the tautological statement that insofar as he is able to create and to judge 

his creation ('as fer forth as I kan myn art'), to that degree is able to take responsibility for 

himself."17 Whether or not this constitutes a "manifesto," Chaucer immediately troubles 

his narrator's self-assurance by showing that the humble "tydynges" he seeks are hardly 

exempt from Fame's highly incoherent machinations. The "tydynges" are in fact the 

source of her antic and imperious display. Geffrey tells this new "frend" of his desire for 

"newe tydynges for to lere,/ Somme newe thinges, y not what/ Tydynges, other this or 

that,/ Of love or suche thynges glade" (1886-9). This "frend" leads Chaucer outside to a 

valley below Fame's palace, where Chaucer sees a massive wicker mansion "sixty myle 

                                                      
17 103. 
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of lengthe" (1979) that is shaped "lyk a cage" (1985). This is the House of Rumor, which 

spins around perpetually "as swyft as thought" (1924) and casts rumors and tidings of all 

kind (indeed, it seems, all human speech) through its innumerable doors and windows 

(1945-50). Inside, Chaucer encounters a second mass of people of all kinds whispering 

and listening, collectively giving voice to an incomprehensible flood of deictics: "Thus 

hath he sayd," and "Thus he doth,"/ Thus shal hit be," "Thus herde y seye,"/ That shal be 

found," "that dar I leye," (2052-4). Every tiding, even those "of false and soth 

compouned," makes its way "streght to Fame," where the goddess disseminates these 

"wynged wondres" across the cosmos as she sees fit (2108, 2110-12, 2118).  

 What seemed to Geffrey to be an authorial foothold in the Ovidian margins, a 

modest poetic self-mastery, turns out to be the source of Fame's incoherent 

proclamations. Rumors are not Geffrey's province but belong most properly to Fame, 

whose dominion he has tried to elude. In the House of Fame Ovid, we recall, stands right 

next to Virgil (1486-7). At best, the workings of the House of Rumor are a more honest 

version of the incoherent pageantry of Fame's castle. Near the very end of the poem 

Geffrey turns his gaze to the corner of the House of Rumor where "love-tydynges" are 

told, the very "tidings" he had been promised as a reward for his faithful service to love 

in Book II. He sees a jumble of people clawing and scraping to catch wind of the latest 

rumor:  

And whan they were alle on an hepe, 
Tho behynde begunne up lepe, 
And clamben up on other faste, 
And up the nose and yën kaste, 
And troden fast on others heles, 
And stampen, as men doon aftir eles [eels] (2150-54) 
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Here is the humble love-poet finally receiving the "gift" that the gods had promised him. 

When a love-tiding begins to be whispered about everyone rushes in "an hepe" to hear it, 

clawing and stamping and stepping on each another to get there first. Chaucer initially 

rushes forward to see if he can hear anything but ultimately stands back, looking on. The 

scene is grotesque and inhuman, "men" climbing and stepping all over one another to 

catch wind of the latest rumor of love. The image reminds Chaucer of  the "stomping" 

men do when they fish for eels.18 A man that "semed for to be/...of gret auctorite" 

emerges out of the scrum to speak, but the poem breaks off here where Chaucer left it 

unfinished. Still, the scene is a fitting counterpoint to the statues of the great poets who 

collectively hold up the fame of Troy in Fame's halls: Homer, Dares and Dictys, Lollius, 

Guido delle Colonne, and Geoffrey of Monmouth (1466-70). Between them all Geffrey 

"gan ful wel espie,/ Betwex hem was a litil envye" (1475-6). Each bickers with the other; 

none can agree on how to tell the "matter" of Troy. In the House of Rumor genteel rivalry 

transforms into violence and discord.  

 It is at best unclear, then, how Geffrey expects to be able keep his words and his 

art immune from the dominion of Fame and the rhetorical violence of Rumor's whirling 

wicker. Fame's rule is parallel to that of her "suster," Fortune: whatever is spoken out 

loud, whatever is made known from one person to another, is "comune" among human 

creatures and belongs most properly to Fame. Perhaps most disturbingly for the poet, as 

words make their way into Fame's palace they morph into the shape and image of their 

speaker (1074-1082) who then makes his or her plea—for fame, for infamy, for neither at 

                                                      
18 See the note in the Riverside on the practice of "stomping" on eels, p. 990, n. 2154. 
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all—before the goddess's throne. Words, it seems, are a second self, receiving definition 

in part from a speaker's inability to control them once they are spoken. When they break 

the air you cannot get them back; they take wing never to return to the mouth that spoke 

them.  

 The poem's conclusion suggests that to have one's name "on honde," to refuse to 

capitulate one's words to violence of Rumor and the dominion of Fame, would entail not 

simply a rejection of all poetic making but an abandonment of human discourse itself. It 

would involve a rejection of common life and a retreat to a citadel self that passeth show. 

This Boethian fantasy is one that Chaucer had explored and celebrated in some of his 

shorter lyrics like "Fortune" and the "Balade de Bon Conseyl" (e.g., "my suffisaunce shal 

be my socour,/ For fynally Fortune I thee defye" (F. 156). The conception is obviously 

operative in his character's deflection of Fame: he, Geffrey, knows best where he stands 

and what he is about, and he does not need and will not appeal to Fame's assistance. He 

will not voice his name in a place where words seem to have a life of their own (it is the 

eagle who calls him by name). This is a self that welcomes suffering and slander ("what I 

drye.../ I wil myselven al hyt drynke"), in the confident assurance that it can not only 

withstand the blow but has the powers to determine their ultimate significance, or at least 

"as fer forth as I kan my art." Hardly a "manifesto" for "skepticism" or "subjectivism," 

Chaucer's deflection is entirely consistent with the philosophy the poet prefers to read in 

books rather than to experience for himself. In a way it is a more modest articulation of 

poetic and visionary ability, but one that nevertheless insists on the transparency of 

intention, of the self's ability to know and direct its desires as it pleases.  
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 In the poem's final lines Chaucer's little Stoic self cracks under the weight of 

words, the autonomy words have well after their speakers have given voice to them. This 

autonomy cuts in at least two different ways: on the one hand the eagle explains that 

words, when spoken, fly up to the House of Fame via the natural properties of broken air. 

The House of Fame is their natural resting place "of pure kynde." Yet in the House of 

Rumor human discourse buzzes and flits at such a high speed that no single utterance, no 

"tydynge," can escape that is completely immune from falsehood and deception. 

Chaucer's modesty trope, the poet's early Ovidian "signature" of writing from the 

underside of European letters, is being exposed for what it is: a confident, Stoic self-

possession that masquerades as the humility of a detached outsider. Such a persona 

depends on the very forms of circulation and that it repudiates. As we learned from 

Holcot, one can be a skeptic about reason's power and yet remain confident that one's 

desires are focused on the right objects. 

  

 It would be instructive at this point to compare Chaucer's reflections on fame with 

the transformations of the concept from the Convivio to the Divine Comedy. The 

Convivio is a work that Chaucer certainly encountered in some form. In the Wife of 

Bath's Tale Alyson, the narrator, uses that "wise poete of Florence,/ That highte Dant" 

(1125-6) as an authority for the thesis that true nobility is conferred by virtue, not birth.19 

                                                      
19 For discussion of this passage and its relationship to late medieval theories of dominium (including 
Wyclif's) see Minnis, "Dante in Inglissh: What Il Convivio Really Did for Chaucer," F. W. Bateson 
Memorial Lecture, Essays in Criticism LV.2 (April 2005), 97-116. At 105 Minnis notes that Boethius's and 
Dante's teachings on true nobility are "remarkably consonant" and indeed was the very reason why Chaucer 
included him among the other authorities he cites: Cicero, Seneca, and Boethius (see CT III. 1125-70). 
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Yet as far as I can tell the Convivio has not figured in any major study of Chaucer's 

poem.20 

 I have described the formal structure of the Convivio as a re-writing of the 

Consolation, a vero testimonio about the power of classical philosophy (specifically, a 

Neoplatonized Aristotle) to transform one's life. Dante organizes his text as a series of 

canzoni that are followed by prose commentaries, both literal and allegorical, on each of 

the poems. The poems recount Dante's destitution at the death of Beatrice and the 

revelation of a new lady, a donna gentile, that delivers Dante from his despair and 

despondency. This lady is philosophia (II cap. 12). Through her guidance Dante is able to 

achieve consolation and intellectual perfection through the contemplation of the heavens 

and its primum principium, God (III. cap. 14 and 15).  

 What it is striking about the formal logic of this text for the purposes of this essay 

is Dante's assumption that renown is the natural reward for virtue. At the very beginning 

of the Convivio Dante discusses instances in which it is appropriate for an author to 

discuss himself (ragionare di se) (I. cap. 2; Lansing, 6). Classical rhetoric insists that one 

must only speak of oneself out of necessity, because whenever we speak about another 

person we end up blaming or praising them. The problem is particularly acute when we 

speak of ourselves since we are naturally prone to self-love: "in judging the self everyone 

uses the measures of a dishonest merchant who buys using one measure and sells using 

another; for everyone measures his bad deeds with a long measure and his good deeds 

                                                      
20 Piero Boitani's study of fame and renown from the classical discusses the Convivio in a short paragraph; 
see Chaucer and the Imaginary World of Fame (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1984), 74-5. 
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with a short one" (Lansing, 7). One must only speak of oneself when "great infamy or 

danger cannot be avoided" (ibid). For this reason Boethius spoke of himself, so that 

"under the pretext of consolation [sotto pretesto di consolazione] he might defend himself 

against the perpetual infamy of his exile, by showing it to be unjust, since no other 

apologist [on his behalf] came forward" (7-8). The other instance is Augustine, who 

discussed himself "because by the progress of his life, which proceeded from bad to 

good, good to better, and better to best, he gave us an example [essemplo] and instruction 

[dottrina] which could not be proved by any other testimony [testimonio] so true as this" 

(ibid.).  

 Dante insists that he faces both of the necessities posed by Boethius and 

Augustine and takes these texts as models: "a fear of infamy moves me," he writes, and 

"a desire to give instruction moves me, which in truth others are unable to give." No 

poetic discretion here, Ovidian or otherwise. As the work progresses the inclusion of 

Augustine appears like little more than an attempt to make the Convivio appear more 

Christian than it actually is. Dante is combatting more nearly the circumstance that 

Boethius faced: Dante has been exiled from his homeland, and while he does not face the 

ignoble death of a traitor he has wandered "like a pilgrim, almost like a 

beggar...displaying against my will the wound of fortune...truly I have been a ship 

without sail or rudder, brought to different ports, inlets, and shores by the dry wind that 

painful poverty blows" (Lansing, 9). The reason for this exile is the variable and 

deceptive nature of Fame:  

A good reputation is principally engendered by good thoughts in the mind of a 
friend, and this is how it is first brought to birth...That mind which first gives birth 
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to it, both to make its gift more fair and for the love of the friend who receives it, 
does not confine itself within the limits of truth, but oversteps them. When the 
mind oversteps them in order to embellish what it affirms, it speaks against 
conscience; when an error arising from love makes it overstep them, it does not 
speak against it. The second mind which receives what is said is content not only 
with the amplification supplied by the first but seeks to embellish it by 
transmitting it further, as if it were of his own making—so much so that through 
this act and through the error caused by the love generated in it, it increases a 
reputation beyond what it originally was, whether, like the first mind, in accord or 
in discord with conscience." (Lansing, 9-10) 
 

Dante is describing the process by which the fame of someone's reputation grows. The 

process is carried out by the speech of one person to another. Dante has the etymology of 

"fame" in the back of his mind: it comes from the Latin verb fari, to speak. It is also the 

root for fate. Fame or renown, when it reaches the ears of a third listener, only grows in 

the listener's mind, and the reputation steps a little further beyond the truth as it lets loose 

a widening swell of praise and celebrity. This "geometric progression" continues ad 

infinitum unless it is stemmed or re-directed by new information.21 The same 

amplification holds in cases of infamy: just as a good reputation gradually may overstep 

the truth, so a bad one may, too, until it amplifies the reputation of the person beyond all 

recognition. When a reputation grows in accordance with love, it does speak against 

conscience even if that reputation oversteps the bounds of truth. The crucial point is that 

fame may be helpful, good even, as long as it does not violate its speaker's conscience. 

 Dante writes that the poet's exile and rumors of his disordered passions (displayed 

in the Vita Nuova) are the sources of his infamy. Dante has selected to write about 

himself, to speak about himself, in order to halt and reverse this process, to stem the tide 

                                                      
21 Boitani's phrase; see Chaucer and the Imaginary World of Fame, 74. 
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of rumor and send it back in the direction of renown. This articulation of his text's goals 

implies that philosophy's testimony depends upon the same logic and "geometric 

progression" by which the fame of the virtuous and vicious is conveyed. Fame plays a 

small but important role in the life of philosophy. In order to serve the purposes of 

vindication and exemplarity Dante's testimony must reach the eyes and ears of others, 

those people whom Dante specifies in book I as being incapable of devoting themselves 

to the study of philosophy because they are occupied by family and civic duties (I. cap. 1, 

Lansing 3-4). Dante at first says that one's ability to encounter philosophy is largely a 

matter of fortune. Some are born into circumstances that allow for philosophy's pursuit, 

others are not. But he continues: 

And just as it often happens that a man goes looking for silver and apart from his 
intention finds gold, which some hidden cause presents, perhaps not without 
divine ordinance, so I who sought to console myself found not only a remedy for 
my tears but also the words of authors, sciences, and books. Pondering these, I 
quickly determined that Philosophy, who was the lady of these authors, sciences, 
and books, was a great thing.22 
 

This is Dante's description of how he "began to read that book by Boethius" that had been 

written while the author was "a prisoner and in exile" like Dante himself (Lansing 66). 

Dante's language initially evokes Aristotle's description of "fortunate" and accidental 

causality in the Metaphysics, which speaks of a man who digs a hole to plant a tree but 

found a treasure-trove of gold instead (VI, 30, 1025a, 14-29). This is precisely the kind of 

disordered or "causeless" causality that Philosophy's arguments (and Aristotle's, for that 

matter) in Book IV of the Consolation were meant to disprove: just because the intention 

                                                      
22 II. cap. 12, Lansing 67. 
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of the digger was not a cause of the discovery does not leave the effect without a cause. It 

does not prove that the order of causes is out of joint. There is a deeper, providential 

order human beings cannot perceive beyond the veils of Fortune and Fame. Dante hints, 

then, that his discovery of Boethius (or the Consolation's discovery of him) was similarly 

"not without divine ordinance," suggesting that the discovery of providence was itself a 

consequence of having consulted Boethius's example. Yet there is an additional cause 

that Dante brings our attention to: Boethius's magnanimity (megalopsychia), the "crown 

of the virtues" (Nicomachean Ethics, 1124a, 1-3) that "regulates and procures great honor 

and renown" (4 cap. 17, 5, Lansing 200).  

 Later in Book 4 Dante will draw on Aristotle to explain how honor [onore] is the 

greatest of external goods. Fame is the natural and appropriate reward for the individual 

whom the intellectual and moral virtues have perfected, an individual just like Boethius.23 

The Consolation has vindicated and restored the reputation of its author through the 

depiction of Boethius's re-formation in virtue. And so the Consolation itself provides 

Boethius the honor of which everyone else had unjustly deprived him. Far from simply 

being chance, accident, or fate, the revelation of Boethius's Lady Philosophy to Dante 

was partially caused by the reputation and renown of Boethius himself, a reputation that 

was carried to the eyes and ears of his readers by means of the Consolation's dialogue 

and its vindication of the author's virtue in the form of a philosophical conversion. Dante 

does not deny that this restoration of Boethius's fortunes is of divine providence, but the 

                                                      

23 Canzone terza, stanza 7; cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1123b, 1 et ff. 
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restoration was mediated through the form of the narrative presentation of Boethius's 

conversion to Philosophy.  

 It is precisely this form of conversion that Dante emulates in the Convivio. The 

dialogue between his soul and the new donna gentile are to recount how his soul 

achieved the "nobility of the highest power [of reason]" and became divine, participating 

"in the divine nature as an everlasting intelligence" (92). Dante identifies this as the 

fulfillment of the goal that Philosophy first promised to Boethius (Lansing's translation, 

93). Through the vision he has come to share Dante is able to testify that to his own 

philosophical consolation. And so his own testimony is supposed to accomplish the shift 

in the fortunes of its author's fame at the same time that it encourages its readers to a love 

of Boethius's and Dante's Lady Philosophy. Drawing on a long Neoplatonic tradition of 

allegory of the Aeneid that stretches back to Plotinus and Ambrose, Dante argues that 

Aeneas's actions repeatedly signify the hero's "magnanimity." Aeneas's actions show us 

the detachment from earthly pleasures which philosophical perfection demands: "how 

great was [Aeneas's] restraint when, having experienced so much pleasure with 

Dido...and having derived from her so much gratification, he took his departure from her 

to follow an honorable, praiseworthy, and profitable path" (226). This account of 

magnanimity connotes on the one hand the Stoic ideal of courage as well as Aeneas's 

commitment to what Chaucer ironically called Aeneas's "destinee," the birth of the 

Roman empire and its hero's legacy of fame.  

 It strikes me that Chaucer's depiction of Fame and her castle are directed towards 

severing the putatively natural connection between fame and virtue, the connection that is 
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a guiding intuition in project in the Convivio. I have already described the incoherence of 

Fame's largesse, but I passed over a group of supplicants whose presence in the hall of 

Fame must now be considered. There is a group that has come before Fame's throne 

simply, it seems, by dint of having spoken or written at all. These are the fourth and fifth 

companies (1690) who say that they have "don wel with al our myght" (1694) but they 

have no regard, they "yeven noght a lek," for Fame and her dominion (1708). They have 

labored "for Goddys love" and "contemplacioun" (1710) and they seek no reward from 

her (1694-1699). They explicitly prefer anonymity in exchange for their labors rather 

than receive their reward from her. To the first group Fame acquiesces, pronouncing that 

all their "werkes" will be dead (1701). To the second Fame refuses ("be ye wood?" 

(1713), claiming that she will not suffer them to have "dispit" of her name (1716), 

immediately after complying with a group whose intentions were identical to theirs. The 

good news for both groups is that Fame's pronouncement hardly seems to count as a 

reward. It is Fortune, a providence that lies beyond the poet's ken, that determines who 

gets to be famous and who does not. The bad news is that Fame's indeterminacy shows 

that the intention of those who do seek her favor, even those who have done good and 

seek honor and renown ("in honour of gentiless" (1611)) looks suspiciously like a love of 

self. 

 One of the fascinating things about the Divine Comedy is that the close 

identification of fame, magnanimity, and virtue extends well into the early cantos of 

Dante's Inferno. But under the scrutiny of Dante's theology this nexus begins to erode. It 

seems to me that the forms of pressure that they come under are analogous to the ones 
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that Chaucer's dream generates. In the opening canto, for instance, the pilgrim hails his 

guide as that famoso saggio, describing him as the poetic "fountain which spreads forth 

so broad a river of speech."24 Much later, Virgil speaks to the pilgrim as if fame were the 

only external good worth pursuing. As the exhausted pair make their way up and down 

the Malebolgia, Virgil proclaims to Dante that "from now on you will have to cast off 

sloth in this way...whoever consumes his life without fame/ leaves a mark of himself on 

earth like smoke in the air [sansa la [fama] sua vita consuma,/ cotal vestigio in terra di 

se lascia/ qual fummo in aere]" (24, 48, 49-51). Virgil's speech mirrors of course 

Aristotle's claim that honor is the "greatest of external goods" and the "prize" of virtue 

(Nico. Ethics, 1123b, 20; 1124a, 1). But it also recalls the pilgrim's early encounter with 

the spiriti magni, the "great souls" of classical heroes, poets, and philosophers who, like 

Virgil, dwell in Limbo (Canto 4). Piero Boitani, in his study of the iconography and 

ideology of fame in the Middle Ages, notes that Dante uses the word "onore" to describe 

these "great souls" no less than seven times in these fifty lines.25 Among these 

magnanimous pagans Dante can detect no weeping, no signs of penitence, contrition, 

grief or despair from any of them—only "sighs" (25) and "grief without torture" (28). 

Here the pilgrim sees Aeneas (122), Socrates (134), Plato (134), and Aristotle, "the 

master of those who know" (130-2). He also encounters the great and "wise" [savi] (110) 

poets: Homer, Horace, Ovid, and Lucan (89-90). Along with Virgil these poets form a 

                                                      
24 My references and quotations to the Divine Comedy are to the Durling and Martinez dual-language 
edition (Oxford, 1996); 1, 89, 79-81. 
 
25 Chaucer and the Imaginary World of Fame, 81. 
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little school (la bella schola, 94) and, for a time, Dante is counted among their number. 

Yet when the pilgrim asks his guide what the souls of the magnanimous are doing in 

Limbo, Virgil explains that their only sin was that "they did not receive baptism...and if 

they lived before Christianity, they did not/ adore God as was needful: and of this kind 

am I myself" (38-42). Their sins are not properly sins but difetti, defects, beyond the 

realm of individual responsibility. The magnanimous are merely the victims of God's 

inscrutable judgments. 

 Boitani suggests that in the figure of Virgil and the magnanimous of Limbo Dante 

re-establishes the classical connection between virtue and fame for the purpose of 

legitimizing the high visionary status of Dante's poetic project, a legitimization that will 

culminate in Cacciaguida's "commission" of Dante's prophetic and poetic powers in the 

Paradiso (canto 17). Put baldly, the Divine Comedy baptizes fame.26 But I think Virgil's 

self-pity and confidence ought to give us pause. Virgil is in hell, and it is extremely 

difficult to tell what his sins are. As James Wetzel has suggested, there is a way of 

reading the poem in which "the theology of the whole Comedy is at stake in Virgil's 

fate."27 If there is not any sin here then the logic of Dante's hell seems to founder:  

The infernal Virgil—and by that I mean simply the Virgil who is met with in the 
Inferno—does not believer that he has sinned. To hear him tell of it, his torment 
in hell is the one truly pitiable fate there and so is deserving of some sympathy. 
He is, he imagines, part of a unique and exclusive circle of hell's own, that of the 
great pagan figures of antiquity, poets and philosophers among them, who have 
been condemned for their bad luck and not for their vices...It is hard to see what 
darker possibility of sin lurks behind the veneer of Virgil's courage, but that is as 

                                                      
26 ibid., 73-90. 
 
27 "A Meditation on Hell: Lessons from Dante," Modern Theology 18:3 (2002), 384. 
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it should be. Dante's art respects the fact that sin is often hard to read...the veneer 
of his goodness in hell is so thick that commentators simply take him at his word 
when he describes his own sin, or really non-sin.28 
 
Virgil's defense of himself and those in Limbo makes God's justice out to be a 

mystery, a mystery more like the inscrutable proclamations of Chaucer's Fame than 

anything else. God's desire that individuals do whatever is pleasing to him is more 

important than the pursuit of the truth. What Dante pictures for us, then, is a "cultured 

pagan's indictment of Christianity"—ironically, an indictment of the kind of God that 

Robert Holcot took to be at the heart of Christian theology and practice (chapter 2). 

"Virgil, the seeker of truth," Wetzel explains, "affects to defend himself against a God 

whose favor of one person over another is taken to be without reason."29 It is no wonder 

that when Dante asks his guide whether any have gone on from Limbo to heaven Virgil 

replies by speaking of a "powerful one" who came and freed the Old Testament 

patriarchs from the confines of hell. Yet "before them no human spirits were saved" (62-

3). Virgil is of course describing the Harrowing of Hell, but he is not able to recognize 

Christ as anything other than a particularly and mystifyingly powerful human being. The 

source of his power is, again, a function of a divine will and providence that it is 

completely unknown to the poet. And Virgil seems to prefer it this way; for one, his 

virtuous display of courage in the face of despair depends on not knowing his sins. For 

Virgil, "the hopelessness of his infernal life is not his fault; God has chosen to be alien to 

                                                      
28 "A Meditation on Hell," 384-5. 
 
29 ibid., 385. 
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him."30 The source of the poet's "greatness of soul," then, is his refusal to give into the 

despair of hell.  

 I now wish to compare this scene of a poet's confident self-possession and 

exoneration with the exquisite scene of repentance at the end of the Purgatorio (29-33). 

What will be of central importance here is the narrative texture of the self that confesses 

to Beatrice. Is there any significant difference between the Dante that is "vindicated" by 

the testimony of the Convivio and the Dante that confesses to Beatrice? Is this confession 

simply a further elaboration of Virgil's magnanimity, a courage to face the mysterious 

and inscrutable judgments of a distant God?  

 In canto 29 Dante and his new guide, Matelda, walk in step together along the 

banks of the Lethe in the forest of the earthy paradise. Virgil follows along behind. 

Suddenly Dante sees a great shining of light and song. The pilgrim, amazed, turns to look 

at Virgil who is also speechless. Dante turns again to watch as twenty-four elders clad in 

white process by with song (Rev. 4:1-8). Behind them are four beasts covered in wings 

and eyes and bearing crowns of green leaves (88-105). The beasts are the four gospels, 

and in their midst there is a gryphon "that is but one person in two natures" [ch'è sola una 

persona in due nature] (31.81-1) bearing a chariot. Emerging from the chariot is Beatrice. 

The sight of her is too painful, so he turns again to find solace again in his guide. But this 

time Virgil has vanished (30.49-50), or rather, he "left us deprived of himself" (49). 

Virgil, that is, has left the pilgrim, and Dante is devastated. But Beatrice reprimands him 

                                                      
30 ibid. 
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and, for  the first time in the poem, the poet is named: "Dante, though Virgil depart, do 

not weep yet, do not weep yet, for you must weep to another sword" (55-7).31 

 At this point in the poem Virgil has already abandoned his authority as a guide to 

the pilgrim's journey (17.127-42). The words of abandonment are in fact his last in the 

poem. Coming many cantos later, the scene of his departure is no less painful and 

poignant: Dante's elegaic outburst is laced with Virgilian echoes as the poet tries to, and 

is reprimanded for, mourning the loss of a "father" (50). Beatrice calls the pilgrim not to 

lament the loss of the poet's guide but to lament the loss of himself. Virgil's disappearance 

coincides with a reckoning of Dante's failures to spurn false images of the good (131). 

Beatrice recounts his failures to follow the promptings of nature but especially of grace 

(112-3). When she died Dante turned away from the true path (130); not even revelations 

and promptings from her spirit, passed down through the medium of his dreams, could 

awaken him from spiritual slumber (133-5). Dante is utterly ashamed and weighed down 

at this accusation, but he does not weep until he hears the angels sing for compassion. 

Their pity for him brings forth his tears, which gradually give way to tears of repentance 

(100-45). And when he joins to this accusation the words of confession ("sì," 14) the poet 

himself "breaks under this heavy burden, gasping forth tears and and sighs" (19-20). He 

is pricked with the nettle of repentance and is made something new by it, something other 

than what came before: "what I then became, she knows who was the cause" (31.89-90). 

Matelda draws the pilgrim into the water and the pilgrim embraces her; he is submerged 

and all recollection of sin is washed away (100-2). 

                                                      
31 Dante's language here is laden with Virgilian phrases and echoes; see Martinez, 522-24. 
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 In Dante's explanation of the scene of his confession he says that Beatrice's use of 

the poet's name is "of necessity" (30.61-3), again invoking the occasions in which one 

needs to speak for oneself [ragionare di se]. But unlike the Convivio the authorial 

signature is not a self-vindication or autobiography. Another has named him and has 

given a reckoning of his life. Beatrice's indictment destabilizes the pilgrim in the extreme. 

He can no longer recollect where he went astray or when he might have been estranged 

from her (33.91-102; eventually, Beatrice will herself be "forgotten" as Dante gazes on 

God's perpetual movement of the celestial hierarchy, Par. 10, 58-60). Whereas before the 

purpose of discussing oneself was to vindicate, to return the renown that the virtuous 

person is owed by nature ("onore"), here the purpose is penitential and effacing. Both are 

exemplary uses, but the latter is hardly a vindication; it is a confession of sin that he 

could not have seen before the reckoning from another. One way of putting this is to say 

that Dante reverses the logic of philosophical conversion: before the poet's (mis)readings 

of Boethius and Augustine taught him how, through his own powers, to proceed from" 

bad to good, good to better, and better to best" (Convivio, 7-8). Now, this process is 

mediated through another, Beatrice, "she who guides from good to better so swiftly that 

her act does not extend in time" (quella che sì scorge/ di bene in meglio sì subitamente 

che l'atto suo per tempo non si sporge, Par. 10.37-9). The exemplarity of Dante's 

confession is founded not on transparent self-knowledge but something like the opposite 

of this, the revelation of a dark and secret personal history that the delusions of pride had 

obscured from view. He has become something he does not yet fully understand; "she 

knows who was the cause." The presumption of self-possession is less a bulwark against 
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the slings of Fortune than a barrier to the ministrations of grace. It is no accident that at 

the conclusion of the Purgatorio Beatrice asserts that Dante's "little school" (quella 

scuola, 33.85) is as far from the path of God "as the heaven that most hastens on high 

differs from earth" (ibid., 89-90). No one will rise to the kingdom of God who does not 

believe in Christ, "either before or after he was nailed to the wood" (Par. 19, 103-5). 32 

 One of the great ironies of the Divine Commedy is that the example of Christian 

magnanimity is not a baptized Aeneas or a harbinger of Christian empire but the poverty 

of St. Francis (Par. 11).33 The greatness of Francis's soul is not measured by the saint's 

degree of self-possession but his outright rejection of, for the sake of divine love, earthly 

"honor" and wealth. His own selfhood or intrinsic powers did not define him, but the 

saint "merited in making himself weak" (ch' el meritò nel suo farsi pusillo) (11.111; cf. 

Paul's account of the kenosis: "sed semet ipsum exinanivit formam servi accipiens in 

similitudinem hominum factus et habitu inventus ut homo"). Francis's life of piety and 

poverty was a life of "war" [guerra] (58) against the powers of the world. And his 

mission was a life of teaching and preaching Christ. He himself was made a Christ (100-

8). Yet, as Aquinas explains to Dante in this passage, as Francis lived his life for the sake 

of another so also is his eternal glory not only his own possession but is shared with 

another (St. Dominic): "...we speak of both when praising one, whichever we take, for 

                                                      
32 Christian Moevs, The Metaphysics of the Divine Comedy (Oxford, 2005), 174. 
 
33 See e.g. Richard Lansing, ed., The Dante Encyclopedia (New York and Oxford: Garland and Routledge, 
2010), 594. Note also that Boethius, in the circle of the theologians (canto 10), is lauded for having shown 
the deceptiveness of earthly delights and pleasures. 
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their works were toward one same end" (peròche d'amendue/ si dice l'un pregiando, qual 

ch'om prende/ perch' ad un fine fur l'opere sue) (ibid., 40-2).  

 

 Can we detect in Chaucer's poem the breaking-in of a paradigm of interpretation 

that can bear the weight of truth-telling about oneself and the world, the weight of not 

being able to control the afterlife of words? By way of conclusion I want to suggest that 

we can, even if it is fleeting. It emerges in Chaucer's iconographic description of the 

goddess of Fame.  

 As Geffrey makes his way into Fame's castle he notes that its facade is decorated 

with countless "habitacles," niches in which there are little statues of minstrels and 

"gestiours," or tale-tellers, who proclaim their stories "of al that longeth unto Fame" 

(1200). The multitude outside is mirrored by a multitude inside: when he enters Fame's 

hall he sees countless people—some poor and some rich, some noble some not, some that 

even look like kings—all crying out to Fame for a gift (1309). The hall is gilded with 

gold half a foot thick, and in its middle is Fame, seated on a throne made out of a single 

ruby (1360-67). At first Chaucer thinks she is no more than a cubit in height. But she 

soon stretches outward so that her head touches heaven (1375). She is covered in as many 

eyes, ears, and tongues as a bird has feathers, and on her feet are partridge's wings. 

Around Fame's throne the nine Muses sing "eternally" the "songe of Fame": "Herye be 

thou and thy name,/ Goddesse of Renoun or of Fame!" (1403, 1405-6). 
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 When critics read this passage they tend to emphasize the similarities between 

Chaucer's creature and its classical and biblical antecedents.34 These similarities are 

undeniable. Like Fama in Virgil's Aeneid (IV.166-8), Chaucer's goddess has feet that 

remain on the ground while her head is hidden in the clouds. Boethius makes the same 

observation about Philosophy's dimensions: "Her height was hard to determine, for it 

varied; at one moment she confined herself to normal human dimensions, but at another 

the crown of her head seemed to strike the heavens."35 Both Virgil's and Chaucer's 

creatures are covered in eyes, ears, and and mouths (IV.182-3). Fame's visage reminds 

Geffrey of the four beasts in John's "Apocalips" (HF.1385), the beasts that are covered in 

eyes and perpetually worship the triune God who is seated on a throne: "And they rested 

not day and night, saying: Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, who was and who is 

and who is to come," (Rev. 4:8). These are the beasts who, in Dante's text, follow in the 

celestial procession of the Gryphon who is "one person with two natures," the beast that 

signifies Christ (Purg. 29). Like Ovid's Rumor (Metamorphoses XII.58-79) Fame resides 

in a castle where "land and seas and the celestial regions" unite together.36  

 But Chaucer's handling of these antecedents is more important than the 

antecedents themselves. Unlike the beasts of the Apocalypse who surround God's throne, 

Fame is herself seated on "see imperiall" (1361), and the "beasts" who "eternally" glorify 

                                                      
34 See chs. 2 and 3 of Boitani's book. Alistair Minnis's contribution to the Oxford guides to Chaucer is 
enormously helpful; see Oxford Guides to Chaucer: The Shorter Poems (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 
161-251. 
 
35De consolatione philosophiae, I. pr. 1, 8-13; Walsh, 4-5. 
 
36 I use Charles Martin's translation of the Metamorphoses (New York: Norton, 2004), 408-9; also in 
Kathryn L. Lynch, ed., Dream Visions and other Poems (New York: Norton, 2007), 257-8.  
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her are the nine Muses. The Muses call her a "goddess" and their point is well-taken: with 

the two exceptions I have discussed everyone else in the castle worships her and seek her 

favor. Chaucer calls her a "creature," a creation, yet she is not something encompassed by 

Nature itself. She is a function of a world that is itself out of joint, resistant to human 

scrutiny and justification. 

 If one of the goals of Boethius's text is to vindicate its own author's virtue, then 

the project of vindication depends on a transparency of self that Chaucer's poem calls into 

question. The questioning has less to do with the desire for virtue and honor than the 

self's embeddedness in history and its vulnerability to rival interpretations by others. This 

vulnerability cuts in two ways: the self's ongoing dependence on a common life with 

others and the self's afterlife in words. Dante's self-writing in the Convivio emerges 

within a literary form that takes it as axiomatic that the virtuous agent is able to 

comprehend the totality of its own history. It is the structural inverse of Chaucer's poem: 

as Geffrey's self-assurance (call it "humility") begins to erode across the second and third 

books, the poet's increasing confidence in the significance of the dream grows, even if its 

final meaning remains undetermined. The point is that it isn't Chaucer's history to write. 
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